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I. Technical Discussion

* The work performed by Science Applications International Corporation

(SAIC) on this contract, "Fluid Dynamics Lagrangian Simulation Model,"
Contract Number N00014-89-C-2106, SAIC Project Number 01-0157-03-0768,

focused on a number of research topics in fluid dynamics. The work was in
* support of the programs of NRL's Laboratory for Computational Physics and

Fluid Dynamics and covered the period from 10 September 1989 to 9

December 1993. In the following sections we describe each of the efforts and
the results obtained. Much of the research work has resulted in journal

• publications. These are included in Appendices of this report for which the
reader is referred for complete details.

H. Simulation of Inviscid/Viscous Flows Over Complex Geometries

The use of unstructured grids for the simulation of high-speed flows has
been extensively reported in the literature (see references cited in Appendices A
and B). In the present research effort, SAIC extended this technology to nearly

* incompressible flows, and applied the procedure to simulate inviscid as well a,
viscous flows past submarine configurations with all their appendages. One
attractive feature of using triangular or tetrahedral meshes over structured
meshes is that complex geometries can be easily represented. For example,

* constructing a structured mesh around a submarine with all its appendages
will require a tedious task of decomposition of the domain. In the present
work, unstructured grids are generated using the advancing front algorithm of

Lohner. The governing equations of flow are solved using the finite-element
0 version of the Flux-Corrected Transport algorithm (FEM-FCT. Details of the

flow solver can be found in the Appendices referred to above.
As a first step, Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions were obtained for an

axisymmetric flow. This provided an excellent case to validate the procedure
* employed and also a base to build models for predicting turbulent flows. The

procedure was applied to solve a model problem of flow over a sphere; the
computed results were found to be in good agreement with those found in the
literature for both the potential flow case and the case of viscous flow at Re =

0 100. These results are included in the paper presented at the AIAA Fluid

Dynamics Conference (Appendix A). Having established the correctness of the
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procedure, it was then extended to compute flow over the submarine hull
configuration. Grid refinement studies were conducted for the inviscid flow in

order to establish the independence of the flow solution to the chosen grid.

Also, a laminar viscous flow solution over this configuration was obtained for
Re = 1000. The convergence rate for this problem deteriorated considerably, as
would be expected, due to the presence of the small elements in the boundary
layer that are needed to resolve the high gradients present in the flow variables.

Hence, convergence acceleration of the numerical method was investigated by
appropriately sub-stepping the viscous diffusion terms. It was found that this

method of convergence acceleration does not yield substantial gain because the
allowable time-step for the explicit scheme for low Mach numbers is limited by
the speed of sound. Hence, this convergence acceleration procedure should be
investigated with the barely-implicit correction (BIC) scheme.

The procedure was next extended to solve three-dimensional flows.
Results were obtained for inviscid flow over the submarine with sail and stem
appendages at various pitch angles of attack. This work was presented at the

APS meeting in November 1989, and an abstract of this presentation follows.

Study of Three-Dimensional Flows Past Complex Geometries
Using a Finite-Element Method, R. Ramamurti, SAIC & NRL and R.
Lohner, GWU - The finite-element method of Lohnerl has been advanced
to study the flow past complex 3-D geometries. In the present
investigation, the advancing front algorithm 2 is employed to generate the
unstructured grids over a complete submarine configuration. A two-step
Taylor-Galerkin procedure is used to discretize the Euler equations of
motion. The procedure was tested via application to a model problem of
inviscid flow past a sphere at M. = 0.2. Comparison of the surface
pressure distribution with potential flow is very good. The procedure Is
then extended for the simulation of 3-D flow past a submarine hull
configuration and the results are compared with the axisymmetric
solution. Flow past this configuration with sail and stem appendages is
also investigated for various pitch angles of attack to study the
asymmetric flow properties.
* This work Is supported by Naval Research Laboratory under a contract
from DARPA.
1 Lohner, R., Morgan, K. and Zienkiewicz, O.C., Int. J. Num. Meth.
Fluids, No. 4, 1984.
2 Lohner, R. and Parikh, P., AIAA Paper No. 88-0515, 1988.

In order to predict the formation of vortices and hence the noise

generated by them, it Is important to carry out a Navier-Stokes analysis.
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Therefore, the viscous diffusion terms were incorporated into the 3-D version of

the flow solver. In the numerical procedure, these terms were treated as a

* deferred correction in the second step of the Taylor-Galerkin procedure.

Preliminary coarse grid results of the fully appended model at a pitch angle of
attack of 100 show the presence of vortices at the junction of the sail and the

hull and also at the tips of the stern planes. This configuration was also
• studied at a yaw angle of attack, in order to predict the forces and moments

that will be involved in a maneuvering submarine. This is documented in the
paper that was presented at the 29th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and is

included as Appendix B.
• In 1990, the research effort was directed towards simulating transient

flow for resolving the D5 water-in-nozzle problem and to give better estimates of
the transient forces acting on the nozzle. This research effort is part of the
Trident related activities at NRL. It has been the primary research effort since

• January 1990. Work was also continued on the previous year's effort on
simulating viscous flows past complex geometries such as the submarine hull
with all its appendages.

The finite element method coupled with the adaptive remeshing
• algorithm was employed to predict the transient forces and the flow field in the

nozzle. The interaction of the shock waves with the aft-shield was also
investigated. Further, the rigid body motion of the aft-shield was integrated

with the remeshing algorithm in order to study the effects of its movement.
* The effects of variable specific heat ratios on the dynamics of the flow was also

investigated. The results of this effort were presented at the 43rd Annual APS

meeting and the abstract follows.

* Numerical Simulation of Transient Flow in a Nozzle,* R.
Ramamurti, SAIC & NRL, K. Kallasanath, NRL and R. Lohner, GWU -
Unsteady flow in nozzles is studied in order to understand the dynamics
of the flow field and to get better estimates on the forces acting on the
nozzle. The numerical simulations have been performed using a finite-
element method coupled with an adaptive remeshing algorithm. The

* scheme employed for the flow solver is a Finite-Element Method Flux-
Corrected Transport scheme (FEM-FCT) which has shown excellent
predictive capability for axisymmetric flow fields with strong and weak
shocks. The effect of the presence of a barrier near the exit plane of the
nozzle on the flow is studied by integrating the adaptive remeshing of the

0 unstructured grid with the rigid body motion of the barrier. The
movement of the barrier due to the interaction of the shock wave is
calculated. The flow in the nozzle shows the presence of a recirculating
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region which eventually exits the nozzle. The effect of variable ratio of
specific heats is also investigated.
*This work is supported by Naval Research Laboratory and SSPO.

Since March 1991, SAIC evaluated the newly developed incompressible
flow code using unstructured meshes. This is done via application to several
model problems such as flow over a flat plate, developing flow in a channel,
laminar flow over a backward facing step, and flow past a circular cylinder.

M. Vortex Shedding and Lock-On

SAIC conducted a study of a number of problems in the field of bluff
body wakes. The study was carried out using a code obtained from Professor
George Karniadakis at Princeton. This code, NEKTON, is a spectral element
code and required substantial change to enable it to run on the computer at
NRL. Once running we carried out an extensive numerical investigation of
vortex shedding behind a circular cylinder.

The work consisted of determining the effect on the vortex street of
superimposing a small perturbation on the incident mean flow upstream of the
cylinder. Experimental work had suggested that for a range of frequencies and
amplitudes, this perturbation could result in a phenomenon known as "lock-
on", in which the frequency of vortex shedding in the wake was altered to
match the frequency of the perturbation. For frequencies and amplitudes
outside of a hypothetical frequency-amplitude curve, the vortex street could
exhibit a variety of behaviors including quasi-periodic and chaotic shedding
frequencies.

Two papers that were published jointly with Owen Griffin of NRL describe
this work. The first paper to appear was a review article in which the
experiments performed by various investigators were described and the results
compared; a single numerical case in which lock-on was obtained was
described in detail (cf. "Review-Vortex Shedding Lock-on and Flow Control in
Bluff Body Wakes," ASME Journal of Fluid Engineering, December 1991.) This
paper is included here as Appendix C.

The second paper (cf. 'Vortex Shedding and Lock-on in Bluff Body
Wakes," ASME Journal of Fluids Engineering, June 1993) contains the results

of an extensive numerical investigation in which the shape of the frequency-
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amplitude curve was defined, and a more complete analysis of the near-wake

flow in cases of lock-on was done. In this analysis, quantities such as the drop
0 in the time-averaged streamwise component of the velocity in the wake and the

rms velocity fluctuations were examined, as well as the longitudinal vortex

spacing and the length of the vortex formation region. The results were

compared with experimental data and with data obtained numerically by other
0 investigators, who had not attempted to define the frequency-amplitude curve,

but had identified one or more individual cases of lock-on. This paper is

included in this report as Appendix D.

4P TV. Turbulence Studies

This effort involved investigations of wall-bounded turbulent flows and

free-surface turbulence. It included both the development of a new numerical
0 code and the interpretation of the resulting simulation. The general approach

was to use direct numerical simulations to generate a spatially and temporally

accurate database for interrogation. The simulations were performed and

analyzed on the NRL Cray X-MP. The major elements of these studies are
* described in the following.

1. The structure of Turbulent FMows - In wall bounded turbulent channel

flow, the fluid flow is not entirely random, but exhibits a chaotic reoccurrence
of organized events. A common feature of these events is an elongated region of

low speed flow, or a low speed streak. A streak tracing algorithm has been

developed which permits the detection and tracking of low speed structures in

the boundary layer. The development of conditional sampling methodologies in
0 conjunction with direct numerical simulations provides tools to obtain new

insights into turbulent flows and turbulence-free surface interactions.

2. Free-surface Turbulence - The structure of turbulence near a free surface
* was examined by using results obtained from a direct simulation of flow

between a no-slip wall and a shear free boundary, which serves as a model of a
waveless free surface. The turbulence is generated at the no-slip boundary and

convects to the free-surface.

0
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Redistribution of Turbulence Kinetic Energy by Pressure-Strain

An energy balance analysis shows that the pressure-strain term is the
* dominant producing term for the spanwise component of the

turbulent kinetic energy at the free-surface. Two phenomenological

models were developed for the redistribution, involving the interaction
of turbulent eddies with the free-surface.

Enstrophy Production

The total instantaneous enstrophy of a fluid is defined as the square
of the instantaneous vorticity, Li jl Qj. As a result of the shear free

nature of the top boundary, only normal vorticity may terminate on it.

The vorticity components parallel to the top boundary must go to zero
at the boundary. The time averaged fluctuating enstrophy balance

equations, which are an indicator of the level of activity of the vorticity
field are evaluated. Near the free surface the rate of production and
destruction of enstrophy is set by the stretching and rotation of

fluctuating vorticity by the fluctuating velocity field. The results of
this study were presented at the 29th Aerospace Science Meeting,
January 7-10, 1991, in Reno, Nevada. The associated paper is

included here in Appendix E.

Length Scale and Modeling
Two-point correlations, energy spectra, and length scales reveal

important free surface induced effects. The length scales near the free
surface are compared with the scales near the centerline of normal

turbulent channel flow. This comparison reveals an increase by a
factor of three in the streamwise length scales associated with the
spanwise velocity fluctuations and an increase by a factor of two in

the spanwise length scales for the streamnwise velocity fluctuations.

The length scales normal to the free surface are decreased for all
velocity components. This indicates a more pancake-like eddy

structure near the free surface compared to the structure near the

centerline of a normal channel. The energy spectra show qualitative
agreement with the Hunt-Graham model, though higher resolution
calculations will be required to make more quantitative comparisons.

In addition, the dissipation rates for the horizontal components of the

6
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turbulence are reduced near the free surface while the dissipation of

the vertical component remains approximately constant. Details were

* presented at the 29th Aerospace Science Meeting, January 7-10, 1991

in Reno, Nevada and are included in this report as Appendix F. A

second paper on the subject was presented at the AIAA 22nd Fluid

Dynamics, Plasmadynamics & Lasers Conference in June 1991 at

* Honolulu, Hawaii and is incorporated in this report in Appendix G.

3. Vortex Reconnection

A numerical simulation of the interaction of a vortex ring with a shear-

* free boundary was performed. The Reynolds number was 1000. based on the

circulation and viscosity, and the ratio of the core diameter to the ring diameter

was 0.4. In this simulation the vortex ring interacts with the shear-free

boundary through the primary and secondary reconnection events resulting in

* a pair of vortex half rings attached to the boundary. The dynamics of the

reconnection process are discussed using the enstrophy balances and an

existing analytical model of the diffusion of a strained vortex pair. Based on

these results, a physical description of the reconnection events was developed.
• This work is described in detail in a paper published in the Journal of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 1991 (AMD - Vo. 119,
Dynamics of Bubbles and Vortices Near a Free Surface) and is included here in

Appendix H. Additional description of the work appeared in an earlier paper

presented at the Winter Annual Meeting of the ASME on Recent Advances and

Applications in Computational Fluid Dynamics in November 1990 in Dallas,

Texas. This is included here in Appendix I.

* 4. Numerical Methods - A code for the direct simulation of turbulence was

developed. This code, THRDFS, is similar to the method of Kim, Moin, and

Moser (1987). The primitive Navier-Stokes equations are rewritten as a fourth-

order equation for the vertical velocity and a second-order equation for the

* vertical vorticity. The technique implicitly satisfies continuity, which allows

decoupling of the pressure field from the viscous flow calculation. The

pressure field is evaluated in a postprocessing calculation. Pressure and
vertical velocity on the free-surface are coupled by requiring the normal

* momentum equation to be added to the free-surface boundary conditions.

7
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The free-surface boundary conditions have been implemented in two

forms. The boundary conditions are linearized in the first case, resulting in low

* amplitude waves and no mode coupling within the boundary conditions. The

subsurface flow field, however, remains fully nonlinear and mode coupling Is

permitted. In the second implementation of the boundary conditions the

application is for weakly nonlinear free-surfaces. The full nonlinearity of the
* boundary conditions is retained, but the conditions are still imposed on the

mean free-surface.

V. Numerical Simulations in Support of Narcotics Interdiction

We have been investigating the issues involved in requirements definition
for narcotics interdiction. How much of a particular signature could be there,

how does this amount change for different conditions, and what is the temporal
• relationship in various scenarios. Our approach has been to simulate

numerically the conditions that F-rise during vapor or particulate transport.

The advantages of this approach are that (1) a broad range of scenarios can be
rapidly and inexpensively analyzed by simulation and (2) simulations can

* display quantities that are difficult or impossible to measure. The drawback of
this approach is that simulations cannot include all of the phenomena present

in a real measurement, and therefore the fidelity of the simulation results is

always an issue.

* A description of this work will be presented in San Diego, California in
July 1993 at a meeting on Cargo Inspection Technologies, part of SPIE's

International Symposium on Optics, Imaging, and Instrumentation.

We will discuss these issues and how they apply to the current problems.
* We will show the results of a ID numerical simulation and compar, these

results with the analytical solution to show that the model is verifiable at this

level. We will also present data of 3D simulations of vapor transport in a

loaded cargo container and some of the materials issues present in this

* problem.

This work was also presented in June 1993 at the Contraband Detection

Trace Chemical Phenomenology Workshop sponsored jointly by ARPA and the
Office of National Drug Control Policy. A set of viewgraphs presented at the

* meeting and incorporated into the Proceedings of the Workshop are included in

this report as Appendix J.
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A FU41T ELEMENT SOLVER FOR AXISYMMETRIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS0

Rainakd Lama~r , Joseph D. Daumat , Eric Lotht and Ravi RmamusrtI:

CMEE, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
t LCP&FD, Naval Rasee.ch Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

tScience Applications International Corp. , IMcLeas, VA

Abstract r01
oped Finite Element Euler and Navisi-Stokes solvers Pr"w U

on unstructured Wids in C~arteslan coordinate systems ... v + eVr" +~ Jf
114] to axsyrmmatuic coordinate systems, It is shown a ,rdnt h xa n ailcodntshow to arrive at a consistent, high-order formulation ~ , eit h xa n ailcodnts
by a proper choice of interpolation for the unknowns. pp.a H denote the density. pressumemoo and ea-
All integrals we derived in closed farm, sand the ag- thalpy, v,w9 demote the velocitis in the, a and r dine.
act formaulae are pressnted. Numerical examples sum. tion. Us"I Stakes hypOthfiew the vIscolty coefficient0
ulating both transient and steady-stat flow, in the P' an th uk wu A aze related by
subsoni, transonic and supersonic regime we givam.2
The resulte demonustrate the accuracy and wide range Am-- 1T (2)
of applicability at the method.anthvicu@bwsrse dhstuz n

latrductosagiven by
Many practical low simulations require the solution
of the equations describing axisymr '-tic compress. ano
ible flaws. Among thanse B ove im or pest bode ? 2 q; ,9 2q;~ (3a,b)
of revolution at mew angle of attack, such as ducts,
macalias, fusslagg., missiles, as well as certain types i"=-,!,r , !!+(cd
of explosions and detonations. For an axisymznetric rd . P ~ 1  (3c as
coordinate system, the Navier-Stoaks equations gay- OT
arming compressible lows may be written as: e kT6  , = ko (3c, f)

= + L+u where T and k denote the temperature and thermal
Sr8 .D . 0. a v+ s conductivity of the fluid respectively. The equation

wher r r s ro rsti comnpleted by the addition of the state equations

0 (Ib - d) which an valid for aperfectSan, where yis the ratio

0 of the specific heats and c. is the specific heat at
H=pe+p, S.=4 (le -f) constant Volume.{rJ Multiplication of the system of Eqs. (1) with r yields

01 01 &~~OU + rff +0a = S + I~F,' +01 S.5

Re rof eWill dsaote the form of the Euler equatione as
urge+ VT + q 01given by Eq.(1) as Form 1, and the form given by

(lip - h) Eq.(5) as Fonm 2. Both forms have been used as

This paper bs declared a work of the U.S. Goverumnen and1
bs not subject to copyright protection in the United Sinus.



starting points for discrete approximations. Form I
was used by Kutler, Chakravarthy and Lombud (6), W LO 2 r r dz dr
who treated it as a system of equations in two dimen- &
sions. This straightforward use of Form I does ot which yields ementially Conservative Form 2, or

* produce a conservative difference scheme, and there- b) Take Conservative Form 2, interpret it a a two-
fore them authors employed a shock fitting schem to dimensiona Cartesian problem, and incorporate
trace the shocks. Form 2 was employed by Deem and it 'a is' into sa existing 2-D code.
Agarwal [7], Yu and Chan (8], and Woan [9). Thee It is interesting to note that whichever approach we
authors used this form in Jameon's two-dimensional take, we always require Conservative Form 2 in or-
cell-centered finite volume FLO52 code. Because the der to obtain a consistent, conservative scheme. The
scheme is cell-centered, no problem appear at r - 0 next quetion that arises is how to interpolate the

0 (no node are placed there). However, problem an unknowns involved in order to obtain a discretisation
expected at r = 0 if a node-centered Scheme is pre- scheme. We can:
ferred. a) Interpolate (rp, rpm, rpy, rpe) by a piece-

wine linear approximation. This is the so-called
Two-Step Taylor-Galerkln 'group formulation'. It appears very economical

The two-step Taylor-Galerkin algorithm has been Sad simple to implement, but for the limit as
used extensively for the computation of both invis- r --* 0, all derived quantities, such s the pres-
cid and viscous flows in two and three dimensions for sure, ar not defined. They eithe, 1ave to be
Cartmian coordinate systems [3-". Given a system obtained using L'Hopital's rule (which involves
of partial differential equations of the form- taking derivative), or the points lying on the

axis r = 0 have to be pushed to r = c, where c is
OU OF' OF' asmall number. We tried this option, but found+ =s.,+ -+sv (6)
O"+ =ad O+ + that we always encountered numerical problems

dose to the azlsv 0 .
where U, F and S denote the vectors of unknowns, to the , ,n r by0

fluxmes and source term, we proceed as follows: b) Interpollte (p. pr, m pptn) hsd r by e
piecewise liea . .p-- i tim. This form yields

a) Firt steol * (Advective Predictor) a higher accuracy in the r -direction [10] and has
no problem at r = 0. The integrals that ap-

U+* =u s + OFd (7) pear in the weighted residual statement are mor
• -!i.1  [ (7) complicated to evaluate. However, they may still

2 be derived in closed form. For thee reasons we
chose this second form for the spatial discretise-

b) Second 9122 tion of the Euler equations.

The First Step( F. IEvaluating all the integrals in the weighted residualA•r = Uft+1 _ U" = At.$i+ -(-•z statement of Eq.(7), denoting Nd an the derivative of

_F.d' the shape function N' with respect to j, using the
+S-1+ &r + ) . notation defined in Figure 1, and the expressions

r ol rA +rB+ rC(8) :~~A+ D P

In both subetepe the spatial discretisation is per- yt3 (
formed via the usual Galerkin weighted residual the following discretizsation for the Navier-Stokes
method [3-51. However, we note that at t"+* = equations results:
ta + &At, the quantities U, F, S are assumed as piece- Continuity:
wise constant: in the elements, whereas t , t ,Cin+t,

* the quantities U, F, S are amumed piecewise linear. (

Choice of Conservative Form and Interpolation J=I ,3

Having selected the time-marching algorithm, we are A [Ni,(pu) +N.,(pv)/i (11)

now faced with the choice of conservative form. We 2 J13

can either: At I I
a) Take Conservative Form 1, and integrate consis- 2 V. j=1,3

tently, e.g.,

2



XoMomtum: X-Momeatuw:

~~aj (3 + rO.O)s 12 M.Afe a at VOLP'a Fr. (u+)av.

0. 
(17)

2 R-Mo1et--,

t-MOOtUM" M.Ap=At VOLT, .-of v?)

- E ()s +,•(,W + )JI (13) (18

AA 1 1V . - +
2r (~3 + p(p~

T• ,s~s A o. n .•u.e" Mas A, atrie.ft o
TF~a'Ij=IS of view in whether the cosm maw matfri, which

iobtaine by uramblg " een evl tef
TMw Seared Step

exatly Deotn asM h•odtn mnai ,W-[A(

we obtan for the Etlha equaaiouw 2 h p

2oninit . , (20)Jiswehrth ousem esmtrx h

1-ltiaacannos be dsmplie by ta•ing the evemre element mo-

div in the integl (1). Thi old yield the

Forheecndte, eqineala~al (1ineg)l VOL.,O r 2 121(V 42D

M,e acl12 1 eon Mte)2 1 21

M.=JN'NI~dd(1 21 2+

which is le expensive to evaluate. Our numerial a-
periments indicate that this smpliication can be emt.
ployed without lom of accuracy. The consistent mam

3
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0
matrix is solved iteratively as in the Cartesian case body affects the stability of the stead-off shock sigWi.
[1-51, and again it is found that two to three passes icantly. Figures 3g,h show the pressure timshistoriem
over the elements ane sufficient to rises the pha@e so- at two stations along the axis of symmetry. station
curacy of the resulting schm from second to emsn- 1 (Figure 3g) lies at the far Hog~t end of the domain,
tially fourth order. while station 7 lies shortly behind the final position of
* the shock. One can clearly observe a damped shock

Artificial Viscosities oscillation around its steady-state position. It takes
a) Mdifed apius atifcia vicosiy- he odiied many cycles for the shock to settle to its final position.

aMofedLapidus artificial viscosity : TIIwi h e mro difed sun.Thi beaior which is not observed for convex bod-

ful for Cartesian coordinate systems, can he extended iewsaoamnotrnu rclsmltosad

0 to the axisymmetric case without any further modi- several wind-tunnel exp~eriments (11547.
fications by multiplying the element contributions by 3) Flow in an UnderxagNde Nozzle (steady AMALe'
their respective average element radius. The nossle geomtry, adapted mesh sand Mach num-,

b) Mass diffusion for the FEM-FCT algorthm. The bet contours are shown in Figures 4& and 4b respec-
maw iffsio whih i aded o th hih-oder tively. Several different rumn were performed for this

shmas ditson whlamnoich is added to em aspu problem. Some had the FEM-FCT option switched
scf hem to yeld almorithmn5ca low-order scemtenaspad on, others only employed the basic two-step scheme

tof the FEsm-FT agrithc5 can as byeiml exltipyndted descrbe above. All these runs showed the existence
Cato sithelaesyment caseiuton by thmpl multpl ctivgte of the two shocks depicted in Figure 4b. The run ws
Cavrtgesa element cotiutinsy.hi esetv produced here was done with a Lapidus artificial vie.

averge eemen radus. ty. Both shock resulted from inadequate nosule

Numek-alexamleswall shape, as shown in the expanded Mach-number
N~mrialexmpeecontour plot of the regio nea the throa (Fig. 4c).

0 A number of numerical examples are given to illus. The pressure ratio across the shock is significantly
trate the performance of the method when simulat- lower than the pressure decrease through the throat,
ing transient and steady-state problems in the sub- though the gradients are higher. During convergence
sonic, transonic and supersonic Raow regime. For all to steady state, the grid was adaptively remeshed
steady-state problems, local timestepping was used to three times. The maxyimum stretching ratio for the
accelerate the convergence, elements was set to six. A comparison between the
* ~measurd and predicted radial distribution of total

1) Suweboiz Raw past abwhere(&Wx tak):1 the pressreattheext plan isshownin Fig. 4d.Sign&i
case under consideration corrsponds to a fres-stream cant scatter is shown in the experimental data, while
Mach Number of Mae = 3.0. For this steady-state no data is available in the region o( the multiple shock
solution, only the Lapidus artificial viscosity was em- system. Nonetheless, the result. demonstrate very
played to stabilize the solution. The exact stand-off goaremnovrosoftexiple.S e
distance for the shock should be of* = 1.216A~, where doodiagreemnt issovnerwt the exl.It plae.s Srom te

*R denotes the radius of the sphere [121. The grd w deviateneon a tir shownea the alIt stemts fro thewaljs
adaptively remeshied three times [13). The final so- existrence of athexird shnok thae strt a te al i
lution is shown in Figures 2&.2c. The expeiental ~ ra fteei ln ftenne
stand-off distance is reproduced exactly by the solu- 4) Flow 11ast a Wnhere. Re= 100 (steady. viscons)-
tion. Steady viscous Blow past a sphere at a Mach-number

of Me = 0.1 and Reynolds-number of Re = 100 pro-
* 2) Shock imiginging on a blunt body (transimatb The vides an important test example to evaluate the ac-

problem statement, as well as the solutions obtained curacy of the present scheme. No artificial viscosity
at two different times are shown in Figures U3af. A was added for this subsonic case. The problem state.
strong shock (M. = 10), moving from left to right, ment, as well as the results obtained, are shown in
impinges on the concave body displayed in Figure Ua. Figure 5. The grid employed for this case (Fig. 5a)
An adaptive refinement scheme for transient prob- consists of a structured portion divided into triangles
lemsw [14] was employed to resolve accurately all flow in the boundary layer zone, and an unstructured mesh
features. The mesh was adapted every 7 tlimestepe, elsewhere. From Fig. 3d, it can be seen that the re-
and two levels of refinement were allowed. The FEW circulation zone extends 1.4 diameters into the wake,
FCT option was invoked to maintain sharp shock- measured from the center of the sphere. This comn-
resolution. The main aim of this simulation was to pares well with experimental results [17). Figure 5e
demonstrate the good phaseaccuracy and low nu- shows very good agreement of computed surface vor-
merical damping of the present scheme for this class ticity with earlier numerical results [18,19]. The flow
of problems. As observed in earlier simulations of separates at an angle of approximately 1230.
this class of problems [15-171 the concave shape of the
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Conclusions [6] P. Kutler, S.R. Chakravarthy and C.P. Lombard

We have described a Finite Element Solver for Ax- - Supersonic Flow Over Ablated Nosetipe Using
an Unsteady Numerical Procedure; AIAA Paperisynimetuic compressible flows. The Navie-Stokes7-1 17)

equations awe advanced forward in time using a two-

step Taylor-Galerkin procedure. Due care was given [7] J.E. Deem and R.K. Agarwal- Calculation of
to obtain a consistent integation of all variables. Axisymmetric Inlet Flowflelds Using the Euler 0
Although slightly more expensive than the equiva- Equations; AIAA Paper 83-1853 (1983).
lent Cartesian scheme, the current formulation is the
only one that yields full second order accuracy for [8f N.J. Yu and H.C. Chenti- Flow Simulations
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tions. A high-order, monotonicity preserving scheme Equations; AIAA Paper 84-2143 (1984).
is obtained by combining this basic two-step Taylor- (9] C.J. Woan - Euler Solution of Axisymmetric
Galerkin procedure with FEM-FCT techniques. Flows About Bodies of Revolution Using a Multi-
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the current explicit scheme to semi-implicit or implicit [10) P.L. Roo - E Estimates for Cell-Vertex
schemes. Solvers of the Compressible Euler Equations;
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Abstract the governing equations. The convergence of the solu-
tion procedure to steady state depends on the speed of

A finite elemnent scheme (1.21 has been advanced sound and the 'inmu cell-Raynold's number and
for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations is rather poor for low-speed, viscous flows. Therse-
with unstructured grids in both Cartesian and ax- fore, two acceleration procedures are investigated in
isymmetric coordinate system.. The two-step Taylor- this pae. The firs one tries to circumvent the
Galerkin procedure is employed to discretis. the goy- timestep-limits imposed byv cell Reynolds-numbers by
erning equations. The accuracy of the scheme is val- using sub-stepping of the viscoý fluxes. The second
idate by comparing computed results for flow over one tries to circumvent the timestep-limits imposed
"a sphere with well known numerical results and via by !ý* speed of sound by employing a somi-implicit
"a grid-refinement study for an inviscid flow ovea an technique, whereby the pressure-modes ane integrated,
axisymmetric body. The procedure is extended to impicitl.

*solve three-dimensional flows over submarine config- GvrigEuto
urations with sail and stern appendage. Convergence GiU~ qitoi
acceleration for viscous flows by sub-stepping of the The equations governing the fluid flow ar the
viscous terms is investigated. Navier-Stokes equations which can be written ase

Introduction *r 17 i1 F
Numerical solution of flow past complex geome- at Bi r 8z

*tries isan important tool for afluid dynamicist. The A. a~ I g OF S
use of unstructured grids consisting of triangular el- 2 7 ~ az (a) a
ements in two dimensions and tetrahedral elements whene
in three dimnensions together with a finitseleRDeit j 0, k = 0: 2-dimemuional case,
method has proven valuable in computing high-speed, j1.k =0: axisymmretric cane,
compressible flows (1,21. The advantage of using tri- j 0,h= ~1: 3-dimensional case,

*angular or tetrahedral meshes over structured meshes )is that complex geomretries can be easily represented. =(AV'PSW e
For example, constructing a structured mesh around U =I a ppr

a submarine hull with its sail and stern appendages [ pa1 r p

main. On the other hand, the advantage of the struc- Pusaa
tured meshes is that they provide better resolution in F.I'I V+

* the vicinity of the body and hence, allow better reso- 1 u pawj 5

lution of the strong gradients present in viscous flows. I. H J vH
To accurately resolve these gradients, which are pre-
dominantly in the normal direction, it is necessary PU0.
to have a fine mesh spacing in this direction while I"I
retaining a large spacing in the tangential direction. paw 0
In the present work, a structured mesh is employed .pv H pe p S= P

* ~~~in the normal direction retaining unstructured mesh 2:=H=~+~S

in the tangential direction. These structured meshes W+P01
are then divided into triangular and tetrahedral ele- w

remainder of the unstructured grid is generated usingf0'
the advancing front grid-generation algorithm [31.1

* In this paper the finite-element method is applied F96r
to solve low subsonic viscous flows both in axisYmmret- 1.,
ric and 3-D Cartesian coordinates. An explicit two- +tl,+~l.+~
step Taylor-Galerkin procedure is employed to solve alg+a r., wa +q

Thi paper is declaredl a work of the U.S. Gloverunment And
is not subject to copyrigh Protection in the United States.



01 Using this form of the conservative equations can be
r.8 shown to be the same as integrating the system of Eqs.

Tee (1) in a consistent nmaner. In the weighted residualF; ffi i , , framework, the use of conservative form represented
by Eq. (5) in conjunction with separate interpolations
fob r and U avoids the problems encountered for r = 0

Ur., + Vrr + Wrera + qr using a node-centered scheme. Details of evaluating
the integrals in the weighted residual statement andS0 interpolation of the unknown# are given in Refs. [2,4].

= ) Two-Step Taylor-Gal(rkin Procedure
F.T A two-step form of the one-step Taylor-Galerkin

z"randheme is employed at the time advancing scheme.
ur., + vr,, + Was= + q, This belongs to the Lax-Wendraff class of schemes

and has been used extensively for the computation
. L00,reOA(l-1k of both inviscid and viscous Rowe in two and three

R,= (,,e 0,,) l-k dimensions for Clartesian coordinate systems [1,21.

Herez, an z enot th axalradil ad san- Given a system of partial differential equations of the

wise coordinates, p,p, e, H denote the density, pres-
sure, energy and enthalpy and u, v, w denote the ve- oa OF1' OF
locitiesin the x,r and : directions respectively. Using -+ S = +5, , (8)
Stokes hypothesis, the viscosity coefficient p and the

bulk modulus A are related by where U,)FP, and S. denote the vector of unknowns,
advective fluxes and advective source terms, and F

A 2 (2) and S, denote viscous fluxes and viscous source terms, 0
3- , the two-step is as follows.

and the viscous shear stresses and heat fluxes an a) First sten (Advective Dredictor);
given by

a u + t=rr + T " (S * - &P, 1") (7)
21u 'r 21, Ow.,= ;

ax8rasb) Second se

aOu OivroeU• = -2+1 -r =-"J
A4t. (S 5I1-ee=- 2P . 1.=• - F.0 .-) I a+ l"•

(8) 0

AeP~j~ (L + ~ = (L±V!~ in both substeps the spatial discretization is per-or== +azz , ax, =•'z 'formed via the usual Galerkin weighted residual
method [1,2]. However, we note that at tf+t =
t" + lAt, the quantities U, F, S are assumed piece-

a= o - r a (3a - 3i) wise constat, whereas at t" , t"+t, the quantities
U, F, S are amumed piecewise linear. Also, it should

where T and x denote the temperature and thermal be noted that the viscous terms are added during the
conductivity of the fluid respectively. The equation second-step of the procedure as a deferred corrector.
set is completed by the addition of the state equation Artificial Viscosities

1 2) For inviscid flows considered in the present pa-
p = 1- 1)p - (u2 + v2) (4) per, additional smoothing has been implemented inthe flow-solver. Two post-smoothing artificial viscosi-

ties have been implemented. These arewhich is valid for & perfect gas, where -y is the ratio a) a modified Lapidus artificial viscosity, and
of the specific heats. b) a pressure-based artificial viscosity.

For the axisymmetric case, the system of Eqs. (1) is The modified Lapidus artificial viscosity has been
multiplied with r to yield described in [5]. The viscosity only acts in the direc-

tion 1, and is of the form

"OW-+-r-U - + 4 = + 0- 5 -v +'a + I + (5)  L == 1= V--V (9)
-ýZ o r Ox Or C91 IVivi(

2



Here h is the element-size, and v denotes the velocity-
vector. 49 / e _

The pressure-based artificial viscosity is a modifics- ApOA13( -- 1)-- --
tion of that proposed by Morgan et eL. 16]. The via- a,
cosity coefficient employed is of the form AP+ACPe+P) * (14)

where
k' ffi IE.,(ML - Mc)'pj I

I(ML - Mc)' PJ + e E.A(ML + Mc)'iPJ
(10) A) -!- = -eAt( -p)

* He ML and Mc agin denote the lumped and con-
sistent element matrices, while pi denotes the premure The overall solution sequence then proceeds as fol-
at node i. The terns following ( are added to distin- lows:
guish 'noise' from a true physical discontinuity. If e First the solution is advanced explicitly yielding A0.
vanishes, the artificial viscosity is of first order, while The premure increment Ap is then obtained from E?.
for c > 0 second order is achieved. (14). The velocities uj are then corrected to get vi+u7

Barely-Implicit Correction Scheme The new values for the energy (pe)"+l are computed
using Eq. (15).

For low subsonic flows, the time-step for explicit The solution of the elliptic equation for pressure in-
schemes is limited by the largest eigenvalue of the volves inversion of a large matrix. However, the band-
system of equations. The idea behind BIC is to treat width and condition-number of this matrix are much
the 'speed of sound modes' implicitly and keep the better than in the case of totally implicit schemes.
treatment of the 'pure advection modes' explicit. The Furthermore, because of its inherently elliptic charac-
advantage of such a semi-implicit scheme is that the ter it is very well suited to any type of iterative solver.
matrix to be inverted has a much simpler structure. Numerical tests indicate that for the Mach-number
A modal decomposition of the Jacobians of the ad- range M). = 0.05 - 0.1, only two to ten over-relaxed
vective fluxes into their 'speed of sound modes' and Jacobi passes are required.
the 'pure advection modes' yields Substepping of V'mcous Fluxes

-A 8F.- , (11) A Fourier stability analysis for the explicit
A= + scheme described above, shows that the sceime is sta-

Based on this the advective fluxes can be written as ble provided

FLj = F.1+ F.1 (12) CSVI- Re (16)

Details of the modal analysis are given in Ref. [7]. where C is the Courant number and ReA is the min-
* The aim is to construct a time stepping scheme that is imum cell Reynolds number. Convergence to steady

unconditionally stable for the 'speed of sound modes' state can be accelerated by local time-stepping. Al-
contained in Ag, but only conditionally stable for the though this local time-stepping strategy is efficient for
'pure advection modes' contained in A4,. In order to inviscid flows, convergence is rather poor for viscous
achieve this goal, we integrate the F•J teras implic- flows. One way to improve convergence is to treat
itly, and the remaining F.J. terms explicitly: the viscous terms in an implicit manner. Here we

employ an alternative approach of sub-stepping the
AAF. viscous terms. If the allowable time-step due to the

Sau + OAt - F = U ." (13) viscous terms is much smaller than that for the ad-
19x "vective terms, the use of substepe becomes a viable

Here AU denotes the incremetuws 0it are obtained for alternative. The implementation of the sub-stepping

the explicit, uncorrected scheme and 0 is an implic- procedure is as follows:

itness parameter. Exploiting the sparse structure of During the second-step of the solution procedure,
the 'pressure fluxes' Fi , we can reduce the system of the inviscid fluxes are advanced with their allowable
coupled equations given in Eq. (13) to a single elliptic timestep At.. The corresponding contribution to the
equation. This is achieved by combining the momen- right-hand side of Eq. (8) can be written as
tum and energy equations, and the equation of state.
Note that this is different from the projection schemes R. = At. . (S. "i - O'Ps 1 . (17)
widely used for the simulation of incompressible flows.
These combine the continuity and momentum equa- Next, the ratio of allowable timestepe for the inviscid
tions, and not the momentum and energy equations. and viscous fluxes is computed as
The end result, after some algebra (see Ref. [7]), is the
following elliptic equation for the pressure increment At, " .At

p: -At.(



Given r,., the required number of viscous substeps n. Flow Rast a Body of Revolution
and the sequence of inviscid timesteps At., = 1, n. at Zero Angle of Attack
are computed. Next, the contribution of the viscous Having established the correctnes of the proce-
fluxes to the right-hand side is computed as dure, the present scheme is then applied to solve flow

past a hull-shaped body of revolution. First, the in- S
viscid equations are solved on a coarse grid consist-

S. -ing of 988 points and 1807 elements. The results for
/•= E t'm " (• + SI' m -) • Mwo = 0.2, are shown in Fig. 2. In order to estab-

mul lish the reliability of the solutions, a grid refinement
(19) study is undertaken. The grid is refined using the

Here, for m = 1, the flux contribution is computed classic h-refinement technique. The results in terms
at time-level n. The viscous contribution A% is then of presure contours for the two grids are shown in
added to the corresponding fraction of the inviscid Fig. 2b and c. Figure 2d shows the comparison'of
right-hand side R. the surface pressure distribution, obtained employing

the two grids. One can we that the effect of grid
At' refinement is minimal on the quality of the solution.

it= R + -R. (2) This indicates that the first mesh was already quite
At. adequate.

Finally, the boundary conditions are applied to Ra, Next, the procedure is applied to solve steady
and the unknowns are updated using viscous flow past this configuration at Me, = 0.1 and

Re = 1000. The grid employed for this came consists
AUV' = U"+ 1'1 - Un = le.. (21) of 7278 nodes and 14093 elements, and is shown in

Fig. 3a. Results in terms of pressure and vorticity
Our numerical experiments indicate that: contours and velocity vectors are shown in Fig 3b-d.

Correct trend in surface premure distribution i oh- 9
a) It is important to keep the viscosity of the fluid served. The vorticity contours show a tendency for
constant during substepping. Otherwise, the linear the flow to separate in the afterbody region. This so-
stability analysis is no longer valid. lution is obtained with local time-stepping but with-

b) The advancement of viscous and inviscid fluxes out sub-stepping of the viscous terms. For this case,
must be accomplished in a time-accurate manner, as convergence acceleration via substepping of the via-
described by Eqs. (20) and (21). Otherwise, the cous terms with constant sub-step sizes did not yield
critical balance of viscous and inviscid fluxes is de- substantial gain. This is due to the fact that the al- 0
stroyed, leading to numerical instability for large al- lowable time-step for the advective terms is already
lowable timestep-ratios ri.. quite small at this low Mach number.

A simple timestep-sequence for substepping is to con- 2-D Flow Past Circular Cylinder
sider constant substeps Using BIC-FEM-FCT

At !At. = 1, n. (22) For low subsonic flows, the barely-implicit
n= , ,scheme in conjunction with FEM-FCT is employed,nit so that the time-step limitation due to the speed of

sound is eliminated. This procedure is applied for
Results solving unsteady flow past a circular cylinder for Re =

Axisymmetric Flow 100 at a Mach-number of M., = 0.1. This particu-
lar Re-number was chosen, because in this regime the

Flow Rast a Sphere. Re = 100 experiments show the strongest variation of Strouhal-
Steady viscous flow past a sphere at a Mach- numbers as a function of Reynolds-number 111]. Fig-

number of M.o = 0.1 and Reynolds-number of Re = ure 4 shows the grid employed, the velocity vectors
100 provides an important test example to evaluate and the entropy contours in the wake. The numer-
the accuracy of the present scheme. No artificial vis- ically obtained Strouhal-number was graphically in-
cosity was added for this subsonic case. The problem distinguishable from the experimental data. This is
statement, as well as the results obtained, are shown not surprising, as the grid close to the cylinder is ex-
in Figure 1. The grid employed for this case (Fig. la) tremely fine, allowing good boundary layer resolution, S
consists of a structured portion divided into triangles and the advection scheme is fourth-order accurate in
in the boundary layer zone, and an unstructured mesh phase-space. Four substeps for the viscous fluxes were
elsewhere. From Fig. Id, it can be seen that the re- employed. The savings occured by this combination
circulation zone extends 1.4 diameters into the wake, of semi-implicit scheme and the substepping as com-
measured from the center of the sphere. This com- pared to an explicit solver were in excess of 1:50.
pares well with experimental results [8]. Figure le The main ingredients for this high savings-factor stem
shows very good agreement of computed surface vor- from: a) elimination of the speed of sound limitation 0
ticity with earlier numerical results [9,10]. The flow (1:10), b) low velocity in the boundary layer (1:5), c)
separates at an angle of approximately 123". substepping of the viscous fluxes (1:3).
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3-Dimensional Flow upto one diameter into the wake measured from the
center of the sphere.

Inviscid Flow PEat a Sghere . M- = 0.2
Next, the procedure is extended to 3-D and an Summary

* inviscid flow past a sphere was chosen as the test case, A finite element scheme has been employed to
since axisymmetric results from the present study and solve Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Results
earlier results are available for this case. Figures 5a were obtained for both axisymmetric and three-
and b show the grid employed and the pressure con- dimensional flows and the solution procedure was vali-
tours over the surface of the sphere. Figure 5c shows dated via application to a model problem of flow over
the comparison of the surface pressure distribution, a sphere. The validation was carried out for both
From this figure, it is clear that the axisymmetric case Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions. Convergence asc-
compares very well with the potential flow solution; celeration for low-subsonic viscous Bow cases was in-
the agreement of the 3-D solution is fairly good ex- vestigated by sub-stepping of the viscous terms when
cept near the two stagnation points. This discrepancy the time-step was limited predominantly by the min-
may be due to the small artificial dissipation that was imum cell-Reynold's number and by employing the
needed to stabilize the 3-D solution procedure. BIC-FEM-FCT when the timestep was limited by

Flow Past a Fully Annended Submarine the speed of sound. Preliminary results were obtained
The procedure is applied to solve inviscid flow for three-dimensional viscous flows past complex ge-

past a submarine with sail and stern appendages, at ometries. A 3-D semi-structured grid which combines
a Mach number M.. = 0.2 and various pitch angles of structured grid in the normal direction in the vicinity
attack a, from 0' to 10. The grid employed for this of the body and unstructured grid in the remainder of
case consists of 383,956 tetrahedra and 70,222 nodes the computational domain was developed for use with
and is shown in Fig. 6a. Convergence to steady state Navier-Stokes solver. Presently, fine grid results are
was achieved in 1000 iterations, and the results in being obtained for flow over a sphere at Re = 100.
terms of surface pressure contours for a = 0* and 10 The convergence acceleration methods discussed in
are shown in Fig. 6b and c respectively. Figure 6d this paper will be incorporated in the 3-D solution
shows that the variation of the lifting force due to procedure which will then enable efficient computs-
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Fig. 1. Results for Flow Past a Sphere, Re =100,

(a) Grid; (b) Pressure Contours; (c) Vorticity Contours;
(d) Velocity Vectors.0
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* on Fine Grid; (d) Effect of Grid Refinement.
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Fig. 3. Results for Viscous Flow Past Axclsymmmetric Body, Re 1000,

(a) Grid; (b) Pressure Contours; (c) Vorticity Contours;
(d) Velocity Vectors.
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Fig. 5. Results for Inviscid Flow Past a Sphere, Moo 0.2,
(a) Grid; (b) Comparison of Surface Pressure Distribution;

* (c) Pressure Contours.
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Fig. 7. Results for Viscous Flow Past Fully Appended Submarine.

(a) Particle traces; (b) Voricity Contours Near Leadiing-,-dgt

of Sail; (c) Vorticity Contours Near Trailing-Edge of Sail:

(d) Vorticity Contours Near Trailing-Edge of Stern Plane
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Fig. S. Results for Flow Past a Sphere, Re =100,
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(b) Velocity Vtectors.
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Review-Vortex Shedding Lock-on
and Flow Control in Bluff Body

0. M. Griffin Wakes
Pauanmur LahraUry.

Wahington. DC 20375-5000. The results of recet experients demonstrate that the phenomenon of vorex shed.
Fellow ASME ding resonance or lock-on S• obsrd also when a bluff body ip aced in an acident

mean flow with a periodic component superimposed upon it. This form of vortex
shedding and lock-on exhibits a particularly strong resonance between the flow

M. S. Hall periurbtions and the vortces, and provides one of sevrl prom•is • me•ns for
Science Appliations Interatio modification and control of the bani formation and stability mechanwas in the

CoPoation. near-wake of a bluff body. Examples are given of recent direct numeiAl simlations
McLean. VA 22102 of the vortex lock-on in the periodic flow. These agree well with the results of

experiments. A discussion also is given of vortex lock-on due to body oascations
both normal to and in-line with the incident mean flow, rotational oscillkion of
the body. and of the effect of soundon lock-on. The lock-on phenomenon disecassed
in the overall context of active and passive wake control, on the basis of these and
other recent and related results, with particular emphasis placed on active control
of the circular cylinder wake.

introducition
Vortex streets are formed in the wakes of bluff, or un- quency which is near one of the characteristic frequencies of

streamlined, bodies over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, the structures (Bishop and Hassan, 1964; Koopman, 1967).
from approximately 50 to 10' and even higher. The physics of Extensive recent reviews of vortex shedding from bluff bodies
vortex street formation and the near-wake flow have been the and vortex-induced oscillations have been given by Sarpkaya
focal point for many past experimental studies, e.g., Roshko (1979) and Bearman (1984). This coincidence or resonance of
(1954, 1955), Gerrard (1966), Bearman (1965, 1967), Griffin the vortex and vibration frequencies is commonly termed lock-
and Ramberg (1974) and, most recently, Unal and Rockwell on. The term phase-locking also has been used in the literature
(1988a, b), Ongoren and Rockwell (1988a, b), and Williamson (Rockwell, 1990). Lock-on or resonance occurs when the body
and Roshko (1988). One reason for this interest has been the is oscillated in-fine with the incident flow (Griffin and Ram-
importance of knowing how the mean and fluctuating fluid berg, 1976; Ongoren and Rockwell, 1988b), and the lock-on
forces are generated on the body due to vortex shedding. An- resonance also is induced when a cylinder is forced to oscillate
other reason is the perceived connection of the near-wake flow normal to the flow over the appropriate range of imposed
to the eventual evolution of the overall middle and far-wake frequencies and amplitudes. Two recent studies (Tokomaru
vortex patterns (Cimbala et al., 1988; Browne et al., 1989). and Dimotakis, 1991; Filler et al., 1991) have shown that ro-
One of the most cogent descriptions of the physics of vortex tational oscillations of a circular cylinder can cause lock-on.
streets and bluff body wakes was given by Morkovin (1964) The recent computations of Karuiadakis and Triantafyllou
as "a kaleidoscope of challenging fluid phenomena." This show that a lock-on state can be reached when a small spatially
description is in many ways still true today. Modem high- and temporally varying periodic disturbance is introduced into
speed computers and direct and large-eddy numerical simu- the near-wake of the cylinder. The disturbance is aaluogous
lation techniques now allow and, in the future, will further to a vibrating wire with the appropriate frequency and am-
allow the vortex formation and wake modification and control plitude.
processes to be studied compuationally at high resolution Vortex resonance, or lock-on, has been observed also when
(Karniadakis and Triantafyllou, 1989, 1990; Grinstein et al., the incident mean flow has a sufficiently large periodic com-
1990, 1991). ponent superimposed upon it (Barbi et aL, 1986; Armstrong

If a bluff cylinder is flexible and lightly damped, or rigid et al., 1986, 1987). In this case the cylinder remains stationary,
and flexibly mounted, then resonant oscillations can be excited but the vortex lock-on resulting from the inflow perturbation
by the incident flow. As a consequence of this flow-induced modifies the character of the near-wake flow. There is a com-
resonance, the body and wake oscillations have the same fre- plete equivalence between this case and in-line oscillations of

the cylinder when the acoustic wavelength is long compared
Carn-" buted by the Fluids Engineerin Division for publicstion in the JoUitAL to the cylinder's diameter. The introduction of an appropriate

or Fwmis Er, Gumuoo. Maiuscnp received by the Fluids Engineering Division sound field also can cause lock-on to occur (Blevins, 1985).
MU.- 19. 1991. All of these external disturbances represent potential means
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for active control of the bluff body near-wake flow (Rockwell, 0.t
1987, 1990). Active control of the vortex shedding in the wake * .
of a stationary circular cylinder by means of acoustic feedback 0.5s 1. L 0L.., . a i omh

was demonstrated in the recent experiments of Ffowcs Williams 19a. * WItn
and Zhao (1989). Passive control of the shedding process can 0.4. 0 0+• , .L ..be accomplished by geometric alterations such as a wake split-

ter plate (Bearman, 1965; Roshko, 1954, 1955; Mansingh, 1986). Ai. o0
Recent discussions of the stability and control of separated A d 0.-
flows in general are given by Oertel (1990) and Rockwell (1990). £ £÷

Vortex lock-on and resonance phenomena have numerous o. .
practical engineering applications. These applications abound
in offshore exploration and drilling, Naval and marine hy- K %o.+
drodynamics, and underwater acoustics. Other areas of en- o.1 .p

gineering practice impacted by these phenomena are civil and r-----%
wind engineering, nuclear and conventional power generation, 02 1
and electric power transmission. Modification and control of 0.6 I. ,.L 2 2.4 21

the flow can be employed to reduce the intensity of the wake
in order to reduce the drag, for example. These same processes F* 1 un.t of the -kon rg. s s o un ea of a aIm
also can be used to intensify the wake flow in order to enhance flrquency fe knkw ssNII~st WMW w pefrbmAbsti For ow mom
heat transfer, mixing and combustion. l by s a M - g 2.

The emphasis of this review paper is on vortex shedding
resonance and lock-on in the near-wakes of bluff bodies. Vor- 0
tex shedding in a flow with a periodic component superimposed \
on the basic mean flow is introduced here as the first case for 0.02o I
study. This is an interesting bluff body flow which has not "
been studied previously in detail. The more widely studied cases
of vortex shedding resonance and lock-on due to body oscil-
lations both normal to, in-line with the incident mean flow, 2Au +cICUuA C+ut6O
and rotational are also discussed in some detail. The intro- -\/•

duction of sound also is discussed for the relatively few con- /
tributions which are available. The discussion here is directed 0.01o
principally toward the circular cylinder, but limited discussion LEGEND:
of other body configurations is introduced at places where it 0. ciftuaa cyK.ide
seems appropriate to do so. a. gat Plat

+. DOsectiam cyilndon
R- . I0 - 3500.

Near-Wake Flow Scaling 0.0 1

Roshko (1954, 1955) and Bearman (1967) originally showed 1.8 i.9 2.0 2.1 22
that a characteristic group of nondimensional parameters for
scaling of the wakes of bluff bodies could be derived by ap- ISO
plying relatively simple physical arguments. The most recent R9. 2 U~mts of the lokfton N191016 8 luflotlin Of 8mptdM5 Um

formulation (Griffin. 1978, 1981, 1989) is a universal wake frequencyforIn.lilnelowperlurbations;datafromAmetronagetaL(1SUS
Strouhal number St for vortex shedding based upon measured
parameters of the bluff body near-wake flow. A wake Reynolds number Re* is defined in a corresponding

If one considers two shear layers a distance d' apart, with wak ne
the velocity just outside the layers equal to Ub, the mean ve- way as
locity at separation, then a wake Strouhal number can be Re =Ud= ReK(d'(
defined as d

st =-= S - . (1) where Re= Ud/, is the usual free-stream Reynolds number.
UL UbThese scaling relations are employed later in the paper to cor-

The characteristic frequency f1, associated with the flow is relate the near-wake flow properties with one another. 0
assumed to be proportional to the ratio Ut/d'. Here the clas-
sical Strouhal number of the vortex wake is

S() ow Perturbations and In-Line Oscillations
Stz _fU (2) The recent experiments of Armstrong et al. (1986, 1987) and

U 'of Barbi et al. (1986) were conducted to examine the problem
where d is the cylinder diameter and U is the incident flow of vortex lock-on for a cylinder in a stream consisting of a
velocity. When Bernoulli's equation is applied to the flow just steady flow with a periodic component superimposed upon it.
outside the boundary layer at separation, the base pressure In earlier experiments, Hatfield and Morkovin (1973) at- 0
coefficient is tempted to study the same problem, but the results were in-

p) (UoA3 conclusive because the flow perturbation amplitude and
p z i ) (3) frequency were too low to cause lock-on. The results obtained

by Barbi et al. and Armstrong et al. show some very basic
If the base pressure parameter or velocity ratio K =U6/U is similarities with the earlier experiments of Griffin and Ramberg
introduced, then (1976), which were conducted to examine vortex shedding lock-

K2 = I- C,(4) on for a cylinder oscillating in-line in a steady incident flow.

and The vortex lock-on regime measurements by Barbi et al. are
compared with those of Griffin and Ramberg in Fig. I. The

St" = It . (4a1 vertical axis represents two different measures of the pertur-
K bation amplitude. For the experiments of Griffin and Ram-
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berg, the amplitude parameter is defined by the ratio of the
peak-to.peak amplitude of cylinder displacement 2a and the
cylinder diameter d. And for the experiments of Barbi et al..
the normalized "peak-to-peak" incident velocity perturbation
is given by 2AU/,id. The horizontal axis is the ratio of the
vibration frequency f and the Strouhal frequency f,o of a sta-
tionary cylinder. Also shown are the cylinder vibration results
of Tanida et al. (1973) and of Tatsuno (1972), reproduced W u
from the paper by Griffin and Ramberg. The dashed Lines
enclose the region occupied by the results of Armstrong et al.
(1986, 1987) which are shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 2.
Vortex lock-on and cross-flow oscillations usually occur near
the Strouhal shedding frequency f,.. For in-line oscillations
and flow perturbations, the lock-on is caused by frequencies
which occur near twice the Strouhal frequency, f= 2f.., since j ll-\
the fluctuating drag force is in the flow direction. However,
in many cases the actual lock-on frequency is near the Strouhal - a .
frequency, or half the oscillation or perturbation frequency. --

There is generally good agreement between the bounds of
the lock-on regime for the two different types of external
disturbance or flow control, though there is some scatter atthe highest amplitudes. This is most likely due to Reynolds• - .

number effects, as noted by Barbi et al. The latter experiments -4-
were conducted at Re between 3.000 and 40,000, whereas the
results of Tanida et al., Tatsuno, and of Griffin and Ramberg
were conducted at Re between 80 and 4,000. The overall dif-
ferences are relatively small in any case.

In Fig. 2 the vertical and horizontal axes have been scaled Fig. 3 Time seluence of locked-on vonex shedding produced by cyi.
in the same way as in the previous figure. The original results Inder oscillations in-line with the flow at an osaclllatlon frequency of
of Armstrong et al. had been plotted in terms of the rms velocity 1= 2 1,; from Ongoren and Rockwell (111b)
u' and the reduced velocity U/f,5 od. Three body shapes were
investigated. i.e., a circular cylinder, a D-section cylinder, and on due to in-line oscillations of a circular cylinder was con-
a vertical flat plate. It is clear that the circular cylinder, with ducted by Ongoren and Rockwell (1988b). These experiments
free separation points, has a lock-on range of about twice the also included oscillations of the cylinder at inclination angles
breadth of the two bodies with fixed separation points. This to the flow between O = 0 degrees (in-line) and a = 90 degrees
basic difference in the lock-on behavior for these types of bluff (cross-flow), but the emphasis of the discussion here is on the
bodies was previously discussed by Bearman and Davies (1975) in-line oscillations. The cross-flow oscillations (Ongoren and
and by Bearman (1984) for the case of body oscillations only. Rockwell, 1988a) are discussed in the next section. A wide
As shown by the former, the afterbody shape plays an im- range of vortex patterns was visualized by introducing pulsed
portant role in the character of the lock-on or resonance, e.g., hydrogen bubbles into the incident flow about a circular cyl-
in terms of the response of the base pressure and near wake inder mounted vertically in a free-surface water channel.
flow to the forcing. Both symmetric and asymmetric vortex patterns were ob-

The base pressure coefficient Cpb is influenced by the flow served over a wide range of oscillation conditions. For the in-
perturbations in much the same manner as in the case of cyl- line oscillations, vortex lock-on was observed at f= 2, 3, and
inder oscillations. For the stationary cylinder the base pressure 4 f,,, with an asymmetric street formed at twice the basic
coefficient is near C, = - 1.44; this value, though somewhat Strouhal frequency and a symmetric street formed at three
low for a circular cylinder, is in reasonable agreement with the times the Strouhal frequency. The asymmetric pattern was
results of West and Apelt (1982) for a comparable wind tunnel complex in that one row consisted of a line of single vortices,
blockage ratio of nine percent. When the flow perturbation whereas the other row consisted of a line of oppositely rotating
was largest, the base pressure was decreased to C,*= - 1.85 vortex pairs. The vortex lock-on at three times the Strouhal
at the point of maximum resonance, a reduced velocity of U! frequency resulted in the formation of a symmetric street of
fAd= 2.5 (half the Strouhal value). The measured vortex for- vortices. In these cases the basic patterns persist downstream
mation region length Iwas reduced by this level of perturbation over a large number of oscillation cycles. When the oscillation
to 0.9d from 1.2d, the value measured for the unperturbed frequency is four times the Strouhal frequency, a symmetric
flow (Armstrong et al. 1987). pattern is formed but rapidly loses its coherence in the early

Lesser decreases in Cb were measured for smaller levels of wake.
the flow perturbation, with an overall dependence upon re- A time sequence over a full in-line oscillation cycle is shown
duced velocity U/f,4d. The mean drag coefficient CD increased in Fig. 3 for the condition f= 2 f,. Figure 3(a) was taken with
from 1.28 to 1.52 for the perturbed flow as compared to the the cylinder in its forwardmost position and shows a vortex
unperturbed flow. The base pressures of the flat plate and D- shedding from one side of the cylinder as in Figs. 3(c) and (d).
section bodies also were decreased by the introduction of the As the cylinder moves through its maximum downstream po-
incident flow perturbations. But the decrease was only half of sition and changes direction, a second vortex is formed and
that measured for the circular cylinder at the same perturbation shed from the same side of the cylinder as in Figs. 3(e) and
amplitude, which further shows the effect of free versus fixed (f). Then a single vortex is formed from the other side of the
separation points on the vortex resonance. These experiments cylinder as the motion cycle continues as shown in Fig. 3(g).
were conducted at Reynolds numbers between 15,000 and Ongoren and Rockwell observed that the pattern persisted over
35,000, and the base pressure coefficients of all three stationary 50 or more cycles of the oscillation, but often, if the flow was
bodies in the unperturbed flow were effectively constant over stopped and restarted, a mirror image of the pattern was
this range, formed. This is but one example of the complexity of the flow

A recent experimental study of vortex resonance and lock- patterns which accompany the oscillations. In this case the
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0.30 I
oscillation and vortex frequencies are phase-locked, but under
other nonresonant conditions there was competition between 0.20 - LOCKON
the symmetric and asymmetric modes. Under these conditions,
the lock-on persists in one mode over a specified number of
cycles and then switches to the other mode. The mode com- 010 THRESHOLD
petition also is influenced by the upstream feedback of dis- DISPLACEMENT
turbances from the near-wake of the cylinder. Complex patterns 0 i

of three vortices such as these also were photographed by 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

Griffin and Ramberg (1976) at similar frequencies during their fils
wind tunnel experiments. Fig. 7 UmIts o the lock-on regisi ass funcio of samltude end

Numerical simulation provides yet another method of ex- trmuaency hr erse-flow oeclilatles hum Koopmann (1?)

amining the effects of inflow perturbations and cylinder os-
cillations on the wake. This consists of superimposing an so that lock-on does occur and the results are in keeping with
oscillatory component on the inflow boundary condition for those shown in Fig. 1.
a domain such as that shown by the spectral element grid in After an initial period of time corresponding to the quasi-
Fig. 4. The example given here was computed at NRL using steady stage in the forced perturbed flow calculation, the re-
a computer code similar to one employed extensively by Kar- suiting streamwise velocity history at a point in the near wake
niadakis and Triantafyllou (1989, 1990s. The grid consists of is periodic. The corresponding power spectrum in Fig. 5 con-
56 spectral elements, each of order N = 6. Results of the com- tains primary peaks at f= 1.1 and 2.2 A, as expected, and •
putation are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, in which the lowest secondary peaks at superharmonics of these values. No ad-
dominant frequency of the resulting vortex wake is near half ditional peaks appear in the spectrum. The phase plane plot
the perturbation frequency when a boundary condition of the corresponding to this case is shown in Fig. 6, and with the
form power spectrum gives evidence of lock-on in the fully developed

u= 1.0 + (0.8)sin(4.4ir f,. t) flow. Streamlines corresponding to this case are also shown

u:0. in Fig. 4. The vortex spacing here is approximately X - 4.66d,
representing a decrease of seven percent over the unforced

is enforced at the inflow. This also represents an in-line os- value of X = 5d. The normalized frequency Vd(f/Rf,) -5.13
cillation, and is thus expected to result in a shedding frequency for this case. These values compare well with the results of
near f= 1. 1 fA, if lock-on occurs at one-half the perturbation experiments which are discussed later in the paper. A more
frequency. The amplitude of the oscillatory component can be extensive discussion of the spectral element computations of
expressed as the perturbed flow cylinder lock-on is given by Hall and Griffin

a -0.8 = 7.03rfr, (1991).
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flow perturbations shown in Figs. I and 2. However, the im-
posed oscillations are near the Strouhtl frequency fn rather
than twice its value.

Many other effectsoftecosfoosilinsaelo
similar. For example, the longitudinal spacing of the vortex
street adjusts in a similar manner to the example shown easrlier;
oscillation frequencies less than fn, expand the vortex ste e
while frequencies greater than f. contract the pattern. In-
creasing the amplitude of oscillation reduces the lateral spacin
of vortices to the point of zero spacing, after which there is a
drastic change in the appearance of the pattern as the flow
adjusts to preclude the transition to a thrust-type vortex street.
Three previously unpublished examples from experiments at
NRL which demonstrate this effect are shown in Fig. 8. The
street behind a stationary cylinder appears in Fig. 8(a) and
shows the well-known geometry which has been visualized by
numerous investigators. When the amplitude of oscillation is
increased as shown in Fig. 8(b), the lateral spacing is much
reduced. For still higher amplitudes of oscillation, beyond the

S.limit of zero lateral spacing, a complex asymmetric pattern
such as that shown in Fig. 8(c) emerges. These photographs
were taken in a wind tunnel using an aerosol as the indicator.
This emergence of the asymmetric pattern also has been ob-
served by Ongoren and Rockwell (1988a) in water, using hy-
drogen bubbles as the flow indicator.

The formation region of the vortices as defined by the model
of Gerrard (1966) also varies inversely with frequency in the

-- resonance or lock-on regime (Griffin and Ramberg, 1974; On-

F. egoren and Rockwell, 1988a), and is reduced in length by in-

SFIgO gd creasing amplitude of oscillation at any given constant

1abls. inomoewflwst a Rrenoldes nfl tmof Ran .1u90. frequency. These changes in the near wake vortex formation
cyflnder, nimwdwle;b)2jVd=O.5, f.m=O.t,(C)2bVdil.,If.aO.. cause corresponding changes in the strength or circulation of

the vortices. Reductions in the vortex formation length result
SCross-Flow O i o in increasing the vortex strength by as much as 75 percent at

a Reynolds number of 144. An example is shown in Fig. 9
The excellent reviews by Sarpkaya (1979) and by Beariman where the nondimensional initial circulation of the vortices is

(1984) dealt with cross-flow oscillations of flexibly-mounted plotted against the ratio of the formation length to the wake
bluff bodies, bodies which were free to oscillate, and those width at formation. The basic importance of the length scales
which were forced. The purpose of the present paper is to to the near wake flow physics is discussed later in the paper.
complement these works, to compare with some pertinent past This increase in the vortex strength is accompanied by a cor-
results, and to highlight more recent developments in the con- responding increase in the rate of vorticity generation with
text of flow control and modification. The basic character of amplitude of oscillation.
cross-flow lock-on due to forced oscillations can be represented The base pressure coefficient C, also is reduced significantly
by the measurements of Koopmann (1967) which are shown by the oscillations in the lock-on or resonance regime (Stansby,
in Fig. 7. The appearance of the lock-on range is very similar 1976). As an example, the minimum base pressure on a circular
overall to the corresponding cases of in-line oscillations and cylinder at resonance was decreased by 33 percent as the am-
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FWg 10 Effect of the rafti of oselllatlon frequency f to the natural
shedding or Stroulsal frequency 1. on the vortex formation region ea
circular cylinder from Ongore and Rockwell (l98al. All of the photo.
graph were taken with the cylinder at Its maximum negative posittion.

FWIg I1 Flow viguellandon of synchronized vorloex saeddon due to r-plitude of oscillation (measured in diameters from equilibrium) aonleciaonoacruarcldr.Legend for datap" oIt 0,-I;
increased from 0.1d to 0.3d. The Reynolds number of the R41-16,000; 4) St,-&& (6) Sit-GA tic)O.-07,dWS84-S* fromnT~k-
experiment was Re = 8600. As mentioned earlier herein, Arm- um and Dimotakl (lU9).
strong et al. (1987) measured comparable decreases in the base
pressure. However, the level of inflow perturbations was much substantial decrease in the length of the vortex formation rm
less than the oscillation levels required to achieve the same gion with frequency of oscillation also is evident fromt the
level of base pressure modification. As noted earlier, the latter phtographs.
reduction in base pressure was accompanied by a reduction in Other effects of the cross-flow oscillations observed by On-
the length of the vortex formation region from 1.2d to 0.9d. grnadRcwl nlddalresign oino h

The ostcompehesiv recnt tudyof ros-flo osil-circular cylinder wake about the body at frequencies less thanlations is that ot Ongoren and Rockwell (1988a). The Reynolds the Strouhal frequency. This swinging motion is largest nearnumber range of the experiments was Re = 580 to 1300. They the Strouhal frequency and then it abruptly disappears. There
found that two fundamental types of lock-on take place; at a is evidence of some correlation between the phase shift in thefrequency of one-half of the Stouhal frequency, a subharmonic shedding and the abrupt disappearance of the swinging motion.form of lock-on takes place whereby the shed vortex is always The swinging motion does not appear in the cae of bodies
from one side of the body, whereas at frequencies near the with fixed separation points. There were numerous complex
Strouhal frequency the classical form of lock-on described wake patterns observed at other frequencies. For instance,above takes place as vortices are shed alternately from the small-scale vortices were shed at superharmonic frequencies
body to form an altered Karman vortex street pattern. of n =2, 3. 4, and higher nonharmonic frequencies, and theIt has been known for some time (Bearrnan and Currie, downstream wake eventually recovered to a lock-on and altered0
1979; Zdravkovich, 1982) that a drastic change in the phase asymmetric pattern similar in form co the classical Karmanof the vortex shedding, relative to the body oscillations, occurs vortex pattern. However, the altered pattern departed sub-in the vicinity of the natural shedding frequency. However, stantially from the classical Karman street, with the frequency
Ongoren and Rockwell and, earlier, Bearman and Davies (1975) taking the values f. =f/n. An interesting aspect: of the papershowed that the afterbody shape plays an important role in by Ongoren and Rockwell is the number of historical refer-
the phase shifting in that bodies with a short or nonexistent ecs ~. ee-idos 13)afterbody, i.e., a circular or triangular cylinder, experience a ecs ~. ee-idos 13)
large phase shift, while a body such as a square or rectangular
cylinder with a relatively large afterbody experiences little or Rotational Oscillations
no phase shift. This phase shift results in the switch of the Vorte lock-on and control of the near-wake flow also can
initially shed vortex from the upper to the lower side of the be realized with small rotational oscillations of a circular cyl-
cylinder or vice versa. The presence of the afterbody appears inder. There are very few studies of this aspect of the problem,
to induce reattachment of the initially shed vortex and to reduce the most recent being those of Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1991)
the likelihood of the phase shifting. This is yet another indi- and of Filler et al. (1991). An important distinction between
cation of the importance of the vortex formation region and the two studies is that in the experiments of Tokumaru and
near-wake flow to the shedding process. Dimotakis the maximum rotational velocity of the cylinder

The changes in the vortex formation region with the fre- was on the order of the velocity outside the boundary layer at
quency of the oscillations are shown by the photographs in separation (approximately 1 .4 U), whereas in the experiments
Fig. 10 from Ongoren and Rockwell (1988a). The flow was of Filler et al. the maximum rotational velocity of the cylinder
visualized in water in the manner described in the previous was only 0.03U. These studies seem to show, however, that
section of the paper, and again the results are remarkably the range of lock-on frequencies, though still probably am-
similar to the earlier wind tunnel photographs of Griffin and plitude-dependent, is much reduced from what has been ob-
Ramberg (1974). All of the photographs were taken with the served for imposed oscillations and flow perturbations as
cylinder at its lowest position in the oscillation cycle, and the discussed earlier. There are essentially two types of forcing
shift in phase of the shedding relative to the cylinder can be which can be introduced by rotational oscillations. The first
seen by comparing the wakes at f =0.9f,. and f= 1.05Sf,.. The is the classical form of lock-on or resonance which takes place
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frequency. When the Reynolds number is greater than about

Re - 5M0, oscillations of higher frequency also can excte the
Bloor-Gerrard (Blowr, 1964) frequency of instability in the The Effects of Sound
shear layers separaing from the cylinder. This excitation of The applicatio of an appropriat sound field to the flow
the B-G instabilities is likely to be caused by inflow pertur- about a rigid cylinder can induce. vortex lock-ou andreoae

* bations and other types of imposed body oscillations as well, in the wake. There ame even fewer reported studies of the effect
A series of photographs of vortex lock-on at increating val of sound than of rotational oscillations, the principal examp*

ues of the oscillation Strouhal number St1 are shown in Fig. of the former being that of Blevins (1985). The only other
11. The oscillation parameter 01- mullU, where u is the peak directly related work is that of Okamoto etaL.(19 81). As noted
circumferential velocity, was kept fixed during the sequence by Blevins, the effect on the vortex shedding of an aosi
of conditions shown in this figure, from Tokumaru and Di- wave propagating along the axis of a circular cylinder was
motakis (1991). The experiments were performed in a CalTech examined by the latter. Only a minor influence was observed

*water channel at a Reynolds number of Re 1,000, and the for sound excitation level above 20 pa.
lowwasvisualized by introducing a mixture of colored food The experiments performed by Blevins were at Reynolds

dye into the water upstream of the cylinder. The dye mixture numbers in the rang Re -20,000 to 40.000 in a wind tunne
was made neutrally buoyant by diluting it with ethyl alcohol tha allowed a transverse sound field to be applied such that
(P.E. Dimotakis, private communication). In all of the ca the cylinder was located at the node of the acoustic pressure
shown the vortex shedding is locked-on in the classical manner field. This is the point of maximum induced velocity due to
with the imposed rotational oscillations. When the oscillation the sound. It was observed by Blevins that the vortex lock-on

Strouhal number was increased to St,= 1.5. the wake forcing was induced by thle velocity rather than the pressr
Swent through a transition to the Bloor-Crard shear layer Anexample of theresults reported by Blevuas ( W shown

forcing. For a fixed value of oscillation Strouhal number of in . 13. mTe frequency of the vortex sheding was-= 392
Srmc1 y, the transition to shear layer forcing takes place at an Hz, and the frequency of the applied sound field was f-380
oscillation parameter of approximately 0.- 16. Hz. Thus the lock-on occurred at a frequency less than the

A plot of the velocityu' in the wake from Filer et al. (1") Strouhal frequency. The average spectral output from a flush-

as a function of the oscillation Strouhal nunber Sth is shown mounted hot-film probe mounted on the cylinder is plotted
in Fig. 12. Here the oscillation parameter 01 -wasd2U. where for the three test runs. Te spectrum labeled I shows the typical

A ser is the frequency of the rotational oscillations. At the lower averaged spectrum for a rigid cylinder in a uniform flow, with
frequencies near the usual Karman shedding frequency a large the broad peak In this case centered at the vortex shedding

resont peak is seen when the oscillations are in that range. frequency of 392 Hz. When a 100 Pa sound field is apped

However, at the higher imposed frequencies there is a sec- two peaks are preset-a sharp peak at 390 Hz induced by the
ondary broad peak in the range of the shear layer inistability applied sound, and a broader reduced and shifted peak due
frequencies. In the Karman frequency range of vortex shedding to vortex An crease the applied sound Id o

the wake behaves like a nonlinear oscillator near resonance. 250 pa produces a typical lock-on spectrum with sndge shar

This behavior is well known (Bishop and Hassan. 1964; Bar- peak at the frequency of the sound. The lock-on frequency

man, 1984) and has been explored by numerous investigators here is less than the Strouhal frequency, and it was observed

for the cases of cross-flow and uinline oscillations. The forced by Blevins that the induced resonance always was streo at

Bloor-Gerrard shear layer instabilities are simply convected the reduced frequencies as compared to frequencies hige than
downstream in the near wake. An important finding by Tok- the Strouhal frequency. The sound field and the vortex shed-
umaruand Dimotakis (1991) iscthatactiveontrol of the nert- ding were phase locked over a range of phase angoes which
wake vortex formation and flow physics by rotational ascinn varies nearly linearly with the applied sound frequency.
lations of the cylinder can reduce the drag on the cylinder by An additional observation by Blevins (1985) was that tur-

ras muchasafactorofsAM Thisdecrease in the drwaceffIcient buwence in the free stream suppressed the influence of sound
CD is accompanied by a comparable decrease in the wake on the vortex shedding. The results suggest that the induced
displacement thickness 6v (a factor of ive) ast defined by an sound field velocity must exceed the turbulence velocities in

integral of the cross-stream wake velocity distribution over the order for the sound to influence the vortex shedding. Also,

height of the channel. the introduction of sound substantially increased the coherence
There are very few studies of rotational oscillations on wake of the vortex shedding along the span of the cylinder as is

flow control and vortex resonance or lock-on. Examples from usually found when a circular cylinder is oscillated.
* •the two most recent have been given here. For earlier examples

the reader should refer to the work of Okajima et al. (1975) The Nro a ke Fo t isd
and of Taneda (1978). This is a new and potentially exciting
approach to the active control of vortex formation and bluff There is a physical dependence between the wake win d 'the

body wake flows, at the end of the vortex formation region of a bluff body and
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Tabke 1 L eT d for dafs Owed is Fig. 14

Symbol Bluff body type Method lnvestators
Half cylinder Wind tunnel ezperiemm Armstrong at al.

(D-section) (1966. 1987)
- Flat plam Wind tun•ad epem ent Armstrons et al.(19g6, 1967)
S Circular cylinder Wind tund eaument Arms(ro9 g et 1 l.•

(19". 1967)
* Circular cylinder Wind annd experiment Barbi et al.

(1966)
01E3 Wide splitter plate Computauion Grinsteln et al.

W (D-ectiou) (0991)

(1977)
+ D-uection cylinder Wind uned eperimmz Simmons (1975) 0

v- V D-section cylinder with Wind tunned exealmiM Derman tl96S)
and w/o splitter plate

2. pressure parameter or separation velocity ratio K represents
1 the entire regime over which vortex shedding takes place over

bluff bodies, whether the shedding is natural or unforced, or
the shedding is controlled or modified by some men such as

1.7- •oscillations, in-flow perturbations, sound, and wake splitter
plates. The shaded area represents a host of results for oscil-

15 lating circular cylinders, D-section cylinders, and flat plates
under a wide variety of conditions (Griffin, 1989). There is

1 generally good agreement between the new perturbed and steady
flow results and the earlier data, except for the two circulard"I cylinder results from Armstrong et ai. which are displaced to

"d 1.1 - the right of the overall trend of the data set. This departure
from the overall trend of the results is due to the much reduced

0.9 ÷ base pressure measured on the circular cylinder in those ex-
periments, as previously mentioned. In the experiments of

07 Armstrong et al. the circular cylinder and flat plate base pres-
lb7 sures were virtually the same under otherwise unvarying con-

ditions of blockage, incident flow, axial uniformity, etc. One
0.s -•'might expect the base pressure coefficient for a circular cylinder

at the Reynolds numbers studied to be closer to the values of

0.3 * Cl = -I to 1.1 measured by Barbi et al. and others at the
. 13 . 15 1 same Reynolds numbers.

.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 K 1.5 1. 1.7 1.8 The wake widths for flow over a D-section cylinder cost-
Fig. 14 Wake wId d'1d as a function of the bam peasaue pamimeter puted by Grinstein et al. (1990, 1991) are also plotted in Fig.
or veloIty raifo K. The legend Is given in Table 1. The ahaded am in 14. The results shown represent a two-dimensional computa-
the f4io coevaponds In a variety of body geonmiees and flow cor- tion using the flux.corrected transport (FCT) algorithm, but 0
ditions given In Otiffin (19M comparable results were obtained with companion three-di-

mensional computations described by Grinstein et al. (1990).
the base pressure coefficient - Cb or the related velocity ratio These computations were made for compressible flows with
K. As discussed earlier, these are important characteristic phys- freestream Mach numbers in the range 0.3 to 0.6 at standard
ical parameters of the bluff body wake. In general, the bluff- temperature and pressure conditions. However, for these Mach
ness of a given body shape is represented by a wider wake, numbers compressibility effects are relatively small and rea-
and corresponding lower base pressure or higher velocity ratio. sonable comparisons can be made with incompressible flow
For a cylinder vibrating normal to the incident flow, the var- experiments. The wake widths plotted in Fig. 14 were obtained
iation of both the measured base pressure and wake width with directly from computed contour plots of rms velocity u' at
the frequency ratio f/fP, over the lock-on regime show the the end of the vortex formation region. The results shown
same resonant behavior (Griffin, 1989). Both - C,, and d' represent flow over the body both with and without a splitter
increase to a maximum value and then gradually decrease as plate attached and they agree remarkably well with the ex-
the upper limit of the lock-on range of frequencies is reached. perimental results of Blade et al. (1977), Simmons (1975) and
Only the base pressure variation was measured by Armstrong Bearman (1965). The D-section bluff body results overall rep-
et al., but the wake width can be estimated as a function of resent the lowest regime of K which has been observed thus
Ulf.d, using the wake similitude relationships summarized far.
earlier in the paper and measured values of St and C,, (or K). A comprehensive experimental study of the effects of wake
For the range of Reynolds numbers corresponding to the ex- splitter plates on vortex shedding from a circular cylinder was
periments of Armstrong et al., the wake Strouhal number St* made recently by Unal and Rockwell (1988b). The experiments
is essentially constant at a value of 0.16, so that were conducted in the Reynolds number range Re- 140 to

5000, and the primary objective was to study the effects of the
d'/d= (St'/St)K passive wake interference on the formation region of the vor- S

from Eq. (4a). tices. An unusual aspect of these experiments was the ratio of
The wake widths for several cylinders and flow conditions the plate thickness h to the cylinder diameter d, which was

are plotted as a function of K in Fig. 14. The legend for the approximately 0.5. Also, the plate length was approximately
data in the figure is given in Table I. This range of the base I, - 24d cylinder diameters, in contrast to the splitter plate
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Table 2 Leoghofudiul verexa spemg w vals"~e~ bib de wr-
wake of a circlar cybsiar vihimiage b.41f Wilk am beiest Whi-
fnrl flow

Vibrmion Frequency Vrexs Relative Vortex
frequmncy. ro. ISog. dcg. cuvecfa spued,

f(Hz) ff / ./d AAA) I/2JfXU
Reyads number 190

69.2 1.88 5.2 +0.07 0.94
73.6 2.00 4.9 0 0.93
75.6 2.06 4.7 -0.05 0.91
78.9 2.14 4.7 -0.04 0.96
30.4 2.18 4.4 -0.09 0.92

Avera•-0.93

of the strenmwise and cross stream componme of the wake
velocity flucuaons which can be employed comparably to
assess the temporal state of the near-wake.

Two examples from Karnadakis and Triantafyilou are shown
in Fig. 15. The upper instantaneous streamline pattern cor-
responds to the unforced wake at Re -100 while the lower

Spattern corresponds to a wake forced by a spatially localizd
acceleration which varied with time in the near-wake vortex
formation region with normalized amplitude and frequency,
respectively, of A =0.10 and f/f.-0.7S, and which decayed
exponentially in the far field. The center of the disturbance

_was located at x-2, y-0, measured in multiples of cylinder
diameter. This is a unique form of control disturbance which
had not been investigated in any previous work. For the un-
forced wake X = 5d and for the forced wake X- 74d, an increse
of forty percent. A similar example from the NRL perturbed
flow computations is given in Fig. 6.

Comparable measurements were made at Re - 190 by Griffin
and Ramberg (1976). The results are summarized in Table 2.

._._........_ A_ The cylinder oscillations were in-line with the flow over a range
of frequencies near twice the Strouhal frequency (as in Fig. 1)

M and, for the caus shown, a single vortex was shed during each

F 5g. IS (a)la assamgeat Re= 10cernoW oscillation cycle. Thus this basic forced wake pattern shared
(b) Istatanemeus slrsam s, a@t 0.3 100 ow .r.vmw I"gng m t many of the same overall features of the wake forced with the
excutson Inqueney, 41.0ff, (a leokin state gram Karads and cross-flow oscillations. The measured changes in the forced
Tdaurkt*1106 (l9), wake vortex spacing correspond directly with those from the

direct numerical simulations; for f<2!,. the wavelength is
increased while for!> 2fh, the wavelength is decreased as shown

geometries discussed above. The leading edge of the plate had in Table 2. Extrapolating the measured results in the table to
a tapered and sharply pointed configuration, the case shown in Fig. IS using a least-squares straight line

These experiments yielded several important conclusions and given by Griffin and Ramberg (1976), the vortex spacing is
reinforced those previously reached by other investigators. The X - 6.2d. This compares reasonably well with the computed
first is a reiteration of the importance of the dynamics of the results of X - 7d. The measured vortex spacing for the sta-
formation region to the overall near-wake flow and the pos- tionary cylinder at Re= 190 (X -4.9d) is virtually identical to
sibility of control and modification of the vortex wake. Second, the computed value at Re- 100 (X - 5d).
the wake formation is dominated by an absolute instability The vortex street wavelengths computed by Karniadakis and
and there is a close relation between the vortex formation Triantafyilou and more recently at NRL are compared further
process and the dynamics of the near-wake Karman vortex with measured street wavelengths for both forced and unforced
street. Other conclusions are the importance of Reynolds num- conditions in the range of Reynolds numbers from 100 to 2000
ber to the wake formation, at least over the range examined, in Fig. 16. The computations fit well with the overall trend of
but that no locking-on or vortex resonance occurs in the pres- the measured data, which show only a very slight dependence
ence of the passive wake interference. Nonetheless, the results on Reynolds number in this range. The vertical scale in the
of these and the other experiments and computations discussed figure essentially is a normalized form of the convection speed
here have demonstrated the potential importance of both pas- of the vortices, or the downstream speed of the vortex cores.
sive and active control to the flow physics of bluff body wakes. The constant phase or convection speed is representative of a

The downstream vortex spacing or wavelength is a valuable non-dispersive physical system.
and important diagnostic parameter for the state of the spatial Several measurements of the vortex phase or convection
structure and development of the near-wake. Measurements speed, i.e., the speed at which the vortex cores travel down-
of the spacing for a variety of in-fine and cross-flow oscilla- stream, are given in Table 2. Though there is some scatter, the
tions, and also for the unforced wakes of stationary cylinders data generally are grouped around the average value of
were reported originally by Griffin and Ramberg (1976). These U#-0.93U. This gives some evidence that both forced and
can be compared to the direct numerical simulations of Kar- unforced or natural periodic vortex wakes have the same basic
niadakis and Triantafyiou (1989) and our recent NRL simu- non-dispersive properties.
lations (Hall and Griffin, 1992). The vortex spacing or The experiments of Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1991) also
longitudinal wavelength can be employed as a measu of the included measurements of the vortex street wavelength X over
spatial state of the flow as compared to phas plane diagrams a wide range of the oscillation Strouhal number Stf-fd/U.
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when an initial infinitesimally small disturbance grows expo-
nentally in place at the location where it is introduced. In the

60 case of a convective instability the initially small disturbance
is transported or convected away from the point of its intro-

* duction, leaving behind an undisturbed region of flow. Chomaz

note that the existence of a local absolute instability is only a
)dfsl40et al. (1988) have introduced the term global isiabiliry. They

kdntf.) onecessary, but not sufficient, condition for the existence of a
4.0- global instability in a shear flow, and that the localized region

of absolute instability must physically grow to a large size to
become globally unstable.

Recent stability calculations based upon computed and
0. o.. ,-.measured mean velocities in the wakes of stationary circular

20- 0./- cylinders suggest that the vortex formation region is absolutely
#./ , o -I 4M o 10 .. • ,.,I unstable while the fully-formed vortex street is convectively

unstable. The vortex formation region is thought to be a com-
0 2 5. 2 ' plex global region of upstream and downstream propagatingo2 o3 vorticity waves, self-excitation of the flow, and modal comn-

0 Ld ' W petition and interaction (Rockwell, 1990). This region of self-
Pig. Loee iwols:,spacing eJdt 9n1.J ahma excited oscillations and flow resonance plays an important rolenunmbe Re. ANl of Ohn nsessuremen wer nwi in Ohw wakes of vto-.

ltieu, and oeWNa,* cylindrs. Dateas at Ron 1e0 and m c. in frequency selection, and thus in programming and control S
respond to in 'soe oscillations and flow perktuyaetons with n=2: all oer of the flow separation and the overall unsteady flow. More
noults r nrp o to cros-wflow as clations expeirnwaas) and nwe. extensive stability calculations of this nature may also lead to
welt penuiaens (mutations) wit no 1. better understanding of bluff body wakes, and their active

control and modification by any of the means discussed here.
LOCK-ON SONA A better understanding of passive wake control and modifi-

cation, e.g., by splitter plates and base bleed, may be achieved
GUAM in the same manner. The most recent and comprehensive dis-

cussions of absolute/convective and local/global instabilities
for spatially developing shear flows, including bluff body
wakes; are given by Huerre and Monkewita (1990), Oertel

ad LOcKow (1990), and Rockwell (1990).
\ ýI Karniadakis and Triantafyliou (1989) conducted a linear

RZ-EI TY 9 " stability analysis of the time-averaged flow in the near-wake
which was derived from their direct numerical simulation of
the cylinder wake at Re = 100. The flow was assumed to be 0

d- -- -- -- -- -- -- - locally parallel and slowly varying in the downstream direction.
The averaged flow was found to be absolutely unstable for

1.0 approximately 2.5 diameters downstream from the cylinder.
f~fa This corresponds generally to the length scale of the vortex

Fi9. 17 State selection (amplitude versus frsquency) di•gram for lam formation region at subcritical Reynolds numbers below 10'
inar wakes. The plot should only be Interpreted in a qualitative sense; (Bloor and Gerrard, 1966), a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
fmm Ksmtradsds and Trtantaytlou 11W. At greater downstream distances the flow is convectively un-

stable. Thus the continuous formation of the vortex street is

For the observed range of lock-on where St/= 0.3 to 1.0, the thought to be sustained by the near-wake absolute instability.
geometry of the vortex street adjusted in terms of the wave- Good global agreement was found between the stability anal-

length X and the frequency f to form yet again an essentially ysis and the computation in that the Strouhal number was

non-dispersive street pattern, though there is some slight scatter St =0.179 in both cases. This is slightly higher than most ex-
in the measurements. The lateral spacing of the near-wake periments (Roshko, 1954; Williamson, 1988), which may be

vortex street also decreased with increasing St1 over this lock- due partly to finite grid size and the extent of the computational
on range. The Reynolds number for these experiments was domain, and to the three-dimensional effects which invariably

Re= 15,000, and some complementary smooth cylinder ex- exist in a cylinder wake. Williamson (1988) has shown the
periments were conducted at a lower Reynolds number of importance of the spanwise variation of the cylinder wake flow.

Re= 3,300 and with surface roughness added to the cylinder
at the higher Reynolds number. The results were similar in Summary and Conduding Remarks
both cases. These observations for the case of active controlwih ottina ociltinscofim ndeted ~ecoclsin Previous observations of vortex resonance or lock-on for
with rotational oscillations confirm and extend the conclusions bluff body near-wakes which have been accumulated by nu-0drawn earlier for both forced and unforced wakes. lf oyna-ae hc hv enacmltdb u

merous researchers over the years now have been extended to
several additional types of imposed disturbances of both fun-

Near-Wake Flow Stability damental and practical importance-a bluff body in a per-
The introduction of the absolute/convective theory of fluid turbed incident flow consisting of a mean flow with a periodic

dynamic stability has led to a promising new approach and a component superimposed upon it, rotational oscillations of
new theoretical framework for understanding the physics of the body, and sound. And the first of these cases has been
vortex formation and near-wake flow development (Koch, shown to be fundamentally identical, under appropriate con-
1985; Triantafyllou et al., 1986, 1987; Monkewitz and Nguyen, ditions, to the lock-on or vortex resonance of a cylinder os-
1987; Rockwell. 1987; Chomaz et al., 1988; Unal and Rock- cillating in line with an incident uniform flow.The vortex lock-
well, 1988a, b; Ongoren and Rockwell, 1988a, b; Karniadakis on results from the periodic flow exhibit a particularly strong
and Triantafyliou, 1989; Oertel, 1990; Huerre and Monkewitz, form of resonance, with a relative perturbation amplitude of
1990; Rockwell, 1990). A flow is said to be absolutely unstable 2AU/,aD=0.014 resulting in a reduction in base pressure from
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-, 1.4 to - 1. 85, or 22 percent, for a circular cylinder fluid dynamics and bluff body flows supported by the Naval
(Armstrong et al., 1986, 1987). For a circular cylinder oscil- Research Laboratory and the Office- of Naval Research. We
lazing in crass-flow, as noted earlier, a peak..zo-peak vibration are grateful to Dr. George Karniadiakis; of Princeton University
amplitude of 2&/d- 0.20 to 0.30 is required to provide a com- for several helpful discussions on the spectral element com-
parable reduction in C,. (Stansby, 1976). Conditionally-av- putations and absolute/convective stability concepts. We are
eraged wake velocity measurements by Armstrong et al. (1987) also grateful to our colleagues who provided figure and pho-

* have indicated that the strength of the vortices was increased tographs from their research, and to the referees and editors
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Vortex Shedding and Lock-On in a
Perturbed Flow

Mary S. Hall
Scienc Aplications Interiathional Vortex sheddin resoinace or lock-on is observed when a bhtf body a placed in

Corporation an Incident mean flow with a superimpond periodic componen. Direct numerical
McLean, VA 22102 simulations of this flow at a Reynolds number of 2W) are compared here with

exeriments that have been conducted by several investigators. The bounds of the
lock-on or resonance flow regimes for the computations and experiments are in

Owen M. Griffin good agreement. The computed and measured vortex street wvelengths ao are in
Naval esearfh Laboratwy, good agreement with experiments at Reynolds numbers from 100 to 2000. Co-

Washington. DC 20375-5351 parison of these computations with expere shows that both natural, or un-
Fellow ASME. forced, and forced vortex street wakes ame nondispersive in their wa-like behavior.

Recent active control experiments with rotational oscillatdons of a circular cylinder
f'md this same nondispersiue behavior over a three-fold range of frequencies at
Reynolds numbers up to 15,000. The vortex shedding and lock-on resulting from
the introduction of a periodic inflow component upon the mean flow exhibit a
particularly strong resonance between the imposed perturbations and the vortices.

Introduction
Vortex streets are formed in the wakes of circular cylinders the incident mean flow has a sufficiently large periodic corn-

and other bluff, or unstreamlined, bodies over a wide range ponent superimposed upon it (Barbi et al., 1986; Armstrong
of Reynolds numbers from approximately 50 to 10' and even et al., 1986, 1987). The cylinder remains stationary in the flow,
higher. The physics of vortex street formation has been the but the vortex lock-on or resonance produced by the inflow
focal point for many past experimental studies, e.g., Roshko perturbation modifies the character of the near-wake flow.
(1954, 1955), Gerrard (1966), Bearman (1965, 1967), Griffin This is equivalent to the in-line oscillations when the acoustic
and Ramberg (1974) and, more recently, Ongoren and Rock- wavelength is long compared to the cylinder diameter.
well (1988a, b), and Williamson and Roshko (1988), because The introduction of an appropriate sound field also can
of the importance of the near-wake flow to the eventual ev- cause lock-on to occur (Blevins, 1985). And control of the
olution of the overall middle and fir-wake vortex patterns. vortex formation and shedding by periodic mass injection into
Modern high-speed computers and direct numerical simulation the cylinder's boundary layer prior to separation has been
techniques have allowed the vortex formation and modification demonstrated by Williams et al. (1992). All of these external
processes to be studied numerically at high resolution (Kar- disturbances are potential means for active control of the bluff
niadakis and Triantafyllou, 1989, 1992; Grinstein et al., 1991). body near-wake flow (Oertel, 1990; Rockwell, 1990).

When a bluff cylinder is excited into resonant oscillations Vortex lock-on and resonance phenomena have numerous
by an incident flow, the cylinder and its shed vortices have the practical engineering applications in addition to their impor-
same frequency near one of the characteristic frequencies of tance in a fundamental physical sense. Applications abound
the body (Koopmann, 1967; Sarpkaya, 1979; Bearman, 1984; in offshore exploration and drilling, Naval and marine hy-
Griffin and Hall, 1991). This coincidence or resonance of the drodynamics, and underwater acoustics. Other areas of en-
shedding and vibration frequencies is commonly termed lock- gineering practice where these phenomena play important roles
on, and such a state emerges when the body is oscillated ex- are civil and wind engineering, nuclear and conventional power
ternally in various orientations relative to the incident flow generation, and electric power transmission.
over the appropriate range of imposed frequencies and am- The main topic of this paper is a particular case of vortex
plitudes (Koopmann, 1967; Griffin and Ramberg, 1974, 1976; shedding resonance and lock-on in the near-wakes of bluff
Ongoren and Rockwell, 1988a,b; Nuzzi et al., 1992). Two bodies. Vortex shedding in an incident flow with a periodic
recent experimental studies (Tokomaru and Dimotakis, 1991; component superimposed on the basic mean flow is computed
Filler et al., 1991) have shown that rotational oscillations of here to high resolution using the spectral element method. This
a circular cylinder cause lock-on and result in marked changes is an interesting bluff body flow which has not been studied
in the geometry of the near-wake flow. eithcr computationally or experimentally in detail up to this

Vortex resonance or lock-on is observed experimentally when time.

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JouamA
oFr uems Es~mlzmO. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division FlOW Perturbation and In-Line Oscillation Experiments
January 17, 1992; revised manuscript received November 4, 1992. Associate
Technical Editor: F. T. Dodge. The experiments of Armstrong et al. (1986, 1987) and of
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04 LEGEND half the Strouhal value). The measured vortex formation region
S .11" .iu.&%,, length If was reduced by this level of perturbation to 0.9d from

R, , 1, R ,0, G-4. -- d- aLb.(1 03•); 1 .2d, the value measured for the unperturbed flow (Armstrong
£. 0. .®, et al., 1987). The mean drag coefficient CD increased from

0.4 a o,. Fl. u....b... 1.28 to 1.52 for the perturbed flow as compared to the un-
*, A, WW; 3. 0 . 3. a,,R .R &Lh (1,"). perturbed flow.

.d d0.3
a 0 A

0.2+ 
The Numerical Method

Recent advances in computational fluid dynamics permit
W %+ new approaches to examining the effects of inflow perturba-

0.1o+ tions and cylinder oscillations on the bluff body new-wake.
S__+.± One of these methods, which we employ herein, consists of

2.0 . superimposing an oscillatory component on the inflow bound-
0.8 1.2 1!6 2.0 2.4 2'6ary condition for a domain such as the spectral element grid

Im (see Fig. 4). The computational results presented in this and
the following section were obtained by means of direct nu-

FIgpuny it In inU osacilltions gimenflow peatubfations; fof m Gritfin merical simulation of two-dimensional flow past a circular
a"n Hall (1-91) cylinder at sub-critical Reynolds numbers. The equations solved

are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation

a,v+(v. V)V= - Vp/p+,VV
Barbi et al. (1986) were conducted to examine vortex lock-on together with the continuity equation
for a cylinder in a stream consisting of a steady uniform flow
with a superimposed periodic component. The results of both V .v -0
studies show some very basic similarities with the earlier ex- A no-slip boundary condition is imposed on the surface of the
periments of Griffin and Ramberg (1976), which are conducted cylinder, a Neumann boundary condition is used at the out-
to examine vortex shedding lock-on for a cylinder oscillating flow, and periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the
in-line with an incident flow. More recent experiments with longitudinal or downstream direction at the cross-stream
in-line oscillations have been conducted by Ongoren and Rock- boundaries of the domain. At the inflow, a uniform stream
well (1988a,b). with a superimposed time-periodic small amplitude pertur-

The vortex lock-on measurements by Barbi et al. are corn- bation is used in most of the cases presented in the section on
pared with those of Griffin and Ramberg in Fig. 1. The vertical computational results. In the first case discussed, that of nat-
axis represents two different measures of the perturbation am- ural or unforced vortex shedding, the inflow consists solely of
plitude. For the experiments of Griffin and Ramberg the peak- a uniform stream.
to-peak amplitude of cylinder displacement is given by 2a/d. The computer code employed here is a variation of the spec-
And for the experiments of Barbi et al. the normalized "peak- tral element formulation used by Karniadakis and Trianta-
to-peak" incident velocity perturbation is given by 2AU/wd. fyllou (1989, 1992). Modifications of the code performed at
The horizontal axis is the ratio of the vibration frequency f NRL have not altered the basic spectral-element methodology,
and the Strouhal frequency f,. of a stationary cylinder. The which is described in some detail in the above-mentioned ref-
two types of external disturbance are essentially identical for erences. However, numerous variations have been made in the
the case shown. Also shown are the cylinder vibration results computational grid and in the computed flow quantities over
of Tanida et al. (1973) and of Tatsuno (1972), reproduced the grid in order to examine the details of the flow history and
from the paper by Griffin and Ramberg. The dashed lines development, the velocity spectra, and the flow geometry of
enclose the results of Armstrong et al. (1986, 1987). Vortex the near-wake of the cylinder. Briefly, a time-splitting algo-
lock-on and cross-flow oscillations usually occur near the rithm is employed in the usual way, with the nonlinear term
Strouhal shedding frequency fso. For in-line oscillations and being solved first using a third-order explicit Adams-Bashforth
flow perturbations the lock-on is caused by frequencies near scheme with a Courant stability condition. Incompressibility
twice the Strouhal frequency, 2f., since the forcing fluctua- is enforced when the pressure term is solved in the second step,
tions in the drag force are in the flow direction. However, in and boundary conditions are imposed in the third step, when

I many cases the actual lock-on frequency is near the Strouhal the new velocity is found by implicit solution of the viscous
frequency, or half the oscillation or perturbation frequency. term. In the second and third steps, intermediate values ob-

There is generally good agreement between the bounds of tained from the previous steps are used as the "old" values.
the lock-on regime for the two different types of external Although it is not possible to say formally what the resulting
disturbance or flow control, though there is some scatter at overall order of the splitting scheme is, the lowest order step
the highest amplitudes. This is most likely due to Reynolds is the third, implicit backward Euler step, which is order O(AI).
number effects, as noted by Barbi et al. The latter experiments The spatial resolution of the computed flow can be affected

* were conducted at Re between 3000 and 40,000, whereas the in two ways: by choice of the size and number of elements
results of Tanida et al., Tatsuno, and of Griffin and Ramberg and by choice of the order of Lagrangian interpolating pol-
were conducted at Re between 80 and 4000. The overall agree- ynomials used within the elements. In the present work, the
ment is good. fifty-six element grid was essentially the same as that shown

The base pressure coefficient Cob is influenced by the flow in Karniadakis and Triantafyllou (1989), and can be seen in
perturbations in much the same manner as in the case of cyl- Fig. 4. Within each two-dimensional element sixth-order in-
inder oscillations. For the stationary cylinder the base pressure terpolating polynomials were used in both the streamwise and
coefficient is near Cb, = - 1.44; this value, though somewhat cross-stream directions, for a total of 7 x 7 or 49 Gauss-Lobatto

* low for a circular cylinder, is in reasonable agreement with the collocation points within each element. This resulted in very
results of West and Apelt (1982) for a comparable wind tunnel fine resolution in that portion of the domain surrounding the
blockage ratio of nine percent. At the largest flow perturbation, cylinder, and a more coarse resolution in the far wake. Clus-
the base pressure was decreased to Ca,= - 1.85 at the point tering of the collocation points near the element boundaries
of maximum resonance, a reduced velocity of U/f.d= 2.5 (or resulted in smooth solutions across these boundaries.
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lrequency, fd/U V" '' 0' 0• 0"

F'ig. 2 (s) The spectnum conesponding to ths x4mtoensoed oft he ve- x/d
locity U, at the history point located at (" y= 04 This Is the nstund
shedding case (no peduibtion) at Re a 200.

is used to generate the discrete equations, and the system of
discrete equations then is solved using a conjugate-gradient
algorithm. A benchmark case demonstrates the ability of the
code to accurately predict the important flow parameters in--..................
volved in the simulation of vortex shedding from bluff bodies, /using the shedding frequency and the vortex street waelntyd
as diagnostics. For this we chose natural or unforced shedding Fig. 3 a The rm fludtuation In the x-cornpoesct of doe - ty U,

at eynldsnumer e =100baed n cliner iamter sice aong the wake oenteill and () tWe rms fluctuation scroa the wake
at Rynods umbr R = OO asedon yliderdiaete, 1 at x- 5 diametwer downstream

this case was also studied by Karniadakis and Triantafyllou
(1989) and extensive results are available in their paper. Our
predicted natural shedding frequency of St = 0. 1 76 differs from
the value of 0. !179 predicted by Karniadakis and Triantafyllou
(1989) by only 1.67 percent, which is insignificant owing to - ._-_. _:_ -. •_... ___ _-.
the fact that the St =:0. 179 value overestimates recent experi- • :i - •
mentally determined values, e.g., Williamson (1989), by ap- i•• i'• :
proximately eight percent. - -'-'•--:: -:-- -- - --. .- : -

No asymmetry is needed in the initial or boundary conditions : • --- ,-- ,::•-•--:•-'-7: -:•
in order to initiate the asymmetric vortex shedding in this .......... ....
simulation of natural shedding, as well as all of the Reynolds ..
number Re= 200 simulations discussed in the next section.
Rather, asymmetries due to computer truncation are sufficient Ntrlsedn;R 0to cause the vortex shedding to develop naturally as it does inNtulshdigIe 20
any laboratory flow due to the presence of infinitesimal a-Fig. 4 instantaneousstreamlines for natural shedding at Re 200. The

am- p ItrI elemoentd sad eplyed In the computations Is shown super.bient disturbances. The asymmetry is not due to any numerical imposed on the Msetrm•
instability, but rather to the highly unstable nature of the
symmetric flow that is realized briefly early-on in the com-
putations. We refer to this early symmetric solution as the The cylinder base-region flow in the vortex formation region
quasi-steady state of the flow. is important to the development of the near-wake flow (Bear-

man, 1965; Gerrard, 1966). and to the ensuing physical evo-
Computation of the Flow lution of the wake. One measure of the downstream extent of

The first case for which we present numerical results is nat- the formation region is the maximum in the fluctuating velocity
ural or unforced vortex shedding at a Reynolds number of which occurs just downstream of the cylinder on the wake
200. For this condition the inflow boundary condition at the centerline. The formation region length also can be measured
left of the domain is a uniform flow, and the near-wake and in terms of the minimum of the local pressure coefficient C,
vortex shedding patterns develop without forcing. We include on the wake centerline (Roshko, 1954, 1955). The fluctuation
this case for comparison with the perturbed flow results. u.m of the x-component of velocity on the wake centerline is

The spectrum corresponding to the x-component of the ve- plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of distance downstream from
locity U, at a point (xvy) = (2,2) is shown in Fig. 2, where the the cylinder, as measured in multiplies of the cylinder diameter.
units are scaled by the cylinder diameter. The highest peak in The computed peak in It,., is located at about 1.25 cylinder
the spectrum is located at the natural shedding frequency f.o diameters downstream, which is comparable with measure-
corresponding to St = 0. 195, and other peaks can be seen at ments from laboratory experiments which have been reported
higher harmonics of this shedding frequency. Approximately in the literature (Bloor and Gerrard. 1966; Griffin, 1971).
2000 time intervals were used to produce this spectrum and all A cross-wake distribution of the velocity fluctuation u,,m at
of the computed spectra discussed in this paper. Each time x = 5d is plotted in Fig. 3(b). The same quantity at x = 3d is
interval represents ten time steps in the calculation, and 2000 shown in Fig. 9(a) where it is superimposed on a perturbed
time intervals correspond to approximately thirty shedding flow case. The corresponding mean velocities are shown in
cycles. Fig. B. The deficit in the mean velocity is apparent as well as
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the approach to the free stream condition as the distance from Ramberg, 1974), probably owing to differences between the
the centerline is increased. The peaks in the rms velocity at the two-dimensional computations and the three-dimensional ex-
two downstream locations also show the usual concentrated periments.
off-wake effects of the passing vortex pairs. The computed The final result for the natural shedding case is the instan-
fluctuations in the wake are slightly less than comparable wind taneous streamline pattern shown in Fig. 4. Here the stream-

* tunnel measurements near this Reynolds number (Griffin and lines are spaced evenly across the computational domain at
the inflow, and the spreading of the streamlines in the near
wake gives some evidence of the deficit in the mean flow in

JS the cross-wake direction, as was shown in Fig. 3(b). The wave-
length of the vortex street for this unforced flow is X = 5d,

6 b I d which is typical of the results shown in Fig. 12.
.26 0 0 0 Next a perturbed boundary condition of the form

lua .k- UQ = 1.0 + Au sin wt,

U,= 0.
f hwas enforced at the inflow, where U, and U, denote the x-

and y-components of the velocity, respectively. Here Au = aw,
sskIlack-es where w = 21f, and the perturbation frequency f= 2a'f,. The

. " I + parameter a varied from 0.05 to 0.25, while a was varied to
a give values of the perturbation frequency ranging from 1.4.f,.

* to 2.8f,. (Fig. 5). Each closed circle or cross in this figure
1.4 1.6•.l 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2., represents a direct numerical simulation. Those that represent

_Lf lock-on behavior are indicated by the closed circles.
(sa The shaded regions in Fig. 5 indicate regions across which

Fig. $ Limits of the lock-on regime for perturbed flow at Re = 200. Each breakdown occurs, from a periodic, locked-on flow to a non-
closed circle or cross represents a numerical smuttlior. Those slmu- periodic or quasi-periodic flow in which the primary frequency
latlons In which lock.on occurred we indicated by closed dres. Tem is the natural shedding frequency rather than the perturbation
shaded region forms the approximate boundary between the lock.on and frequency. We have not attempted to define precisely the width
Snon-lock-on regimes. of this region, but only to bracket it. As will be shown in the
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Fig. 6 Thme spectrum of the x.componenlt of the velocity U. at the history
point located at (x,y) - (2,2); (a) case a In Fig. 5. (b) case b, (c) case d,
and (a) case e
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following, in all of the cases lying outside of the lock-on region, on region, The dominant peak in the spectrum (Fix. 6(d))
the flow continues to be strongly influenced by the ,nertur- occurs at neither the natural shedding frequency nor the per-
bation, as evidenced by the chaotic nature of the flo% 4 , con- turbation frequency. The three highest peaks in the spectrum
trast with the regular. periodic natural shedding case. However, are labeled. Peak number I occurs just above the natural shed-
we have chosen to define non-lock-on cases as those for which ding frequency at approximately St = 0.2, peak number 2 oc-
the highest peak in the spectrum occurs at the natural shedding curs at half the perturbation frequency or St = 0.23, and peak
frequency or at a frequency corresponding to neither the per- number 3 occurs at the sum of these, or St - 0.43. Thus peak
turbation nor the natural shedding frequency. 3, the highest, is a higher harmonic of neither the natural

We first examine cases a, b, d, and e in Fig. 5. For these shedding frequency nor the perturbation frequency, but of the
four cases, the amplitude of the perturbation is held f'ixed while average of the two. This case is indicative of a wider transitional
the frequency is increased from 1.5f,, (case a) to 2.40so• (case region than we have shown in Fig. 5, in which the dominant
e). A forcing frequency of 1.5fso results in a nonperiodic ve- frequency in the flow is neither the perturbation nor the natural
locity history with the spectrum in Fig. 6(a), which shows frequency. Indeed, the presence of two nearby peaks in the
clearly the chaotic nature of the flow. The highest peak in the spectrum suggests intermittency in the shedding frequency.
spectrum occurs just below the natural shedding frequency of We next examine case fin Fig. 5, which lies just to the left
St = 0. 195. Increasing the forcing frequency from 1.5f,.to 1. 6_f, of the lock-on region. Here the frequency of the perturbation
results in case b in Fig. 5. The fnow is periodic, with shedding is the same as in case b. but the amplitude has been decreased
frequency equal to 0.8f./, and thus lock-on has occurred. The from 0.2 to 0. 1 nondimensional units. Referring to the spec-
flow pattern is more complex that that of the unperturbed trum for case b in Fig. 6(b), we see the dramatic change brought
case, and we see from the spectrum in Fig. 6(b) that there is about in the flow due to this change in amplitude. The peak
now significantly more energy in the higher harmonics of the in the spectrum for case f, labeled number I on Fig. 7(a), is
perturbation frequency than occurred in higher harmonics of at the natural shedding frequency of St - 0. 195. The peak la-

rfo. The wavelength of the vortex pattern isX) = 5.7d. an increase beled number 2 occurs at half of the perturbation frequency,
of fourteen percent from the unforced value of X• = 5d. or approximately St = 0.078. When the amplitude of the per-

Moving farther to the right in Fig. 5, we again increase the turbation is reduced further to 0.05 in case i, the spectrum in
perturbation frequency to 2.3f, o for case d. Lock-on again Fig. 7(b)) shows that now the natural shedding frequency is
takes place, this time at a frequency of 1. !15f.. The spectrum clearly dominant, and thus this condition is farther outside the
corresponding to this case is shown in Fig. 6(c). lock-on region than the previous result.

The results from case e demonstrate that we have crossed At this value of perturbation amplitude, we now examine
over the shaded region and are once again outside of the lock- the effects of increasing the perturbation frequency by pre-
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senting results for came I and n. A dramatic change occurs as
• ~the perturbation frequency is increased to 2.0f.o (case/A. While:

the resulting flow resembles the natural shedding case, the
frequency of the oscillation is lower than the natural shedding
frequency obtained in the unforced case by approximately rive D
percent (Fig. 7(c)), and higher harmonics correspond to mul-
tiples of this latter value. The reason for this discrepancy has
not yet been determined conclusively; our original estimate of
the natural shedding frequency at Reynolds number 200 was

O ~approximately five percent lower than that of Karniadakis and-
Triantafyllou (1989), while their estimate was judged to ov-
erestimate the experimentally determined value by approxi-
mately eight percent. Thus the present computed result is within
an acceptable range.

A change again occurs as we increase the perturbation fre- ... . . . . . . . .

9)becomes complex as shown by the spcrmin Fig. 7(d). with .
the first dominant peak occurring at the natural shedding fre-
quency of St=0.195. A second peak of nearly equal height
occurs at a frequency equal to approximately St:= 0.45, or twice,=

the perturbation frequency. Thus again we see the perturbation
frequency having a greater effect on the higher harmonics of (b)

the flow. ____... .. . .. .
OFor a more complete analysis of the near-wake flow in a .. x/das .

lock-on condition, we further examine case g. As in the natural
shedding case, we first measured the drop in the timre-averaged ftg 10 The (4 ramon flow wid (61r nlMnustiton In the vool •o"g
x-component of the velocity across the wake at two different the wake centecins, for ease g

downstream locations. Time averaging again was done over
approximately thirty shedding cycles. We see from Fig. 8(a),
which shows computed velocities three diameters downstream proportionately greater fluctuation along the centerline. In the
from the cylinder, that the drop in mean velocity across the natural shedding case there was a nearly 70 percent drop in
wake is approximately 35 percent. Comparing this with an the rms fluctuation across the wake three diameters down-
approximately 30 percent drop in the natural shedding case stream from the cylinder. By comparison, the rms fluctuation
(superimposed), indicates that the effect of the perturbation in the perturbed flow exhibits an approximately 57 percent
is to slightly decrease the mean flow along the centerline. How- drop across the wake (Fig. 9(a)). Farther downstream at x = .Sd
ever, the rms fluctuation corresponding to this mean flow is the time-averaged flows of the natural shedding perturbed se
greater than that seen in the natural shedding case, with a are nearly identical (Fig. 8(b)). At this same downstream Io-
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Table 1 Longitudiahl vortex spacing or wavelength in the
war-wake of a circular cylinder vibrating in-line with -, In-

ctdeal uniform flow; adapted from Griffint ad Ramberg
(1976)
Vibration Frequency Vortex Relative Vortex

spr y f. acl change 1 12e speed.
AHz) ' f/ufe, kd &6)) l/2.X/U

Reynolds number = 190

69.2 1.1u 5.2 +0.07 0.94
X 73.6 2.00 4.9 0 0.93

75.6 2.06 4.7 -0.05 0.91
78.9 2.14 4.7 -0.04 0.96
80.4 2.18 4.4 -0.09 0.92

Average = 0.93

___ ___ __shown in Fig. 1I. The history point in both cases is once again
"" '" ""in•.u ~ .~.. .. ... located in the separated flow just outside the wake at

(x,y) = (2.2). These phase plane representations of the velocity
demonstrate most graphically the periodic nature of the forced
or lock-on state of the flow, as opposed to the chaotic state
of the non-lock-on state.

Discussion of Results

The longitudinal vortex spacing or wavelength is a valuable
physical diagnostic for the state of the spatial structure and
development of the fully-developed vortex street. Measure-
ments of the spacing for a variety of in-line and cross-flow
oscillations, and also for the unforced wakes of stationary
"cylinders have been reported by Griffin and Ramberg (1976)
These can be compared to the direct numerical simulations of
Karniadakis and Triantafyllou (1989) and our recent NRL
simulations that are discussed here. The wavelength of the
pattern can be employed as a measure of the spatial state of
the flow, as compared to phase plane diagrams of the stream-

(b) wise and cross stream velocities, which can be employed in a
comparable way to assess the temporal state of the near-wake.

. .... .. .. .. One example given by Karniadakis and Triantafyllou (1989)
Caw ais that of a wake forced by a localized spatially and temporally

varying disturbance in the vortex formation region, with nor-
FIg. 1 Phase pimw plotW of tU, venus U, for (4case I, a, •d (M m g malized amplitude and frequency, respectively, of a = 0.10 and

f/f. - 0.75. The center of the disturbance was located at x = 2,
y = 0, measured in multiples of the cylinder diameter. This is

cation, the maximum rms fluctuation of the perturbed flow a unique form of control disturbance which had not been
has decayed approximately to that of the natural shedding investigated previously. For the unforced wake X = Sd, while
case, but the fluctuation remains greater at the wake edges and for the forced wake X = 7d, an increase of forty percent in the
along the wake centerline (Fig. 9(b)). The corresponding u,,u wavelength.
for the natural shedding case is shown in Fig. 3(b). Comparable measurements were made at Re = 190 by Griffin

The mean flow and the rms fluctuation in the velocity along and Ramberg (1976) and the results are summarized in Table
the centerline behind the cylinder are shown in Fig. 10. Com- 1. The cylinder oscillations were in-line with the flow over a
paring the rms fluctuation with the natural shedding case (Fig. range of frequencies near twice the Strouhal frequency as in
3(a)) we see that the peak of the fluctuation, which marks the Fig. 1. The measured changes in the forced vortex spacing
end of the vortex formation region, has moved from its natural correspond directly with those achieved in the direct numerical
shedding position approximately one diameter downstream simulations, since for f< 2Z&, the wavelength increases while
from the cylinder to a point approximately one and a half forf> 2f" the wavelength decreases. Extrapolating the results
diameters downstream. This is an expansion of the vortex in the table to the condition f= 1.6f,, in the present case and
formation region with perturbation frequency when f< 2fso. tof= 0.75f5o from Karniadakis and Triantafyllou using a least-
Comparably, the downstream extent of the formation region squares fit given by Griffin and Ramberg, the vortex spacing
is contracted when f> 2f,.. Both of these modifications in the is X = 6.2d. This compares reasonably well with both coin-
shedding are analogous to those observed when a circular cyl- putations. The measured vortex spacing for the stationary cyl-
inder undergoes both in-line and crossflow oscillations under inder at Re= 190 (X = 4.9d) is very nearly equal to the
lock-on conditions (Griffin and Ramberg, 1974, 1976; Ongoren wavelength computed here at Re = 200, namely X = 5d.
and Rockwell, 1988a, b). The computed vortex street wavelengths are compared fur-

A zone of reversed mean flow is found adjacent to the ther with measurements for both forced and unforced con-
cylinder as shown in Fig. 10, followed by a stagnation point ditions for Reynolds numbers from 100 to 2000 in Fig. 12.
(U=0) and the transition to positive mean flow at approxi- The computations agree well overall with the experiments,
mately one diameter downstream. The extent of the reversed which show only a very slight dependence on Reynolds number
flow region is controlled by the perturbations in much the same in this range. The vertical scale is a normalized form C4 the
way as the overall formation region. vortices' convection speed, or the downstream translaf onal

The U, versus U, phase plane plots for cases f and g are speed of the vortex cores. The constant phase or convection
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0]

was more rapid at frequencies less than 2f.. which is in qual-
itative agreement with experiments from Fig. I and Koopmann

6o (1967).
Computations of the near-wake flow show that in flow per-

turbations causing lock-on can control the location and extent
5.0 a V . Of the vortex formation region and the level of velocity fluc-tuation both along and across the wake. Some typical results

at f<f. show a shift downstream of the vortex formation
40- region, as identified by the peak rms velocity fluctuation along

the wake centerline, and an increased fluctuation level along
L•GEND: the centerline that extends to at least five cylinder diameters

3.0 ,xpin.,,,ua
0.o0.oj,//./--t ,. I //.-o~0; downstream. These modifications to the near-wake flow are

10,-I,,7; V.f -t.1 indicative of selectively increased vortex strength and shed
2 20 l, 01 (KeudAs a T 19 vorticity in the near-wake as a result of the locking-on.

+.//1..- o0.8 - I 13 (,P' -.adyl The computed values of the vortex wavelength X in the
i I perturbed flow are in good agreement with measurements in

102 2 5 203 2 both unforced, or natural, and forced wakes for Reynolds
Re numbers between 100 and 2000. The predominant vortex street

frequency and wavelength adjust in such a way that a constant
Fig. 12 Longltoclinalvwort exopacin9 .J n UZSautionlolOf R"y"old5 phase or convection speed of the pattern is achieved over a
numern Re. All of the messurements wer made In the wakee of eto-
t onay and oscillatulg cyliders. The data points at Re=-190 uoW 200 wide range of conditions which cause lock-on. Recent active
wveepond to In.lne o•c•atlont and Inflow pecturbaions (foompoelt control experiments with rotational oscillations of a circular
of six) with n -2 all otw data corrspond to coss-flow oscllaetlons cylinder at a Reynolds number of 15,000 show that the wake
(experdments) and now-wake psrtibatlon (Coniputattona) Wit na 1. adjusts in the same way over a three-fold range of imposed

frequencies. The essentially constant vortex phase or convec-
tion speed is indicative of the basic nondispersive physical

speed is representative of a nondispersive physical system, as character of forced and unforced, or natural, bluff body near-
compared to the many dispersive, complex physical systems wakes.
which occur in nature, e.g. surface water waves and mixing
layers under certain conditions, where the phase speed depends
on the wavelength or wavenumber and the frequency. Acknowledgments
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INTERACTION OF VORTICITY WITH A FREE SURFACE
IN TURBULENT OPEN CHANNEL FLOW

R.I. Leighton, T.F. Swean, Jr.t, R.A. Handier,+ J.D. Swearingen+

Center For Advanced Space Sensing
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20375-5000

Abstract

The interaction between vorticity and a free sur- U - u=/u" Non-dimensional velocity

face, modeled as a shear free boundary is studied us- 4 Non-dimensional length

ing a direct numerical simulation of an open channel t= Non-dimensional time
flow at low Reynolds number (Raj. = U1. hly = 2340 (a(x)) = a"ne,.,,e a(x) Averaging operator
where h is the channel depth and U1. is the mean free- h = L,, Channel height
surface velocity). As a result of the shear free nature L,, Streamwise box length
of the top boundary, only normal vorticity may ter- La, Transverse box length
minmate on it. The vorticity components parallel to V Kinematic viscosity
the top boundary must go to seo as the boundary is P density

approached. The time averaged fluctuating enstrohy Fn = U/`p/Vi Froude number
balance equations, which are an indicator of the level Re = Uh/l& Reynolds number
of activity of the vorticity field are evaluated. Near Re* = uth/l Wall Reynolds number
the free surface the rate of production and destruction Rel, = Uj.h/u Free surface Reynolds no.
of enstrophy is set by the stretching and rotation of
fluctuating vorticity by the fluctuating velocity field. 1. introduction
The transport of enstrophy by the fluctuating veloc- The total instantaneous enstrophy of a fluid is
ity has a minor role. Of the the production terms, defined as the square of the instantaneous vorticity,
the three involving the stretching of vorticity along E" nifl. Enstrophy can be determined as well from
its axis are the most important, and a simple model the mean vorticity, ? ., and the fluctuating vortic-
explaining this is presented. ity, =w- . This paper will be limited to an analysis

of the fluctuating vorticity. The dominate motiva-
tion for studying the enstrophy balance equations is
the natural interpretation of enstrophy as a measure

fof vortical activity. The no-slip boundary, where the
Ui Instantaneous velocity majority of the fluctuating vorticity is produced is the
Ui Fluctuating velocity source of the turbulent kinetic energy. Much of the
%. Instantaneous vorticity turbulent kinetic energy is believed to be associated

Fluctuating vorticity with coherent structures and a quasi-regular turbu-
U'= - ',.MS fluctuating velocity lent burst cycle. If it is assumed that coherent vortic-1 =l u n e iity is an important feature of these structures, then
•= •= w( RMS fluctuating vorticity enstrophy is a good tool for analysis. Although a clear

T7(z 2 ) Mean velocity connection between vorticity and coherent structures

UP. = IT&2 = 0.0) Mean free surface velocity or events has yet to be developed, the concept of the
a" -it vortex loop has often invoked to explain the visual-

U =p Friction velocity ization of the results of experiments or direct numer-r *= /u" Viscous iengthscalet= v/u*" Viscous timescale ical simulations (DNS). The connection between vor-
ticity and turbulent structures may be equally valid

at the free-surface. As will be discussed below, the
conditions at the free-surface require that vorticity

"OReseach Scientist, SAIC, McLean, VA, 22102 tangential to the surface vanish as the surface is ap-
tResearch Mechanical Engineer, NRL, Member AIAA proached. Simultaneously, the surface-normal gradi-
+ Mechanical Engineer, NRL ent of the component of vorticity perpendicular to the

surface must vanish. These are reflectional bound-

This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and ary conditions, and are significantly different than the
is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
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condition of rotational symmetry about the z1 -axis
(aligned with the channel centerline) that occurs in Fite. sut,,
the closed channel cas.

Another important interpretation of enstrophy
can be made through its relation to the isotropic dis-
sipaiion function. The isotropic dissipation function,
commonly wed in k - e turbulence models, is defined
asu:

for homogeneous turbulence. However, the following
can be shown

2 OxiOx

(2) . .. .

2X a j a 00 Go o 03 0.

Fig. I RMS Fluctuating Vorticity.Symbols: _,

In Eq. 2 the identity for homogeneous incompressible t,-- '2 ; -, -W.

turbulence,

is the mean free-surface velocity. Based on the fric-

a * tion velocity, U. = V the Reynolds number is
arz as, 40 - O', 0'i (3) Re. = 134. The governing equations ae rast into

= O, a 4 "A order equation for the vertical velocity and a
2 d order equation for the vertical vorticity and the
continuity equation is solved explicitly in the recov-

has been usedt. Therefore the. isotropic dissipation cry of the streamwise velocity. This formulation was 0
function is related to the fluctuating enstrophy as first discussed by Orsag and Patera2 and laer im-

plemented in a simpler form in the large scale direct
simulations by Kim, Moin and Mosers. It is the Ist-

C = -W"' (4) ter formulation that will be used. This method in-
volves the use of the homogeneous solutions of the

Consequently, the study of the enstrophy balance can time discretised 4SA order equation to satisfy all the
be viewed as the study of the creation and destruc- required boundary conditions. The equations are nu-
tion of the isotropic dissipation function. The enstro- merically solved after they are Fourier transformed
phy balance equation may be a more convenient tool in the streamwise (zl) and spanwise (X3) directions
to study the dissipation because its terms have bet- and Chebychev transformed in the vertical direction
ter physical interpretations. Furthermore the com- (z2). The z2 axis, scaled by the channel height has

ponent equations ww (no implied s mation) cn its origin at the free surface. The channel bottom is

be examined individually. As men'ioned above, while S2 = - 1. The calculations are performed on a grid of
the isotropic dissipatioa is not the local dissipation of 48 x 65 x 64 nodes in zi, z2, z3, respectively, for a reso-
turbulent kinetic energy, it is relevent for turbulence lution of 26.31. in the streamwise direction and 13.21.

modeling, in the spanwise direction ( 1. = mv ). The total

box size is 16841. x 1341. x 6321.. With the geometry
2. The Numerical Simulation scaled by the channel height, the height, length and 0

width of the channel are 1, 41 and 3U/2, respectively.
The incompressible three-dimensional Navier- In the free-surface problem the nonlinear and

Stokes equations are solved for initial and boundary time-dependent boundary conditions must be satis-
conditions approximating a turbulent open-channel fled on an unknown surface elevation, 9. The bound-
flow of water at a Reynolds number of 2340, where ary conditions can be simplified considerably if the
Re# = U1, h/v and h is the channel depth and U1. surface is not allowed to deflect (iq = 0). The rigid 0
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lid approximation is equivalent to 4. Balance Eguations

The relationship of enstriphy to fluctuating vor-
-, = 0 at Z2 = 0. (5) ticity is similar to the relationship of turbulent kinetic

energy to fluctuating velocity. The balance ecuations
To further simplify the boundary conditions, the are derived in the same manner as the balance equa-
usual balance of normal stresses6 is replaced by tionh for the components of the Reynolds stress ten-

sor. The equations for the mean and instantaneous
8U2 vorticity are multiplied the mean and instantaneous

=492 -0 0 at .= 0- (6) vorticity, respectively. These equations are time av-
eraged resulting in equations for the mean enstrophy

Eq. 6 can be derived from the zero tangential stress and the mean equation of the instantaneous enstro-
conditions, the continuity equation, and the rigid lid phy. Subtracting the latter from the former yields
assumption. These conditions and the definition of the equation of the mean fluctuating enstrophy. As
vorticity can also be combined to form the remaining in the case of the Reynolds stress tensor, the equa-
free-surface boundary condition, tions for the individual components of the enstrophy,

8W TwT j,Up2 ,073- can be formulated. The details of
.2 = 0 at Z2 = 0, (7) the derivation of the balance equation for the fluctu-
082 ating enstrophy are contained in Balint, Vukoelavce-

where the vorticity is non-dimensionalized by Uo/h, vic and Wallace4 . The steady state balance equations
Uo is the initial (t = 0) free-surface velocity. are:

At the bottom wall of the channel, the no-slip ve-' I o
locity boundary conditions are composed. The no-slip oz( 28 2 )
velocity condition sustains the shear layer which is re-
sponsible for maintaining the turbulence. The bound- • (8)
ary conditions are periodic on all dependent variables 8, I Ozj
in the streamwise and spanwise directions. 2 r7- ,

After the wall shear stres achieved a statistically +?F4il - + V 2 z z'
steady state at the correct value, and the total stress 8*, 4 -

across the channel was linear, turbulent flow data was with i = 1,i2 or, 3 for the component equations and
acquired. Forty-two realizations of the turbulent flow an implied summation for the total fluctuating en-
were saved during an interval of approximately 4000t strophy.
(to = V/u' 2 ). We have compared single point statis- According to Tennekes and Lumleys and Balint 4,
tics and spectra with from the closed channel calcu- et aL, the eight terms of the enstrophy balance equa-

lation performed at the Naval Research Laboratory 7  tion have the following interpretation:

and, where possible, results from the high resolution (1) U,(-): The convection of the
NASA Ames closed channel computation3 . In gen- fluctuating enstrophy,
eral, the single point statistics in the wall and buffer (2) -uj 3T o u
regions are very similar to the closed channel results. (Iwiwi): Transport of fluctuating

The effects of the upper boundary are apparent in the enstrophy by fluctuating velocity,

range of 0.0 < zX2 < -0.3 as compared to similar data (3) - G-e po,"
from the closed channel calculations. of enstrophy,

3. Fluctuating Vorticitv (4) =, L production

The near wall behavior of the rms vorticity, w, by mean velocity gradient,
in Fig. 1 is similar to the prior results of Kim, Moin (5) Wwi A: production
and Moser3 . Near the free surface the horizontal com- by fluctuating velocity gradient.
ponents of vorticity vanish, while the vertical compo-
nent approaches a constant value of wv/u*2 = 0.035. (6) ?1jý . Mixed production,

This can be compared to 0.057 at the centerline for a (7) v Viscous diffusion,
low resolution closed channel simulation performed at _ _

NRL and 0.042 for the results Kim, Moin and Moser". (8) vg, j: V s
A Taylor series expansion about the top boundary in-

dicates that w', and w' both approach zero linearly. The interpretation of terms I - 6 can be ex-
An 1 ° 0 panded by examining the non-linear term of the vor-phsialeplnain f hyi• ~l• [ s h ticity equation from which they were derived:

free surface is being approached can be developed by
examining the 9-= balance equations. Vxux w=(w.V)u-(u-V)w. (Ifl
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The first term is the amount of instantaneous stretch- Free Sutte
ing or rotation of the vorticity by the gradient of the
velocity field. Following BatchelorO, if P and Q awe
two local points on a vortex line, then

(W.V)u =J Im ',1 "u (11)

where 6u is the variation u over the distance PQ,
That component of 6u which is aligned with w acts to Vorex U.o
stretch or compress the vorticity while the component
perpendicular to w causes the vortex line to undergo
instantaneous rigid body rotation. For example if we
asume the vorticity is aligned in the zs direction then _

Ws3'"3 Fig. 2. A schematic of vortex stretching and rotation

is the rotation of the vorticity vector from the W3 coM- by the fluctuating velocity.
ponent to the wl. A similar interpretation holds for figures. The individual terms give a better indication
Ws31. In the remaining direction the vorticity and of the mechanisms by which the enstrophy is gener-
the elocity gradient ah e aligned and stretching or ated and destroyed. Note that the scale of the ab-compressing of the vorticity occurs. This is shown scissa has been changed between Fig. 4a and Figs.
in Fig. 2. The second term on the right hand side of 4b-d.
equation (10) is the convective part of the substantial
derivative. 5.1 Balance Near the Wall

Terms (1), (2), and (3) of Eq. 8 can be identi- The majority of the production and dissipation 0
fled with the convective part of the nonlinear terms: of vorticity fluctuations occurs near the wall where
(1) and (2) can be considered as transport terms and the mean velocity gradient and the mean spanwise
(3) being a gradient production term. For the ge- vorticity are large. In a very thin region near the wall
ometry under study term (1), transport by the mean the diffusion and dissipation of enstrophy are in bal-
velocity is zero. Terms (4), (5) and (6) are stretch- ance. In the region (-0.8 > z 2 ? -0.95) the mixed
ing/compression/rotation terms. Term (4) accounts production term (6), the production by the mean ye- 0
for the production of jIj* due to the rotation of W2 locity gradient term (4), and the turbulent produc-
into wl by ]. This term, which is non-zero only tion terms (5) are the dominate sources for fiuctuat-
for i = 1, an~i j = 2 represents the action of the ing enstrophy, in increasing importance away frommean velocity on the fluctuating vorticity. Term (5) the wall. These terms are the rotation/stretchingis the production of enstrophy due to the stretch- terms of the balance equations. The gains are al-ing/compression and rotation of fluctuating vorticity most completely balanced by the viscous dissipation.by the fluctuating velocity field. As will be shown The transport/convection related terms are all small. 0
later, this is an important term neAs the free-surface. With the exception of near the free surface, the termslaterm(6), thes isanimporallen term near thefree-of the individual balances decrease with increasingcounts for the production of enstrophy due to the distance from the wall. Near the free-surface there isstretching and rotation of the mean vorticity field, a thin region (Z2 > -0.10) of significant change. De-sr3, by the fluctuating velocity fields, . This term tails of the individual balances near the wall can be
represents the action of the fluctuating velocity field found in Leighton, et al. 7 . 0
on the mean vorticity field. The last two terms are in- 5.2 Balance Near the Surface
terpreted as viscous diffusion and viscous dissipation As can be seen in Fig. 4a, the viscous dissipa-
of fluctuating enstrophy. tion of enstrophy (8) and the turbulent production

5. The Enstronhv Balances (5) dominate in the region -0.10> z 2 > -0.33. In
this region there is still some production of fluctuat-

The terms of Eq. (8) have been calculated and ing enstrophy by the mean velocity gradient. Since
are shown in Fig. 3. They are normalized by the ini- the mean velocity gradient must approach zero at the
tial free-surface velocity and the channel height. The shear free surface, the enstrophy production due to
balance for the total enstrophy and its components the mean gradient must go to zero. Turbulent pro-
near the free surface are in Figs. 4 a-d. Gains in en- duction of enstrophy, the dominate production mech-
strophy are indicated on the right hand side of these anism for the upper 1/3 of the channel decays rapidly
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for x2 > -0.05. Viscous diffusion and turbulent
transport act to increase the enstrophy in the region
z2 > -0.10. Enstrophy dissipation balances the pro-
duction and diffusion near the top boundary. In the
thin region V 2: -0.08 the significant changes in the
terms of Eq. 8 can be understood by examining the
component terms. LEGENO

Figs. 4b-d show the level of gain or lows for each T Torm 2
Term 3

component of enstrophy near the surface. In the up- - Tomin
per 1/3 of the channel the transport term becomes rel- - Twin 6
atively more important, albeit the term is still small. Twm 7

The fluctuating normal velocity field transports wiw'
* and WsW3 towards the surface. As the gradients in

w' and w3' increase near the surface, there is a cor-
responding increase in the enstrophy transport (see
Fig. 1). The action of the transport term of W2W2,

while always small, is to reduce the level of normal
vorticity near the surface.

Figs. 4b and 4c show that the mixed production
terms do play a role in the top of the channel, but ap- 20 ' Lo0 Gem

proach zero as the shear-free surface is approached.
It is interesting to note that the mixed production Fig. 3. The terms of Eq. 8.
term for the O balance equation is negative in the
region (0.0 > V _: -0.33) and almost completely bal-
anced by the production due to the mean velocity
gradient. In the case of , this term expresses the Also apparent in Figs. 4b-d are the differences
effect of the rotation of the mean vorticity vector by in the characteristics of the turbulent production and
the fluctuating velocity field to cancel the fluctuating the transport of enstrophy between the cases of the
axial vorticity. This is done at nearly the same rate horizontal vorticity and the vertical vorticity. With
at which vorticity is being rotated out of the mean the exception of the mean and mixed production,
vorticity into the fluctuating normal vorticity by the terms (4) and (6) the horizontal terms are similar. In
fluctuating normal velocity, the upper 1/3 of the channel, the turbulent produc-

The dissipation and diffusion curves in Figs. 4b- tion of enstrophy contributes positively, exhibiting a

d indicates a strong dependence of the diffusion and generally slow decline with increasing distance from

dissipation process on the orientation of the vorticity. the solid wall. However in the layer -0.05 > y >_ -0.1

Viscous diffusion, which has been negligible in the re- the decline stops, and at least for the transverse com-

gion -0.1 > y > -0.85 becomes the dominate source ponent of enstrophy, there is a slight increase in pro-

for the horizontal components of enstrophy (w1w, and duction. Since fs and f 3 approach zero at the shear-
WsWs) near the surface, (y > -0.05). Due to the re- free boundary, the production of these components of

flective nature of the shear free boundary, the horizon- enstrophy must also approach zero. The non-zero tur-

tal components of vorticity go to zero at the bound- bulent production of the normal component of enstro-

ary and any such vorticity near the boundary will be phy at the surface is a result of the shear-free bound-

influenced by the anti-parallel image vorticity. The ary and a normal strain field, which will be discussed

effect of the image vorticity or equivalently the shear- later.

free boundary is to increase diffusion of the vortic- The production term (5) is further separated into
ity in the fluid towards its image, and in the process the various stretching and rotation components in
increase the dissipation of enstrophy. For the nor- Fig. 5. For all three enstrophy components the pro-
mal component (W2,2) the process of dissipation and duction due to stretching dominates. For the stretch-
diffusion are entirely different. In this case the im- ing terms to be relevant, there must be some strain
age vorticity is not anti-parallel vorticity promoting aligned with the vorticity. While this strain is not ac-
diffusion, but simply a continuation of the physical counted for by the existence of the anti-parallel image
vorticity across the shear-free interface. The dissipa- vortex, numerical experiments involving interacting
tion of the mean square fluctuating normal vorticity vortex rings or vortex tubes indicate a rapid increase
in Fig. 4c is related to the radial diffusion of normal in the component of strain aligned with the vorticity
vorticity. during the vortex reconnection. A similar
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ance in a turbulent open channel flow near the free surface.
surface.

The enstrophy balance in the vertical (Z2 ) direction 0
process may be relevent when the horizontal compo- shows the effect of attachment of the normal vortic-
nents of vorticity approach the top surface. The flow ity to the free surface. The turbulent production of
field transporting the vorticity to the free surface may W,-" varies slightly in the upper 1/3 of the channel.
also be responsible for the strain. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5 the production

Although the rotation terms are small and de- mechanism changes with increasing distance from the
clining as the surface is approached, the terms repre- shear-free boundary. Near the surface, z2 > -0.08. ,
senting the rotation of vorticity from the axial to the the stretching of the vorticity is important. Below
transverse direction and from the transverse to the (Z2 < -0.08) the gain in enstrophy is due to rotation
axial have small increases near the boundary. This of the fluctuating vorticity field, and stretching has
may be due to the rotation of small eddies, having become negligible. The source of the strain near the
vorticity components parallel to the surface by large free-surface is probably the flow induced by the low
eddies. pressure within the vorticity attached to the surface.
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* 6. Vortical Events At The Free Surface
free Sutfm

0

Fropi figure 5, it is apparent that the term in
Eq. 8 most responsmble for the production of en- LEGENO1 '1. Irot

atrophy is tram se stretching of transverse vortic- -001.1.-2

ity, 4',3L•. Figure 6 is a plot of this property for i-1. . -3

the plane x2 = -0.05. The turbulent structures or P-,2. r"3

events responsible for generating this component of -3. 1-1-1-t-•3. 1-2

the enstrophy are localized and intense. The contour -0-3. P-3

intervals are IJ" . To more clearly identify the
structures associated with the localized production,
histograms of the level of production by turbulent
stretching have been determined and are contained
in Leighton', et.al. From the histograms it was deter-
mine that, at this plane (z2 = -0.05) that approxi-
mately 3 - 6% of the are& was responsible for 30- 60%
of the turbulent enstrophy production. This behav- -
ior is typical for for all nine components of term (5), .. ott oo.0
Eq. 8. This conclusion was verified by calculating Loss Gm

the skewness and flatnes for these production terms.
For each of the nine cases the skewness and flatness Fig. 5. Turbulent production of fluctuationg enstro-
factors were large (10- 102 for skew and 102 - 104 for phy by stretching ( heavy lines) and rotation (light
flatness). lines), =-'•.,..

Based on the observation of production events lo-
cal in space, and the behavior of the average fluctuat- The eventual diffusion has been seen in a simulation
ing vorticity, two models of the interaction of vorticity of vortex reconnection in which there was no down
with the surface were developed, draft.10 In this case there was radial diffusion of vor-

ticity from the core near the intersection of the vortex
ring and the shear-free surface.

6.1 Two models for the nroduction events In the 'splat' model a volume of fluid 'contain-

The two proposed models of the interaction of ing' vorticity impacts the free surface, leading to

vorticity with the free surface can be described as stretching, intensification and cancellation of vortic-

'the spin model' and 'the splat model'. These mod- ity. The fluctuating normal velocity field promotes

els are similar to and have been infieuenced by the the increase of horizontal component enstrophy near

models presented by Koh and Bradshaw8 and Hunts. the free surface by two mechanisms: transport and

Although the names are meant to be suggestive of vortex stretching. Due to the large gradient in i--T

the kinematics of the enstrophy producing events, the and u near the top boundary, the vertical velocity

models are similar to the models by the same name fluctuations provide an efficient means of transporting

for the pressure source terms described in Ref. 9. vorticity to the free surface. As the turbulent eddy
approaches the top boundary the vertical momentum

In the 'spin' model, a vortical structure originat- is deflected into the horizontal direction. During this
ing in the buffer layer, tilts downstream and is at- 'splat' event, the vorticity contained in a turbulent
tached to the free surface in a quasi-stable configu- eddy interacting with the top surface will be rotated
ration. This model is relevent when discussing the parallel to the boundary and stretched. The vortic-
vertical component of enstrophy. These structures, ity in the fluid near the free surface will be subjected
which can be liken to vortex tubes connected to the to a large strain and will have a large gradient due
free surface have been observed in flow visualizations to the proximity of its reflected image. This leads to
of the DNS dataset of the open channel flow. Within increased production of fluctuating enstrophy by the
these vortex tubes there is a significant 'down draft'. fluctuating velocity fields and to large enstrophy dis-
It is conjectured that this down draft is responsible sipation or vorticity cancellation. Other details about
for the transport of enstrophy away from the surface this type of model can be found in Ref. 9.
and provides the strain necessary to maintain these
structures. Were it not for these down drafts, and
the vorticity intensification they provide, these vorti-
cal structures would eventually diffuse and cancel.
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7. Conditional Sampling and Ensemble Averamnt surface and extending into the buffer layer. The ex-
istance of substantial ensemble-averaged vertical vor-

To verify that the two models are qualitatively ticity in regions far from the free surface, as seen in
correct, the open channel flow was conditionally sam- Fig. 7 supports the conceptual model of an attached
pled on the plane z2 = -0.05. The condition used vortex tube.
was that the local value of the enstrophy production Fig. 8 is the ensemble-averaged vertical velocity.
by vortex stretching ( rotation was not considered ) In the case of the normal component of enstrophy,
exceeded the mean value by a factor of ten, and that the negative velocity will stretch the attached vertical
the production was a local maximum. The enstro- vorticity. This is the down-draft within the vortex
phy production at the locations determined by the tube mentioned earlier. The peak negative velocity
first condition accounted for approximatedly 50% of occurs at z 2 S -0.15. The strain rates •,, are shown
the production by stretching and rotation, but only in Fig. 9. The peak in the normal strain occurs at
about 2% of the area. For the spanwise component, the surface, again consistant with the proximity of the
WW3 s , only detected events with negative vorticity vortex stretching with the free surface. The strain
were considered. There were approximately an or- and the resulting vortex stretching are negative for
der of magnitude more events with negative vorticity Z2 < -0.15. This may be due in part to the tilting of
contributing to the turbulent production of spanwise the vortical structure in the main part of the flow.
enstrophy than events with positive vorticity. For the The final figure is the rate of dissipation of en-
remaining components, only events with positive vor- atrophy for each of the components. The normal vor-
ticity were considered. In this case there were as many ticity is largely unaffected by its image and has a low
positive as negative vortical events detected. level of dissipation. Due to this small dissipation, it

Certain properties associated with these events is conjectured that these events will have a longer du-
have been ensemble averaged and are shown in figures ration than the 'splat' events.
7- 10. The properties are averaged on a vertical line
through the detected events. The ensemble averaged 7.2 The Sglat Event

vorticity, shown in Fig. 7 are larger than those shown Although the conditionally sampled results are

in Fig. 1, almost by a factor of ten, an indication that consistant with both the model and the RMS vorticity

these events are substantial contributors to the rms distributions, they donot explain the greater intensity

vorticity. of the W3 components. The location of the maximum
transverse vorticity is above the conditioning plan,

7.1 The Spin Event y = -0.05 while the maximum for the axial vorticity

As discussed above the spin model involves a vor- is below. This characteristic and the amplitude of the

tical structure, like a vortex tube attached to the free maximum are consistant with their rms values.

0

o

000 1257

Axial

Fig. 6. Enstrophy production due to transverse stretching of transverse vorticity wawa,)- Planview of

plane y = -0.05. Contours are for W3W3ru = 1Ow3w3 5.'u
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Fig. 8 is the vertical velocity associated with these models can be used to explain this behavior. The
events. For the rising turbulent eddy of the model splat model is similar to the model discussed in Hunt'
the vertical velocity is positive, resulting in a 'splat' in which an eddy is swept to the surface. The result-
at the surface. The strain rates P., are shown in ing redistribution of normal momentum into horizon-
figure 9. The transverse strain is Ilrger is the axial tal momenturrn .'ll stretcl and intensify an.- vcticity
strain. This is consistent with the larger transverse transported in the eddy Due to the image vorticity
turbulent production and vorticity. resultinb from the reflective nature of the free surface,

Fig. 10 is the rate of dissipation of enstrophy for the intense vorticity will quickly cancel with its image
each of the components. The terms in :x and S3 direc- and the enstrophy dissipet-ion will be enhanced.
tion are similar. The dissipation occurs very close to Fundame:ital to the 'spin' model is a stable vor-
the boundary and is very intense: approximately an tical structure originating in the buffer layer and ex-
order of magnitude larger than the mean value. Due tending to the free surface. The mild variation of
to the reflective nature shear-free boundary there ex- the normal balance is a result of the quasi-stable na-
ists an image vorticity acroms the boundary resulting ture of the attached structure. Without close anti-
in annihilation of vorticity near the shear-free bound- parallel image vorticity, these structures do not dis-
ary. sipate quickly. The downflew within these vortical

8. Conclusion structures result in sufficient strain to maintain the
The enstrophy balance equations have been eval- vorticity against the effects of viscous diffusion.

uated for a direct numerical simulation of turbulent A large portion of the production of enstrophy
open channel flow. The free surface has been mod- near the free surface is due to these highly localized
eled as a shear-free boundary. Near the free surface intense events. The area responsible for this produc-
there are two dominate sources of enstrophy: Trans- tion is very small. Approximately 3 - 6% of the area
port due to velocity fluctuations and production due on the plane z2 = -0.05 is responsible for 30 - 60%
to the vortex stretching and rotation by the velocity of the production. Conditionally sampling and en-
fluctuations. At the free surface, diffusion is the dom- semble averaging the production events verified that
inate source of enstrophy. The gains in enstrophy are their characteristics are consistant with the proposed
balanced by enstrophy dissipation. When the compo- models.
nents of the total enstrophy are considered individu- Acknowledrements
ally, the components parallel to the surface, ( =-M, and
O"w) are found to be responsible for the variation in This work is supported by the Naval Research
the balances near the surface. The balance equations Laboratory as part of the Fluid Dynamics Task Area.
for = show little variation near the surface. The simulations were performed at the Naval Re-
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TURBULENCE MODELING NEAR THE FREE SURFACE
IN AN OPEN CHANNEL FLOW

T.F. Swean, Jr.,t LI. Leighton,' .A. andler,+ J.D. Sweauingen
Center For Advanced Space Senming

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 2037-5M40

zi coordinate direction
4 2 8304/V

The velocity data from a direct numerical amu- V 1- sZ
lation of low Reynolds number turbulence in an open 6j= Kre.ker's delta
channel have been used to compute the terms in the - isotopic dipadan function
budget equations for the turbulence kinetic energy, (0) = averaged quanmity
the dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy and the i, = kinematic vscouiy
Reynolds streatm. The budget data show that the dis- *P.,, decomposed peemare strain, Eq. (9)
sipation rates of the horisontal components of the tur- p = denity
bulence are reduced near the surface while the diasspa- r = shear strae
tion of the vertical component remains approximately n1 = instantaneous vorticity vector
constant. The data also show that the pressure-strain il = instantaneous vorticity component
term is the dominant producing term for the spanwise 110., etc. = tenrm in Eqs. (6,7)
component of energy in the near surface region. A
model for this behavior valid for flows exhibiting ho- Subscripts
mogeneity in the spanwise and streamwise directions = 1,2,A, r directions
is proposed and tested against the data. In general a = value at free surface
the model is found to work well but wider testing is valueatwMau
necessary.

The turbulent flow below a gas-liquid interface
plays an important role in diverse areas ranging from

aGO = Reynolds stress anisotropy environmental flows and industrial mixing processes
to the remote sensing of ship wakes. The near-a., A., etc. = tenm in Eqo. (5) boundary influences upon trafnder and diffusion at the

Ce = model constants interface are of primary concern in environmental and

g = gravitational constant industrial applications, whereas remote sensing issues
h = channel height ultimately involve any surface motions that may be
k = turbulence kinetic energy detectable. For example, the two most common and
to = v/ut, viscous length scale persistent features seen in synthetic-aperture-radar
p = fluctuating pressure images of ship wakes are bright "narrow vees" and
p(Q) = defined in Eqs (8.,b) long dark "scars", which may be a result of surface
Reh = Ch/lv, Reynolds number Bragg wave generation or modification through inter-
At = uh/av, wall Reynolds number actions with near surface turbulence. Common to all
SO = mean strain rtae of these problems is the need for a better understand-
to = u/u2, viscous timescale ing of the structure of turbulence below a free surface
U = instantaneous velocity vector For several decades it has been realised that the
U, = instantaneous velocity component presence of a free surface influences the evolution of
Ui = fluctuating velocity component mean velocity and turbulence but the mechanisms
u = = friction velocity have not been completely described. Early observa-
u+ = UI/U, tions of Nikuradsel showed the flow in straight open

t Research Mechanical Engineer, NRL, Member AIAA channels to be three-dimensional and that the max-
*Research Scientist, SAIC, McLean, VA, 22102 imua of the streamwise mean velocity occurs below
+Mechanical Engineer, NEL rather than coincide* with tW free inrface. More

This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Govern- recently, the studies of Ueda' and Komori et al.3 for

ment and is not subject to copyright protection in open channel flows showed that Ow eddy viscosity is

the United States. significantly attenuated by the presence of the free
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surfate. In the latter paper it is aloshown thm in toa( A). The govetaing equations wefe re-
a region w the free surface the ve l cam• in the manner suggese by Orsg and Patasr
locity fuctuatiom ae diminished while the luctua- and implemented by Kim, Moan and Mosert for
tions in the plane of the surface sme increased. The closed channel flow. The fina equation system, in
largest increase in the near-surfuace region is in the which the pressure has been eliminated, conmits of a
spanwise component. This paper also indicates that 485 order equation for the vertical velocity, 0
the viscou dissipation, c, hu vanihingly small not- /' ~4 * 2

mAl gadient near the free surface. A similar redistri- R-e- )U + (U x fl)2
bution of the turbulence intensities was observed by N - Re5  = s/
Thomas and Hancock.' In their work a moving wall -8 ( -) 8 + )
experiment was devised such that the wall moved at - -(U x fl)a+zs(Ux ()
the velocity of the adjacent turbulent fluid so that no and a 201f order equation fo the vertical vorticity,
velocity gradients and shear stresses were present at
the wall, conditions similar to those at an uncontami- (g ) =X
hated, wavelem free surface. Damping of the velocity -/( )
fluctuations in the wall-normal direction accompanied B
by an increase in the streamwise fluctuations was ob. ..1  (U x 0), (2)
served. The spanwise fluctuations were only slightly 1
increased. In recent experimental studies by Ramberg where all variables are non-dimensionalised by h and
et al.6 and Swean et al.s.7 single-point hot-film mea- 0. and bold-face type indicates vector quantities with
surements of the velocity correlations were obtained (I = ( V x U). Following solution of Eqs. (1,2),
near the free surface in a jet flow. These measure- the streamwise and spanwise velocity components
ments also showed the existence of a thin layer near (U1 , U3) are recovered from the incompressibility con-
the free surface wherein the redistribution of turbu- dition and the definition of vorticity.
lence energy occurred rapidly with most of the verti- The equations are solved after they are Fourier
cal component transferring into the spanwise compo- transformed in the streamwise (cs) and spanwise (23)
nent, an observation similar to that of Komori et a&. directions and Chebyshev transformed in the vertical
referenced above. direction (Z2). The calculations were performed on

All of the above experiments experienced prob- a 48 x 65 x 64 grid in 91,22,83 respectively, whichAllofth aov epeimetsexerenedprb- allows the resolution of all essential turbulent scales
lems in acquiring data very near the surface. The hot- withe to of modessentia tu e scale-
film studies sufer from the effects of probe contain- without rort to subgnd models. With the geome-

try scaled by the channel height, the vertical, stream-ination and blo..kage brought about by the intrusive wise and transverse dimensions of the channel are 1,

sensor near the boundary. Laser doppler velocimetry 4s and transvrsectivel.in w u the domain
methods have problems due to reflection and refrac- 41 and U/2, respectively. In wall units the domain

tion at the free surface. As a result of the experimen- iR = 134. For comparison purposes a companion cal-

tal problems associated with obtaining reliable mea- cu=14io r c pi p urposed chann cl -
surements ne•r an air-water interface, the situation is culation was performed for a closed channel low. For
that considerably iem is known about the character- reasons of economy this calculation was at half the
istics of turbulence near a free surface as opposed to wall-normal resolution of the open channel case and
Slow near to solid walls. was at a lower Reynolds number, Jr = 125. Nev-

ertheles the qualitative behavior of the data for all
Due to the interest and relevance of the prob- aspects examined was identical to that reported by

lem, a direct numerical simulation of turbulent open Mansour, Moin and Kim (henceforth MKM). 1' As 0
channel flow has been performed by Leighton et aI.$ such these closed channel data can serve in certain
This paper is an analysis of time-averaged data from instances to compare qualitatively the different be-
Leighton's calculation with the goal of evaluating and havior in the open and closed channel simulations.
improving turbulence models for use in practical cal- The boundary conditions are periodic on all de-
culations of the near-surface flow. In the next section pendent variables in the streamwise and spanwise di-
a brief description of the calculation is given. rections. No slip conditions are used at the chan- 0

2. Direct Numercal Siatio nel bottom while the free surface is approximated as
a rigid free slip surface with vanishing shear. The

The incompressible 3D Navier-Stokes equations shear-free rigid lid condition is an approximation to
were solved for initial and boundary conditions W the exact free surface condition which is valid at low
proximating a turbulent open-channel flow of wa- Froude number (l2.(gh)-.5) for a surface free of any
ter at Re,, = 2340 based on the channel depth, h, contaminants. Leightom et al.$ have saimated the 0
and the mean steady velocity at the bee surface, surface displacement a pseterieri from the results of
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Fig. I Mean velocity profile across the channel. Fig. 2 Prof•iles of turbulence kinetic suerv and
Reynolds stress across the Mchael.

the simulation and using the channel height, h = wall laws u+ = z+ and u+ = 2.5Inzx" + 5.5. A
0.04m, from the experiments of Komori et al.3 For best fit of the present data for the lopfithmic region
these conditions the rum surface deflections could be is u÷ = 2.4 In 42" + 5.6. The lower slope is con-is-
expected to be approximately 1.6 x 10-4m (0.004h) tent with the value of 2.43 found by Nezu and Rodi12

and negligible as observed in the laboratory experi- for open channel flows over a Reynolds number range
ments. For later reference the boundary values of the 439 < Jr < 6139. The intercept is near the up-
dependent and derived variables at the wall (z2 = 0) per bound (5.29 * 0.47) found in their experiments
and free surface (Z2= 1) are: and is probably a low Reynolds number effect." The

notable difference between the velocity data in Fig. I

= = = - =O 2 = 0, (3) and closed channel behavior is the absence of a clearly
O:2 - defined wake region in the outer flow, rather the log

law is maintained until very close to the free surfrceand when the velocity adjusts to the vanishing gradient

UI = O = 2=!2 02U2 = 0X=.(4) condition.

X N 02- 82 - -8 -T = 1. (4) Figure 2 shows the normalized turbulence kinetic
energy k = j(uf + 4+ ul) and the Reynolds shear

The derivative conditions on U-1 arise from continuity stress, U-'V, which has been further scaled for plot-
considerations at the respective boundaries. ting by a factor se shown. According to the boundary

conditions given by Eqm. (3,4) the velocity compo-das nents and pressure can be expanded about the free
designed and developed to run on the CRAY X- surface as,
MP/24 at the Naval Rsearch Laboratory. Approxi-
mately I0-5 seconds per timestep per grid point were Vi = G1 + + OW)
required for the simulation. After the wall shear stress
achieved a statistically steady behavior, 42 realisa- U2 = b2 + d2 ( + O(p4)
tions of the instantaneous velocity data were saved us = oa + fate + O(SA) ' (5)
during a time interval of approximately 4000t" where p = aI + C,9 + O(V2)
t" = As/u'. Statistics were obtained by averaging in
the streamwise and spanwise directions and in time. where V is defined with the origin at the free surface

3. Discus•ion of Results Use of these expansions and avraging results in k =
S(a2 + a]) + O(V2) bear the sudan. ad Ok/ay = 0The mean velocity normalized by u, is shown at the surface which is evide1 am the figure.

in Fig. I. Also shown by the dashed lines are the
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Fig. 3 Profiles of normal stremes across the channel Fig. 4 Profiles of normal strems normalised by the
and comparison with d"ta of Komori et alS. local value of turbulence kinetic energy. Dashed lines

are from a closed channel simulation.

Figure 3 shows the three components of k from For the low under consideration, which is statis-
the simulation. The symbols are the experimen- tically steady and homogeneous in the spanwise and
tal results of Komori et &J.3 which were taken at streamwise directions, the transport equations for the
Reh f 3100. There is qualitative agreement between one-point velocity correlations are,
the experimental and numerical results. Both exhibit
an increase in the horisontal components as the free 0 = Al + Ulj + T• + fii + DO - %. (6)
uurface isapproached and the increase is greatest for Di (
the epanwue component. The computed local mini-
mum of the spawise component occurs further from The symbols on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) denote

the free surface than in the streamwise cumponent the rates of production, pressure diffusion, turbulent
which is also consistent with the experiments. This transport, pressure strain, viscous diffusion and dio-

behavior is more easily recognizable in Fig. 4 which sipation, respectively. The explicit representations of

contains the distributions of the three components of these terms are:
the turbulence kinetic energy made non-dimensional 80 .
by the local value of k. Also shown in this figure P6, = _S--- WSWi
are the data from the closed channel calculation ref- oxO

erenced in the previous section and, as noted, these w= -! #i,
data are presented for qualitative comparison only. Ox, )
For the closed channel calculation the z2 = I bound- -
ary corresponds to the channel centerline. Figure 4 TO - iuius,

show$ that near the free surfalce, S2 > 0.7, most ofep u
the energy from the vertical component is tranderred = P +
to the spanwise component with only a small increase P
in the horizontal component. This contrasts with the D = -.--.

behavior of the vaious components of turbulence en- 
8&A'Ork

orgy in the closed channel simulation where the rel- .
ative interchange of energy appears to be primarily eq = 2 Z •"
from the streamwise component to the vertical in the

region near the channel centerline. In order to un- The equation obtained by taking half the trace of
derstand this behavior, the budget equations of the Eq. (6) is the equation for the turbulence kinetic en-
individual velocity correlations have been examined. ergy, k. The equation for the trace of the dissipation

rate tensor, e = (ell +el+nr)/2, is given by Hanjaluc
and Launder" as,
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Fig. 5 Distribution of the terms in the bud,,-.t of u? Fig. 6 Distribution of the terms in the budget of ul
in the upper half of the channel, in the upper half of the channel.

Dc 80i - (tai*u 80a terms balance the turbulence transport and the pre*-k = 0X 7 -),-. -- 2, r I- Orz 1Oz&k sure strain, the latter having become a slight positive

6,.0 contributor to the budget very near the wall. The
-2*ou - - 2u*--- ul balance in Fig. 6 is relatively more complex thanthat for u?. For this component the magnitude of the

2&, 49 a qui Ou budget terms near the free surface are only reduced byV- k 8L about one-half from their values near the -lid wallP &Z'K Z ax & 8iNear the free surface, the asymtotic behavior of the

-9 24 _ 8-' 2 various terms can be determnined by using Eqs. (5) as\ Oz.z+/ "(7)

T22 = -3ilP+~
The first four terms are production terms (P,' to P•,), 1122 = -2;-"- 6(j-- + ;--2)y2 +
while terms five through eight are pressure transport
(H.), turbulent transport (Z,), viscous diffusion (D.) 022 = 2;':+ 2(;7j+ 3;d-')p3 +
and dissipation (Y), respctively. D2 W = + 24d gV2 +

The tern. in the budget equations for the three 22 = 2_b=-- + 126dy 2 +..
normal stresses and the dissipation rate are shown in
Figs. 5-8. All terms in Eqs. (6,7) have been normal- It is seen that at the free surface E22 balances D22 and
ized by u4,/* and the budgets we displayed only for the two pressure-velocity terms cancel. Note that the
the upper half of the channel nearest the free surface. pressure strain has rapidly become a consuming term
Since the production of turbulence is much lower than in the near-surface region whereas it had been a ma-
in the high shear region close to the solid wall, the in- jor producer in the budget equation in the outer flow
dividual terms in the equations are typically an order This is in contrast to the behavior shown in Fig 7
of magnitude lower than their corresponding values for the a4 component. In this case 33 increases near
near the wail. The near-wall data are available in the surface and at the surface is considerably more
Leighton et l.$ and are very similar to the data of of a source for u4 than is Oin in the ul budget. This
MKM.1 1  

largely explains why the transverse component of tur-

Figure 5 shows that away from the surface all bulence kinetic in Fig. 4 is increased relatively more
terms in the u1 budget have the same relative in- so than the stresmnwime component as w4 approaches
portance except D11, the viscous diffusion. Moving zero at the free surface. In the next section a model
toward the surface, the production rate vanishes with for this behavior is proposed.
the mean velocity gradient. At the wall, the viscous
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Fig. 7 Distribution of the terms in the budget of ul Fig. 8 Distribution of the terms in the budget of the
in the upper half of the channel. turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate in the upper

half of the channel.

A curious feature contained in Figs. 5 and 7 is the dissipation term appears to be at least partially
the behavior of cii as the surface is approached Mov- offset by the variation in the diffusion term. It should
ing toward the free surface the dissipation rates ex- be remembered that c, (or e) is not the actual dis-
hibit a sharp drop in magnitude in the upper 5-10% of sipation of turbulent energy for inhomogeneous flows
the channel. The C22 on the other hand shows a very although it does approximate the total dissipation for
slight increase in magnitude and could well be approx- high Reynolds number. The particular terms D,, and
imated as constant in this region. This behavior is ei, have arisen from the combination of the actual
contrary to standard modeling assumptions near the dissipation rate with the rate of work by the viscous
free surface. Hosain and Rodi 1'4 and later Naot and shear streas of the turbulence."6 In flows far from
Rodi"s have assumed that in most respects other than solid walls the viscous diffusion is generally neglected
the vanishing of the surface-normal velocity compo- and as such the modeled dissipation rate implicitly
nent, the free surface behaves like a symmetry plane. models the work term. Figure 9 shows the balance of
The exception is the presumed behavior of the dis- turbulence kinetic energy obtained from the trace of
sipation rate for turbulence kinetic energy which is Eq. (6). The viscous terms have been added and to-
expected to increase near the surface. This is based gether they balance the transport terms at the wall It
on the assumption that the macro-length scale of the is seen that the total viscous term varies only slight[)
turbulence (L cc k1.5/e) is reduced by the presence of near the boundary and might be easier to model. Fu-
the boundary. This scale does not become zero since ture work will re-process the velocity data to deter-
it reflects the fluctuating motion in all three direc- mine the actual dissipation term separately from the
tions and the horizontal extent of the eddies is not work term.
restricted. 4. Pressure-Strain Rate Model

The terms in the budget equation for the dissi- The above data show that the pressure-strain
pation rate are shown in Figure 8. In the upper por- term is a key contributor to the redistribution of nor-
tion of the channel the first three production terms mal stresses near the boundaries. Leighton et al '
in Eq. (7) are small and have been lumped together have decomposed the fluctuating pressure into a 'slow 0
az shown. Until very near the free surface the pro- pressure, pO), a 'fast' pressure, p(2 ), and a Stokes
duction by turbulence, P', largely balances the dis- pressure, p(l), in the manner suggested by MKM •
sipation term. Very near the surface the dominant These components satisfy the equations:
terms are the viscous diffusion and the dissipation,
each exhibiting very large gradients of opposite sign
near the boundary. Reconsidering Figs. 5 and 7, it
is seen that in theme caes also the rapid vawiation in
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Fig. 9 Distribution of the terms in the budget of tur- Fig. 10 Distribution of the rapid and return contri-
bulence kinetic energy in the upper half of the chan- butions to the pressure-strain rate for each diaonal
nel. component.

The distributions of #., shown in Fig. 10 differ
markedly at the free surface relative to their behav-

- ( L ior at a solid wall." Most importantly they do not
L(z- 8:, L92; j , 8 ' vanish in any component. Clearly some sort of sur-

82) 01 OU2  (80) face proximity effect is needed in order to model the(72p(2)= -2 4 OZ' rapid variations exhibited. Generally the total term
72p(s) = 0, is modeled,

fj = #(,!) +(= +1 +()•.6

w ith b o un d ary con d itio ns , 1 , + . ., - -( ., (9)

where 4(, is some variant of Rotta's1T model,
(9'" "0 ': 0 )1

-- =0 2=0,1-C'a,(10)

and the rapid term includes at least the isotropization
0 - 0of production term, (P, - 2 ,Pk,.)" Typical of these

-- -0: 0, 1 (B) models and one that is borrowed from in the current
98P(") I 2 study, is that due to Launder, Reece and Rodi.' 8

12,�=�-2.-) (C +8) 211
LJ2I~g+UZ( Y, -= -k(Pj

The pressure data from the solution of Eqs. (8a-b) +8)
have been used to decompose the pressure-strain term 2 (30C2 - 2) k S, - 8(C28 (Bi - (11)
into where,

4ii - = - 4 + ÷ )h B i, = -2pu - -+ *'

Figure 10 shows this splitting in the upper portion of
the channel for each of the components. The Stokes and C2 = 0.4. The wall terms are usually modeledSterm is only of consequence very near the solid wall in a form analagous to Eq.. (10,11) but with different
and is not plotted. It is seen that the slow or return coefficients and including a damping function. The
terms are dominant in the region plotted. Only in Launder, Reece and Pt" form is,
the 433 component is the fast term the larger of the 011) -02)
two and for the *22 term the fast component is nearly -ij." + - (0.125a, + 0.015(Pi, - BS,))
zero over the whole domain shown. CZ2
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2.0 the horisontal components will tend to approach this
state at a free surface. The available experimental
"data as well as the current simulation data support

15As this conjecture. If this is the cae then the vanish-
ing of As can be used us a detector for free surface
proximity effects.

A model based on Lumley's suggestion and used
1.0 as the basis of the current model is that due to Laun-

der and Shima.20 In their model is given by
Eq. (10) with the coefficient,

0.5 C, = 2.58AA,2s{I - exp((0.0067k 2/vr)2)). (13)

The rapid term is given by the first term in Eq. ( 1)
0.0 - with the coefficient, 8(C2+8)/il, replaced with C(2 =

0.75A 5. The Launder and Shim& model also contains
SIadditional explicit expressions for the wall terms in

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Eq. (9) that are not repeated here since they are not •
£2 used.

Fig. II Distribution of the second and third invariants In the current work an effort has been made
of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor across the to construct a model with a minimum of parame-
channel. ters. In Eq. (13), both the coefficient, A, and the

term in braces containing the Reynolds number act
This particular damping function is singular at a free to damp the pressure-srain rate near a solid wall l
surface since k does not vanish. A virtual origin could Equations (8a,b) are only dependent upon viscosity
be used and has been employed by Naot and Rodi' 5 . thru the boundary condition on the equation for p('
An alternative is to use a termbased on the surface- and MKM have shown that for low Reynolds flows of
normal velocity such as f,, - (u7)sk/fX2 , which does the type under study here, 4•) is small even near the
not become singular and is more appealing on phys- wall. The term in braces has thus been omitted in
ical grounds. However, the approach taken in this the current study. Exploratory calculations retaining
study is to make use of the properties of the sec- the term, and using the statistics from the simulation
ond and third invariants, A2 and A3 of the stress have shown that the term has little effect on model
anisotropy tensor, aij, performance and in fact the pressure-strain rate data

are better correlated with its omission. Although the
A2 E aijai ; As - aijajaki. (12) concern here has not been model performance near

the solid wall, this study has also retained the third
As pointed out by Lumley1 9 , if one component of term in Eq. (11) since its inclusion substantially im-
velocity vanishes, then the difference, A2 - A3 , be- proves the behavior in the 022 component near the
comes the constant value 8/9 irrespective of the be- wall. The basic form of the current model then be-
havior of the other two velocity components. In this comes,
case the function A =1 - 9(A 2 - A3)/8 = 0 in the 25
regions where the turbulence becomes locally two- 0,j = -CiAeaj ; C, a 1.3A2s, (14)
dimensional. At the free surface the pressure-strain
rates do not vanish so it is necessary to modify this -=(2) = A 5( - 8) 2
approach. Figure 11 shows the variation of A2 and (15)
A 3 computed from the simulation data. Near both 8(C2 + 8) 2 (15)
boundaries A 2 - As - 8/9 as a22 - -2/3. Near the 11 (B 3 - Ph6,,))
free surface it is observed that A 3 becomes negative. The numerical value in the definition of C1 above has
This is very close to the X2 location where ao3 becomes been adjusted from its former value to account for
positive (see Fig. 4). For flows in which the non-zero the factor of approximately 1/2 that the retention of
velocity components remain uncorrelated as the third the exponential term of the original model would have
component vanishes, the vanishing of A3 corresponds contributed in the outer flow. The form adopted for
exactly to the vanishing of one of the remaining re- the free surface region is,
maining a.,. Equation (12) shows that for such a flow
As reaches a minimum of -2/9 when a,1 = as3. It is -,, = (A - A')e(2.21 +9.8(aiha&i - A2 /3)).
plausible to assume that in the absence of boundaries (16)
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! ! 'rather the modeled distribution is uniformly positive
.04 "until vanishing at the wall.

5. Concluding Remarks

.02 The simulation data show that there is a prefer.
ential redistribution of turbulence energy to the span-
wise component of energy as the normal component

0.0 "is damped at the free surface. This is in accordance
with the still-limited experimental observations. The
budget equations show that the pressure-strain rate

-. 02 term, particularly the return term, is a key contrib-
utor to this behavior. The budgets also show that
the isotropic part of the dissipation of turbulence en-

-. 04 "cry decreases rapidly very near the free surface which
is contrary to current modeling asumptions which

Sassume it to increase to account for reduced levels
0.06 0 0 of eddy viscosity observed near the free surface. A
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 model for the near-surface pressure-strain term has

X2 been proposed and shown to correlate the simulation
data fairly well. In its current form the model is lim-

Fig. 12 Comparison of the modeled pressure-strain ited to flows in which the correlation of the horizontal
rate with the data from the simulation. velocity components is small while the vertical com-

ponent vanishes. Much wider testing is necessary to
determine when this condition exists. Future efforts

where Ci is given by Eq. (14) and A' = I - 9/8(A2 - will consider this point along with questions raised re-
IA31) . As discussed earlier this term will only be- garding the dissipation of turbulence at the surface
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LENGTH SCALES OF TURBULENCE NEAR A FREE SURFACE

R.A. Handler,t J.D. Swearingen,t T.F. Swean, Jr.,tt R.I. Leighton'
Center For Advanced Space Sensing
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Washington, D.C. 20375-5000

ABSTRACT () = averaged quantity

Two-point correlations, energy spectra, and iO= specral density

length scales are examined in the vicinity of a free V = streamwise wavenuiber
surface, modeled as a shear-free boundary in a di- = kinematic viscosity
rect numerical simnulation of open channel flow. The P = density

length scale results indicate that a typical eddy in flat- = momentum thickness

tened as it interacts with the surface. The scales as- 'W = shear stress

sociated with the vertical component of velocity seem n = instantaneous vorticity vector

to determine the extent of the source layer described n, = instantaeous vorticity component

in the Hunt-Graham model. The energy spectra show
qualitative agreement with the model, though higher Ssbscripts
resolution calculations will be required to make more i = 1, 2,3, coordinate directions
quantitative comparisons. Additionally, the proxim- a = value at free surface
ity of the free surface to the bottom solid wall of the 0o = value in free stream
channel evidences itself as a wall-layer streaky struc- w = value at wall
ture which persists to a noticeably greater distance
away from the wall. Some speculations are offered to
explain this effect. The study of the structure of turbulence near a

NOMENCLATURE free surface is obviously important to our understand-
ing of the complex interaction of the atmosphere and
upper ocean. It is also of fundamental relevance to the

h = channel height wall-bounded turbulence problem, since it isolates the
k = turbulent kinetic energy boundary influence on turbulent fluctuations from the
to = v/ut, viscous length scale turbulence production mechanism at the wall. The
Reh = U"-h/v, Reynolds number first detailed experiment which addressed itself to this
R" = ugh/v, wall Reynolds number particular problem was that of Uskan and Reynolds'
Re = Uo91/v, momentum thickness (UR). They passed grid generated homogeneous tur-

Reynolds number bulence over a wall which moved with the mean flow
to = V/u2, viscous timescale and therefore generated no mean shear at the bound-
U = instantaneous velocity vector ary. They found that the streamwise turbulence in-
Ui = instantaneous velocity component tensity near the shear-free boundary did not peak as
ui = fluctuating velocity component it does near a stationary solid wall, but instead de-
ur = v/•-•, friction velocity creased monotonically from its free stream value to
A,, = turbulent microscale zero at the boundary. Later, Thomas and Hancock2

Aij = turbulent macroscale (TH) performed a similar experiment at a Reynolds
=•J = two-point correlation tensor number about 20 times greater than that of UR and
=• = coordinate direction found that the intensity of the streamwise component

zt = Ziur/V increases as the boundary is approached.
The discrepancy between these two results was

explained satisfactorily by Hunt and Graham3 (HG)
who proposed a two layer model for the interaction.

c EieAt high turbulent Reynolds numbers there exists a
tMechanical Engineer, NRL, thin viscous layer near the wall embedded in a larger

ttResearch Mechanical Engineer, NRL, Mem. AIAA source layer. The source layer should be roughly the
"*Research Scientist, SAIC, McLean, VA, 22102 size of the integral length scale of the free stream tur-
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Govern- bulence and exists essentially because of the no mass-
ment and is not subject to copyright protection in flux condition at the boundary. Their theory predicts
the United States. a redistribution of turbulent energy in the source layer
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from the vertical component of velocity to the stream- fourth order equation for the vertical velocity, U2
wise and spanwiase components. The UR result was (74 "2 ) U n
easily explained since, at the low Reynolds number of +eh, U( +
their experiment, the viscous layer dominated the re- -I (U 0)2

gion near the surface and the turbulence was accord-
ingly damped. At the higher Reynolds number of the - -(U X 0)s+-(UX (1)
TH experiment, the source layer dominated and the -z 2 (OZI OS )
redistribution of the turbulence behaved according to and a second order equation for the vertical vortic-
the HG model. Many of these results were later con- ity, nl2 :
firmed by the large eddy simulations of Biringen and
Reynolds 4. Recently, Brumley and Jirkas (BJ) pre- 2

('- -1)0 l= -L(U X l u n3sented results for experiments in which homogeneous 8 -Re.) - U- x fe)3,
turbulence interacted with a free surface. Their re- (2)
suits agreed reasonably well with a modified form of where all variables are made non-dimensional by h
the HG model, and the initial value of U. . Here, the instantaneous

velocity vector is given by U and the instantaneous
The simulations performed here were designed to vorticity vector is defined by r1 = (V x U). Follow- S

represent as closely as possible the physics of free sur- ing the solution of equations I and 2, the streamwise
face/turbulence interaction in which the effects of sur- and spanwise velocity components, Ut and Us, are
face waves can be safely neglected. For this purpose, recovered from the incompressibility condition.
fully developed turbulence between a solid wall and a The equations of motion are solved in Fourier-
free surface is simulated. The physical processes rep- Chebyshev space where Fourier modes are employed
resented by these simulations differ in some important in the horizontal plane and Chebyshev modes in the
respects from processes involved in the physical exper- wall normal direction. The calculations are performed
iments noted above. First, in these simulations, no on a 64 x 65 x 48 grid in z1 ,Z2, ZX respectively.
viscous layer can develop since ul and u3 , the fluctu- With the geometry scaled by the channel height, the
ating streamwise and spanwise velocity components, streamwise, vertical, and transverse dimensions of the
are not forced to sero as in the UR and TH experi- channel are 4r, 1, and 3w/2 respectively. In terms of
ments. In fact, even in the BJ experiments a viscous the viscous parameters consisting of the friction ve-
layer developed near the surface due to the presence locity, u,, and the kinematic viscosity, v, the domain
of surface contaminants. Secondly, in these simula- is 16841 x 134t x 632t* and the Reynolds number,
tions, the turbulence impinging on the free surface is R*, is 134. To facilitate substantive qualitative corn-
not isotropic since it is being generated at a solid wall. parisons with the wall-bounded turbulence problem,
It is evident that the solid wall is acting as a genera- a companion calculation for a closed channel flow is
tor of anisotropic turbulence which is then convected utilized. For reasons of economy, this calculation is
toward the free surface. Lastly, it is possible to ex- at half the wall-normal resolution of the open chan-
amine the question of the influence, if any, of the free nel case and is at a somewhat lower Reynolds number,
surface on the turbulent structure at the solid surface R" = 125. Nevertheless the behavior of these data for
boundary. In this work two-point correlations, energy all aspects examined is identical to that reported by
spectra, and turbulent length scales will be examined KMM.
in an effort to investigate the turbulent structure near The boundary conditions utilized are periodic on
a free surface in the absence of surface waves, all dependent variables in the streamwise and span- 0

wise directions. No-slip conditions are used at the
2. DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION channel bottom while the free surface is approximated

as a rigid, free-slip surface with vanishing shear. The
shear-free rigid lid condition is an approximation to

The incompressible three-dimensional Navier- the exact free surface condition which is valid at low
Stokes equations are solved for initial and boundary Froude number for a surface free of any contaminants. 0
conditions approximating a turbulent open channel Leighton et aL.8 have estimated the surface displace-
flow of water at a Reynolds number, Reh, based on ment a posteriori from the results of the simulation
the channel height, h, and the mean velocity at the using the channel height, h = 0.041n, from the experi-
free surface, U,, of 2340. The notation xj, X2, and ments of Komori et al.9 . For these conditions the rms
Z3 is used to denote the streamwise, wall-normal, surface deflections are expected to be approximately
and spanwise coordinates respectively. The govern- 1.6 x 10- 4m (0.004h) and are clearly negligible as ob-
ing equations, formulated in the manner suggested served in the laboratory experiments. The boundary
by Orszag and Paters6 and later implemented in a conditions at the solid wall (z2 = 0) and the free sur-
simpler form by Kim, Moin and Moser 7, consist of a face (za = 1) are:
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as the free surface is approached this increases roughly
U1 - U2 =U3 =O;Z2 = 0, (3) 17% to Ax, = 1.57. For the closed channel cane, how-

and ever, this distance undergoes virtually no change as

nUI W3 (2 varies from 0.572 to the centerline. Secondly, we
5 - = U2 = 0;z 2 = 1. (4) observe that the strearnwise correlation length of the
19 2 2 vertical component of velocity in the open channel

The code developed for the simulation is de- case, which may be loosely defined-by the first zero

signed to run on the CRAY X-MP/24 computer at crossing, decreases significantly between z2 = 0.524,
the Naval Research Laboratory and requires approxi- where no zero crossing exists, and z2 = 0.952 where it

mately 10-6 CPU seconds per timestep per grid point, attains a value of Axi = 0.75. In the closed channel

After the wall shear stres achieved a statistically case this scale also decreases, but not nearly as rapidly

steady behavior, 42 realizations of the instantaneous as in open channel flow where there appears to be a

velocity data were saved during a time interval of ap- clearer separation between R22 (Azi) and Ras(Azi)

proximately 4000t where t" = v/u2. Statistics were near the free surface. In Fig. 2 the corresponding

obtained by averaging in the strearmwise and spanwise results for the spanwise correlations, Rjj(Az3), are

directions as well as over all realizations. Swean et shown for both cases. As in the strearnwise results,
al.1° find good agreement between these simulations close to the wall there appear to be no significant dif-

and open channel flow experiments. ferences between these flows. Farther from the wall
(z2 >_. 0.5), it is evident that the correlation length

3. TWO-POINT CORRELATIONS for the ul component in the open channel flow is sig-
AND ENERGY SPECTRA nificantly smaller than those for the other two veloc-

The turbulent structure near the free surface is ity components. This behavior is not evident for the

revealed in some detail by examining the two-point closed channel case in this same region. Again, as

correlations and energy spectra at different depths be- with the streamwise correlation length results, there

low the surface. The two-point correlation function, is a clear separation between R22(Azs) and R33(AZ3)
R•/, is defined by : as the free surface is approached. One feature of note

is the existence of a discernable local minimum in the
Ri3 (Aj, Az 3 , 22, 22') = spanwise correlation of the streamwise velocity com-

ponent out to normal locations as large as z2 = 0.8
(5) (i.e., % 108 viscous lengths) in the open channel case.

SThis indicates a considerable persistence of a spanwise
periodic structure in the flow which will be discussed

where, z/ = zj + Azx, j=l,3. Here, only the prop- in more detail in Section 5.
erties of 14i for which Z2 = z2 and i = j will be
descr;'ed. These correlations were computed by av- Energy spectra, 0$j, as a function of the stream-
eraging over all flow realizations and all flow symme- wise wavenumber, oc1 , are shown in Fig. 3 for two
tries (see Sirovich t1 ). Figure 1 shows a comparison of different surface normal locations in close proximity
the streamnwise correlations for open and closed chan- to the free surface boundary (Z2 = 0.978 and 0.952).
nel flows at several X2 locations. Note that in each Additionally, a third energy spectrum at z2 = 0.798
figure a secondary axis is given showing the correla- is given in each plot as a reference condition. Ex-
tion length in terms of wall variables, i.e. Az+ for amination of the turbulence intensity profiles (refer
this case. In the region close to the bottom solid wall to the Fig. 7 discussed later) at this location indi-
(0 < z 2 < 0.5; 0 < 42 < 68) the strearnwise correla- cates that free surface effects will be negligible. The
tions are virtually identical for all three velocity corn- 0ii(tzi) spectra show that very near the free surface,
ponents. As an example, note the similarity between the energy at low wavenumbers remains unchanged.
the correlations at Z2 = 0.071 for open channel flow However, for the intermediate band (2 < ic1 < 10) a
with those of closed channel flow at X2 = 0.076. The small increase in energy is evident. There is no change
only notable difference 9 a somewhat longer stream- in the spectra at high wavenumbers. These features
wise correlation length for ul in the open channel case. are quite consistent with the HG predictions. From
At distances farther from the wall, however, the dif- the 022(#C I) spectra it is quite evident that, as the free
ferences between the two flows become increasingly surface is approached, the energy at low wavenumbers
more pronounced. As the free surface is approached, decreases more rapidly than at high wavenumbers.
two trends are evident. First, the streamwise dis- This is also consistent with HG. However, it is to be
tanhe at which R33(Az 1 ,0, X2), (subsequently de- noted that the HG model predicts that the 022(XI)
noted R33(Azi)) attains its minimum value increases spectrum far from the boundary will merge with the
as the free surface is approached. For example, at spectra near the free surface at a wavenumber of or-
Z2 = 0.524, the minimum occurs at Ax, = 1.34 and der 27r/Az 2 , where Ax2 is the vertical distance from
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the free surface. This is effectively due to the cut- the largest eddy structures nea- the wall. For these
ting off of eddies smaller than AX2 by the presence of reasons, the microscales reported below may actually
the surface. In these calculations, however, the min- be larger in some cases than the macroscales. This is
imum resolvable strearnwise length scale dictated by simply an artifact of the method used here. A better
the grid spacing is 4u/64 = 0.196, which is in fact of estimate for the macroscales can be had in some cases
the same order as the source layer. It is evident that by using the length associated with the second zero
higher resolution will be required to resolve these ef- crossing of the correlation function.
fects. Nevertheless, the basic structure of 402204) is Figure 4 shows the results of the calculation of
suggestive of this kind of wavenumber cutoff behavior. the strea swise tnacroscale, A f (i.e A1 c), and the span-
The 4'as(ol) spectra show some increase in energy at wise macroscale, As, for both the open and closed
low wavenumbers as the free surface is approached, channel cases. Recall that the solid Wall is at X2 = 0
but virtually no change for k, > 3. These observa- and the free surface (or centerline) is at z2 = 1 The
tions are also qualitatively consistent with HG. scales are nominally given in terms of outer units

4. MACRO AND MICROSCALES (i.e., channel height) since conversion to wall vari-

Turbulent flows are known to contain a wide ables can easily be obtained by multipyling by 135 in

range of length scales; here we examine both the tur- the open channel case and 125 for the closed chan-

bulent macroscales and microscales. The macroscale nel. For the streamwise macroscales, significant dif-

can be considered the length scale that represents ferences between these two cases are apparent in the

the size of a typical energy containing eddy which rather large region 0.4 < z2 < 1.0. Here, the most

is eventually broken up and dissipated by viscosity notable observation is that the Us velocity compo-

at smaller scales12 . The microscale, though not the nent A, length scale changes by a factor of approxi-

smallest length scale in the flow, can be thought of mately three (f 0.60 at the open channel free surface

es an average length within which most of ýhe energy relative to 0.19 at the centerline of the closed chan- 0
dissipation occurs. In high Reynolds number flows nel). For the streamwise velocity component, A, dif-

there is a large separation between these two scales, fers only slightly at the free surface from the closed
but in the current computations this separation is not channel centerline value (1.4 vs. 1.14); however, therelarge, is a substantially different behavior in how these finalThe microscale, , corresponding to velocity values are attained. The closed channel length scaleThe uicin direction zr is defined by: smoothly achieves an asymptotic value of order one •component u idat the centerline, whereas the behavior near the free

A2  surface resembles that observed near the solid bound-
--2/ (6) ary (i.e., a peak at some distance from the bound-

" xisi=o ary indicative of the source layer thickness). The

If the turbulence is homogeneous in direction zi then free surface effects on the spanwise macroscales, As,
it can be shown that an equivalent definition is: are confined to a smaller region (0.8 < X2 < 1.0) 0

than those on the streamwise macroscales. Substan-
2 tial differences are again observed between the values

A2J =tJ/(•) .(7) attained at the free surface relative to those at the
closed channel centerline. Both the ul and U2 compo-

The x, and X3 microscales are computed using both nent macroscales differ by a factor of about two with
definitions given above and nominally produce iden- the ui scale larger and the U2 scale correspondingly
tical results. The macroscale A is defined by : smaller at the free surface.

00 In Fig. 5 the microscale results are compared
Ai / Rjj(z•)dzi. (8) for the open and closed channel flows. Trends similar

0 to those observed for the macroscale results of Fig.
4 are apparent. The streamwise scale, A,, of the us

It should be noted that in some circumstances, par- component is larger at the free surface than at the 0
ticularly for the streamwise velocity component, the closed channel centerline (0.40 vs. 0.29); whereas,
correlation function Rjj(Az1 ) does not decay suffi- A, for the U2 component is somewhat lower (0.21 vs.
ciently at the end of the computational domain so 0.27). Similar to the spanwise macroscale results, the
that the macroscale given by (8) may underestimate spanwise microscales differ at the free surface with
the true eddy length scale. Also, since quasi-periodic the Ul component scale larger and the u2 component
structures exist close to the wall with their periodic- scale smaller by the same amounts than their closed
ity primarily in the spanwise z 3 direction, Rjj(AZa) channel centerline values.
can be negative. This also has the effect of produc-
ing a macroscale which underestimates the length of The vertical macroscale, A2j, is given by:
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whereas this scale is well defined for homogeneous
S ( ,turbulence. However, since the source layer of the

A (z 2 ) --- R,(O, 0, z2 , z')dz�2 . (9) HG model is generated by the no mass-flux boundary

condition, it would seem that the scales of u2 should
At a given vertical location z2, A2 gives a measure give the best indication of the extent of free surface
of the vertical size of a typical eddy that can ex- effects. In Fig. 7 the mean-square turbulence inten-
ist at that depth. These results are shown in Fig. sities scaled by the local turbulent kinetic energy are
6. It is observed that A21 and A22 increase contin- shown. This demonstrates clearly that all three veloc-
uously away from the solid wall until approximately ity components show the effects of surface proximity
Z2 = 0.6, where the free surface effects become evi- at a distance of about AxZ2 = 0.3. (See Swean ct aI.10
dent as both decrease. Generally speaking, both the for a discussion of the redistribtion of energy from
free surface and solid boundaries have similar overall the vertical velocity component to both the stream-
effects in that the eddy size that can exist there is wise and spanwise components.) Indeed the vertical
smaller than that existing away from the boundary. velocity component is the only one which has ass-
However, the lack of viscous dissipation near the free ciated macroscales of about this size and which are
surface apparently allows for a somewhat greater ver- smaller than the macroscales at the centerline of the
tical extent than that found near a solid wall, as one closed channel flow. This seems to indicate that the
would expect. The A23 macroscale results may not length scales for U2 also determine the extent of the
be easily interpreted near the solid boundary since source layer. This result is certainly consistent with
Ras(z 2, z2') becomes negative there, presumably due the source layer model of HG as noted above.
to the presence of the counter-rotating vortex struc-
ture typically associated with the wall layer. Near 5. WALL-LAYER STREAK SPACING
the free surface however, R.3(z 2 , z 2') is strictly posi- In Section 3 the persistence of a spanwise peri-
tive so that the interpretation of A23 as a length scale odic structure at relatively large distance away from
is more meaningful. As with the other two vertical the wall was noted for the open channel flow. These
macroscale components, the proximity of the free sur- streamwise-elongated structures, commonly referred
face (or perhaps boundary in general) evidences itself to as wall-layer streaks, appear in flow visualization
as a decrease in the A23 scale. These results generally studies as regions of low-speed fluid close to wall.
tend to confirm the HG model prediction of a strong Though there remains some controversy as to the sig-
truncation of the vertical extent of a typical eddy near nificance of the streaks, there appears to be increasing
the free surface. evidence that they are indicators of quasi-streamwise

To summarize, the macroscale results are partic- oriented vortices. These vortices in turn are thought
ularly useful in understanding the change in shape to play a role in the production of new turbulence
of a typical eddy as it interacts with the free sur- and in Reynolds stress production. They were first
face. Predominantly, the free surface effects relative observed experimentally by Hama (see Corrsin' 3 ) and
to the closed channel centerline behavior are larger later studied in more detail by Kline e al.14. Their
spanwise scales associated with the streamwise veloc- visualization studies showed that the streaks were
ity component ul; generally smaller streaxnwise and typically observed below 4+ = 30 and that they oc-
spanwise scales for the wall normal velocity compo- curred randomly in space and time. Kline el a.. also
nent u2 ; and larger streamwise scales associated with found that the average spanwise spacing between the
the spanwise velocity component u3. Additionally, streaks, A+, was approximately 100 essentially in-
the vertical macroscales, A2j, associated with all three dependent of Reynolds number. The experimental
velocity components decrease on approach to the free results reported by Nakagawa and Nezu15 for open
surface. This presents a reasonably clear picture of channel flow indicate that the mean streak spacing
eddies which flatten out or become pancake-like in increases v ith distance from the wall and ultimately
the horizontal plane as they undergo a reduction in approaches a value of T+ ý" 24+ for z+>50. This led
their vertical extent. This is certainly in agreement them to speculate that the increase in length scale
with one's intuitive expectation of the similar effect of resulted from a coalescence (similar to the pairing in-
a solid boundary on an impinging eddy. These results teraction observed in free shear flows) of neighboring
indicate a streamwise stretching by a factor of about low-speed streaks as the distance from the wall in-
three and a spanwise elongation of approximately two, creases. However, it should be noted that for the

It does not seem possible to make a quantita- locations above 4+ > 30 the spanwise length scale
tive comparison of these results with the HG model they observe is very weak and may not necessarily
in its present form, since their model does not ac- correspond to well-defined streaks.
count for the strong anisotropy of the open channel More recently, Smith and Aletzler16 , in agree-
flow studied here. Obviously there is some difficulty ment with the findings of Nakagawa and Nezu, found
in defining a far-field integral length scale in this flow, that the average spanwise wavelength increased from
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93 at Z+ = I to 146 at x+ = 30. They noted, how- erwise occur if the boundary were rigid (i.e no-slip
ever, that beyond z+ = 30 that the streaks were boundary conditions). The suppression of these ejec-
not sufficiently well defined to warrant making streak tions from the top boundary (free surface) toward the
counts and they suggest that z+4 ý 40 is the upper bottom boundary (solid wall) may be responsible for •
limit for which extended regions of low-speed fluid slowing down the production of turbulence by low-
continue to exist. Also in agreement with Nakagawa ering the probability of shear layer formation in the
and Nezu, they found that streak coalescence in the region of the solid wall. Thus, the larger, more coher-
region 10 < + <4 30 contributed to the increasingly ent streaks near the wall in open channel turbulence
disrupted streak pattern and overall increase in the are due to the suppression of turbulence production
spanwise length scale with distance from the wall. at the free surface. Furthermore, in boundary layer
They noted that since the most active merging occurs flows the entrainment of outer irrotaional fluid may
in the region of maximum turbulent energy produc- act like ejections from the upper wall of a channel.
tion, this merging process may very well be important In this sense, boundary layer flow has a closer resem-
to the turbulence production cycle. The observation blance to closed channel flow than to open channel
of wall-layer streaks has not been confined strictly to flow. These results suggest that the outer flow does
experimental studies; various numerical simulations have an effect on the wall region at least at these low
appear to very satisfactorily capture the wall-layer Reynolds numbers.
dynamics. As an example, KMM show very good 6. CONCLUSIONS
agreement with the experimental determinations of
the variation of mean spanwise streak spacing with The structure of turbulence near a free surface
distance from the wall. has been studied using the results of a direct simula-

tion. The method employed here to understand this
In Fig. 8 the dependence of the mean streak structure is to compare the open channel turbulence •

spacing on + is presented for both open and closed results with its well studied closed channel turbu-
channel flows along with various experimental and lence counterpart. A comparative examination of the
numerical simulation results. Here the mean streak turbulent macroscales and microscales in these two
spacing is defined as twice the spanwise distance at cases reveals a significant flattening of a typical eddy
which Rii(Az3) reaches a minimum (note that this near the free surface. This flattening is evidenced
definition of A+ is consistent with KMM). The results by a notably larger streamwise scale associated with S
indicate clearly that for 4+ < 12 there is excellent the spanwise velocity component and a comensurately
agreement among all the studies that A+ - 100. The larger spanwise scale of the streamwise velocity com-
streak spacing in the open channel case shows a jump ponent. Additionally, the vertical macroscales for all
from a value of 105 at 4+ = 12 to approximately 130 three velocity components are smaller than the com-
at 4+ = 15. Farther from the wall, the open chan- panion closed channel values. In this flow, the source
nel streak spacing increases at a rate which is roughly layer described by the Hunt-Graham model appears
the same as in the closed channel but always remains to extend about 0.3 channel heights below the free
larger. Thus, Fig. 8 shows that at 4 2 65, - has surface. This source region seems to correlate most
attained a value roughly twice twice that observed at strongly with the structure of the vertical componentXsrogl with tIe stucur als clea vertita unlketponent c4 _ 12. It is also clear that, unlike the closed chan- of velocity. All length scales for this component are
nel case where the streak spacing is apparently only about the correct size and all are smaller than the
clearly defined out to perhaps 4+ 50, the spanwise macroscales at the centerline of the closed channel
periodic streaks can definitely be observed well out flow. A direct quantitative comparison of these re-
to X+ 80 in the open channel flow. This is in fact suts with the HG model is not possible since the
within the logarithmic layer of the streamwise veloc- model does account for the strong anisotropy of the
ity profile (see Swean el a0.10 for the open channel turbulence present in this flow. The energy spectra
flow mean velocity profile). It is apparent that tile for all three components of velocity are in qualita-
the streaky structure in open channel turbulence is tive agreement with the HG model though resolution

both larger in scale and persists farther from the wall effects and anisotropy limit direct hugaetitative com-n

than in closed channel turbulence. p and
parison.

Though the reasons for these differences are far An interesting phenomenon revealed by the cur-
from evident, a few speculations are now offered to rent study is the increase in size and persistence of
explain this behavior. The only obvious difference be- the spanwise periodic structure near the wall. In open
tween these two flow fields is the boundary condition channel turbulence this structure is larger in scale and
imposed on the upper boundary. Since the shear-free penetrates farther into the flow than in closed channel 0
boundary suppresses the production of new turbu- turbulent flow. The origin of this effect is not clear
lence we can envision that this must in turn suppress but one possible explanation is that the free surface
the ejection of low momentum fluid that would oth- suppresses interactions which would normally occur
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between the no-slip boundaries of channel flow. This the Free Surface in and Open Channel Flow,' AIAA
observation lends support to the possibility that the Paper 91-0N13, 29th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
outer flow has a significant effect on wall layer struc- Jan. 7-10, 1991, Reno, Nevada.
ture. In future work, a quantitative comparison of 11 Sirovich, L. "Turbulence and the Dynamics
these results with a modified form of the HG model Coherent Structures: Part II: Symmetries and Trans-
will be attempted and higher resolution simulations formations," Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, Vol.
will be undertaken to further elucidate the structure 45, 1987, pp. 573-582. .
of the turbulence near the free surface. 12Hinze, J.O., Turbulence, McGraw-Fill, New
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Appendix H

The Enstrophy Balance During the Interaction of a

Vortex Ring with a Shear-Free Boundary
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL VORTEX INTERACTIONS WITH A
FREE SURFACE
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Richard 1. Leighton
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ABSTRACT Elnitaky, and Leer([31, and Bernal, Hirsa, Kwon, aud Will-

This paper presents a numerical calculation of the three- marth[4l. In thee experiments, care must be taken to not only

dimensional flow due to a pair of vortices rising toward a shear- generate the required vorticity but also enough fluid to fill the

free surface. A spectral method with transforms in Fourier- vortex recirculation cell enclosing both vortices; otherwise, the

Chebyshev space is used to solve a vertical velocity-vertical vor- generated vortices quickly dissipate(l]. To this end, flap mecha-
ticity formulation of the Navisr-Stokes equations which elimi- nisms are used in [1,2,41, while underwater wings are used in 131.nates the pressure tem and implicitly s atison of In these and related studies, it is usually observed that there is a

continuity. The method is used to study the subsequent evo- tendency for the vortices to rebound away from the surface, the

lution of various initial three-dimensional perturbations to the tendency being stronger for no-slip[() and contaminant surface

two-dimensional case. It is shown that this evolution leads to conditions[41 than for the shear-free case. Barker and Crow poa-

flows which range from being negligibly different from the two- tulate that this rebound phenomenon is due to the effect of finite

dimensional cawe to being numerically unstable, depending on vortex core, which tends to deform in the vicinity of the bound-
the type, magnitude, and wavelengths of the initial perturbn - ing surface. However, Saffman(5] shows that this effect must betions. It is also shown that an approximate calculation for the due to viscosity, since the integration of the inviscid Euler equa-
tsurface elevatio is alo n got qanlapximative calcuntwiontheper- tions always predicts a monotonic asymptotic approach of the
surface elevation is in good qualitative agreement with experi- vortices to the bounding surface. By using a finite-difference ap-

mental results for weak vortices corresponding to low values of proichto the naier-ace andiley(6a

the Froude number. proach to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, Peace ad Riley[6]
support this argument by showing that even for the shear-free

INTRODUCTION case some vorticity is lost to the surface due to viscous diffusion.
In [21 and [31, it is shown that the surface perturbation due to

The flow field around a pair of counter-rotating vortices in the vortex pair consists of three-dimensional ridges or sariations
the vicinity of a bounding surface is of interest in a number of ap- perpendicular to the axis of the vortices, and depressions or scars
plications. These vortices naturally arise behind lifting surfaces which are parallel to the axis.
such as airplane wings and underwater hydrofoils. In aerody- Recent numerical studies have largely focused ou the it-
namic applications involving the landing or take-off of aircraft, erative solution for the underwater vortex flow field and the
it is of interest to ascertain the characteristics and persistence unknown position of the free. surface. Sarpkaya, Elaitsky, and
of the vortices near the runway left behind by previous aircraft. Leeker[3J, Marcus and Bergerj7], Telste(8, and Yu and Tryggva-
In marine applications, it is important to assess the presence of son[9g assume the fluid to be inviscid while Ohring and Lugt[10]
the nearby free surface on the lift performance of the submerged consider the more general case of a viscous fluid. The gener-
hydrofoils. More recently, the use of modern remott sensing alized vortex/boundary integral technique proposed by Baker,
techniques makes it of interest to ascertain the small surface el- Meiron,and Orszag(llj is used in 13.8,91. The basic technique
evations caused by the subsurface vortices since they change the consists of placing a number of vortices on the free surface, and
reflection and refraction characteristics and hence are detectable. at each time step iterating on the strength and location of these
In this connection, it is now realized that even small amounts vortices until the dynamic and kinematic free surface conditions
of surface contaminant can hlve large effects on both the free are satisfied. The approaches differ on the number and initial lo-
surface perturbation and the underwater vortices, cation of the vortices, the desingularization of the velocities near

Representative of recent experimental studies on vortex the individual vortices, and the filtering or damping techniques
pairs are those by Barker and Crow~l], Sarpkaya[2], Sarpkaya, needed for numerical stability. Marcus and Berger use a finite
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difference approach to model the Laplace equation and the free findings.
surface conditions. Ohring and Lugt also use a finite difference
approach to model the spatial derivatives in the Navier-Stokes THEORETICAL APPROACH
and free surface equations. In all of these studies, it is observed
that the vortex trajectories vary as a function of the Froude num-
ber Fr = V/c./ , where V0 is the initial translational velocity
of the vortex pair, g is the gravity constant, and a is the initial Figure I shows the coordinstojtma and the dhmn

vortex spacing. For high values of Fr > 1, approximately, the of the computation domain, while Fig. 2 shows the initial vorten
vortex trajectories are little affected by the presence of the free configuratio. We nondimesonalize our approach by taking the
surface and tend to burst through the interface. As the value initial vortex spacing a, the initial translational velocity of the
of Fr decreases, the trajectories increasingly approximate those vortex pair V., and the fluid density p, an reference vainables.
for a rigid wall until there is little difference between these cassm Figure I shows that our computation domain is 2 units in the.
for Fr 5 0.15, approximataly[3]. vertical y direction where nonperiodic boundary conditicns are!

In a related study, the present authors[12] consider the cae applied, and 10 units in the horizontal x and z directions whmer..I

of the vortices rising to a surface with various types of contain- periodic boundary conditiow apply. The z direction coincides.
inant. Here, the unknown free surface condition is not the ele- with the aai of the vortex cores and vortex motion takes place
vation but the variable shear due to the surface tension gradient in the yz plane in the two-dinsensional motion cmnsidered in pi-..
caused by the spatially varying contaminant concentration. A vious studies. In terms of dimensionless variables, the Naviser
spectral method, with transforms in Fourier-Chebyshev space, is Stokes equations in the so-called rotational form is given by
used to model the spatial derivatives in the Navier-Stokes equa-tions. Biu 1_

All of the above studies asume two-dimensional flow where "+ x u= - VP+ + eV2 u (1)7

the axes of the vortices are assumed to be straight lines parallel
to the bounding surface. It is well known that these vortices usu- where U is the fluid velocity, t is the time, w = V x U is the
ally do not conform to this approximation. Crow[13] shows that vorticity, P = p + u. u/2 is the dynamic pressure head. p is the
the exponential growth of certain eigenmodes eventually causes pressue, Re - pae/p is the Reynolds number, and p is the
the initially straight cores to break up and form uncorrelated fluid dynamic viscosity. As noted by Hussaini and Zang•16|, the
vortex rings. Also, the ambient flow field contains perturbations use of this form in Fourier collocation methods, as in our study,
due to turbulence or irreguarities in the forward speed of the conserves kinetic energy and hence tends to minimize the effect of
lifting surface. Finally, since the vortices are being continuously nonlinear instabilities. For an incompressible fluid, conservation
generated by the lifting surface traveling at forward velocity U, of mass takes the form
and the vortices have a finite rise velocity V0, the vortex line is
inclined at the ange 7= tan-1 (Vo/U) with the horizontal. V. u =0 (2)

In the present paper we investigate the effect of various types
of initial three-dimensional perturbations on the subsequent de- The troublesome term involving P may be eliminated and the
velopment of the vortex cores rising to a shear-free surfece. We incompressibility condition implicitly satisfied by writing Eq. (1)
present results for three sets of cases. The first set is the pre-
vious two-dimensional case tc. verify the accuracy and stability
of our three-dimensional approach. The second set consists of
various sinusoidal variations in the axial direction of the hor-
izontal locations of the vortex centers. The third set consists S
of various random three-dimensional perturbations to the initial
two-dimensional flow field. Our numerical approach is essen-
tially a generalization to three dimensions of our previous two- 0
dimensional spectral approach[121. The resulting basic equa- 0
tions and solution procedure are similar to those given in Kim, .00
Moin, and Moser114) or Handier, Hendricks, and Leighton[15]. .
However, the formulation given in these references is for no-slip 3

boundary conditions appropriate for channel flow while we con-
sider shear-free surface conditions. Also, we calculate the free Fig. 1-Coordinate System and Computation Domain
surface elevation from the computed flow field.

We first give a brief outline of those equations and solution 0
procedures which are described more fully in 112,14,15]. How- -__

ever, we give a more detailed description of our boundary and ' 9F V vA/S AsS 0
perturbed initial conditions which differ from those given in these
references. We also describe our a posteriori calculation of the R_
surface wave elevation and discuss its accuracy. We present and _1o.5

discuss our results which are Piven in terms of three-dixr.ensional _

plots for the surface elevation and line and contour plots for the -' LO 5WAI is W a A&/f = #/Wa a 0 is
subsurface vorticity and velocity fields. We pay particular at-
tention to the growth or decay of the initial three-dimensional
perturbations. We conclude by briefly summarizing the principal Fig. 2-Initial Vortex Configuration
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in component form for the velocities (u, v, w) in the (z,y, z) di- where L, M, N + 1 are the number of grid points in the z,z, y
rections, taking second order spatial derivatives of these equa- directions, respectively, al = 2wl/La and jd. = 2wm/L. are
tions, and using Eq. (2). This results in a fourth order equation respectively the lth and mth wavenumbers in the z and z di-
for the velocity v and second order equattnn for the vorticity rections, and L. = 10 and L, = 10 are respectively the lengths
component w1, as follows(14,15] of the computation domain in the z and z directions. The grid

points z, and z. are evenly spaced while the y. points are comse-
V3V = I + (3) spaced so as to have the highest density uwg,. :LI.
v fi e (3) By noting that the spatial derivatives 81/ and 8/1z respec-

tively correspond to multiplications by iaj and i#. in transform

1H+ -LV3 (4) space, it can be seen that the three-dimesional Poisson Equs-
Re tions (5), (7), and (8) reduce to three sets of L/2 x M Pmo

where H. and H,., are the nonlinear terms arising from w x u. equations in the y direction at each time step. For example, the
Numerical Solution Pr equation for j takes the form

We advance Eqs.(3) and (4) in time by using the weighted _0 _'--8. + 2R* -,,+, f,, ,lm, l)
implicit Crank-Nicholson method for the linear term and the ot
weighted explicit Adams-Buhforth method for the nonlinear (II)
term. In the case of Eq.(4), this results in the following equation Due to the presence of the nonlinear terms H."j. and H,". we

for the value of w, at the new n + 1 time step in terms of values must, at each time step, inverse transform to physical space, per-

at the previous n and n - 1 time steps form the operations required to obtain H,, and then transform
H. to get H.. We perform these transforms by using standard
Fast Fourier Transform techniques. Also, to avoid ahasing errars,

At whereby energy from modes outside our range of consideration is
( ,12ReV +l - (1 + Ž V2)W; + -(3H.n - H.-') (5) placed into lower modes, we use the well known de-aliasing tech-

2Re ' nique whereby we consider (3/2)(L x M) physical points but use

where At is the size of the time step. Since we assume the flow only the modes corresponding to L x M points.

to be shear-free at the upper and lower boundaries, i.e. ou/o = . The Poisson Equation (11) effectively reduces to the inver-

Ow/8y = 0 on y = ±1, the resulting boundary condition on w, sionof a N+l xN+1 matrix for the coefficients of the Chebyshev

is polynomials. By using recursion relations which relate deriva-
tives of a Chebyshev function of order n to neighboring orders,
the second derivative in Eq. (11) for the N + 1 grid points gives

-0 on v = ±1 (6) rise to two quasi-tridiagonal matrices for the coefficients of the
ay even and odd Chebyshev polynomials (see, for example, Chapter

whereas w. = 0 for the no-slip conditions considered in [14,15]. 5 of [17]). Inversion of these matrices is considerably less time

The fourth-order Eq.(3) for v is split into two second-order consuming than full matrices of the same order.

equations as follows Our use of the implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme to advance
in time the linear terms of our solution assures their stability,

-(1+At At , H ) regardless of the size of the time step At. However, our use of
_I - 2)Rc n+1 = (I + A 72).n + A-(W3H. - H.' ) (7) the explicit Adams-Bashforth scheme for the troublesome non-linear terms requires that At not exceed the criterion given by

Vini = + (8) the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, which basically states
that At should be sufficiently small so that the solution does not

Our boundary conditions of no flow through, and no shear on, completely propagate across any grid cell in the computation
the upper and lower surfaces take the following form domain. The strictly correct manner of implementing this is to

2 evaluate the ratio of grid size to speed of propagation throughout
( v the computation domain at each time step and use the minimum

v = = 0 on =±1 (9) value of this ratio as the new value of At. Instead, we find that
the following approximate approach yields stable solutions for

Again we note that for the no-slip case[14,15] the second-order the present calculations. We take 2/N, the average in the y

derivative in the above equation is replaced by a first-order direction, as the representative grid dimension and the initial

derivative. velocity of the vortex pair (which is unity in dimensionless co-

We do not solve the above formulation directly in physi- ordinates) as the typical speed of propagation. Our time step is

cal space but in Fourier-Chebyshev transform space, where the then approximated by

unknowns v, 6,w w are expanded as exponential functions in the at -" 6- (12)
periodic z and z directions, and in Chebyshev polynomials T2 in N

the y direction. For example. in the case of v. this series takes where 6 - 0.2/12.
the form Once i and w1 have been computed, the remaining two

Lb/-i M/2-1 N components of velocity in transform space, i and tib, may be

(,(zY,z,t) = F Z V' , p i m)Tn(y) conveniently obtained by solving the following two simultaneous
,0 m 2 6~(1,rnt~xp(iatx + i,6,.z algebraic equations which arise by using the continuity Eq. (2)(10) and the definition of C, = 49,!4z - 0018z
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|0

02 8ii &j %%We can in vrinciple sum the vorticity contribution frua bo0
K)2- + 27z -avo• + (134) vortices to obtaina the total vorticity field w and then obtain tl

velocity u by twuing the following vector identity and bouad

conditions W
8z--2'z + ý 7 aZ O aZ amt

The remaining two comPOnetfs of vorti'cty, Cz .n , -r then __ =+ (0sobtained algebraically from the definition w = V x u. 0Y = -- i1 (1S
We note, however. that due to the finite sie of our cow

The dynamic pressure head P is then calculated by the GA- putation domain, the velocities induced by our vomrex npi
lowing Poissm equation which results from taking the divergence will not conforu to the prewribed boundary conditioms, lad
of Eq. (1) and again using the continuity Eq. (2) ing to possible higly oscillatory behavior of the remsltan

VP=V.(ux W) (14) velocities near g = ±I. This in turn may lead to an
merical instabilities in or tim e matching schaem. To mm

The boundary conditions for P At v = +1 may be conveniently imize this oscilhltory behlavior, we introduce the foliowim
obtained by considering the mometum equation mthe i d ie- three pairs of iniage vortices which tend to reader the veloetion. For our e of h, t ity field compatible with the prescribed boundary condition.:tio. Fr or cm o shar-ivesurace, te cndiionis Iit = -I'.y,, = -2 - %,aP (15) Fro = -ri. it.., = +2 - .i

S=0 an * 1 (15 Fi = +17., Y., = +4 + Yi(1w)ere i = 1.12. We then aply Eqs. 18) and (19) to the vorticity

From P we can conveniently calculated p = P - u. U. By then field due to all four pairs of vortices.
considering the continuity of stress in the y direction at the free
surface (see, for example SkoplSi) we can calculate the first NUMERICAL RESULTS
order elevation 17 as follows Caonlation Paoetioayrmn

S= F:(p 20,) o V +I 16) We performetl our c'alculations on a Cray X-110/24 main-
= F 2 (p - 2 t) (V=) frame computer. We uaed a calculation grid of 16 x 49 x 48 ia

the z, y, z directions for the two-dimensianal CTWOD and low

We note that the above calculation of the elevation is a posteriori perturbation CO010 cases, and a finer grid of 16 x 65 x 48 for the
and hence only approximate since by assuming the free surface remaining higher Ilritirbatiou cases. The time steps wee talmk
to be flat, i.e. ,(y = +1) = 0, we have neglected the mutual to be respectively OA and 0.0005 for the coarse and fie ,
influence of vortex motion and surface elevation. However, the as approximated Ivy Eq. (12). The calculations were carried oat
results of previous studies tend to show that this approxoma- for a total time of t diirusiouless units for the coarse grid ases,
tion becomes more accurate with decreasing Fr, and may give and 5 for the finer grid ca•ms, resulting in 7500 and 1000 time
reasonable results for values of Fr 5 0.15, approximately[31. steps for the coam amnd fine grids, respectively. Computer ez-

ecution tinies for one time step are approximately 0.52 seconds
for the coarse griu andi 0.59 se-onds for the finer grid, resulting *The initial position of our vortices is as shown in Fig. 2. in total execution tiintes of 300 and 5900 seconds fr the ceoesr

For the case of two-dimensional Gaussian vortices, the vorticity and fine grids. respixtively. Assuming the vortices to be nomi-
componentswzs,wWp.wr,,i = 1,2, of each vortex are given by nally propagating at xmit velocity at all times, the nonphysical

boundaries at Z = t L :/2 |gin to be strongly felt by the vor-r- (Z _ Zj) + (y _ *i) /0,2 (174) tices for t > 5. approximat.ely. The main reason for calculatingW1,(Z'Yv z)1 = eCXP- -I 2  
the coarse grid caes- tveyMnd this point is to investigate their na-

W,(Z',yZ) = ta 0 (17b) merical stability eveu %inder thase nonphysical conditions. The
value of Re is taken to hi- 100(0. This is approximately aiW order

where zI = -0.5, Z2 = +0.5, Y1 = y2 -0.50, r1i = -2'r, of magnitude higher than that considered in those studies which
1-2 = +2r, and a = 0.25 is a measure of the core size. Hereafter. solve the Navier-Stk,.-s ie'lttioiisiai6.10 and is cloen to the range
this case is referred to as CTWOD. We consider two series of of 3000 to 4000 cotwidertxi its experimental studie.l,2,4]. This
three-dimensional perturbations. In the first series, we allow the is largely due to otir itsus of th. spectral approach which more
z spacing of the vortex centers to sinusoidally vary in the axial accurately models sipal ial variation than the finite-difference &p-
* direction. We report results for the case where the amplitude proach used in 16,1011.
of variation is -20%, with period L., and refer to this case as We present our resuits iii three forms. First, we present line
CZ1CY. We considered other values of amplitude and period, plots showing the vtrintion of the velocity v and vorticity we in
and found that halving the amplitude leads to only small dif- the z and y, directitmot at the yz plane containing the maximum
ferences from the two-dimensional case, while consideration of vorticity, and the velocityu ijs the z" and y directions at the Sy
shorter periods usually leads to numerical instability before the plane containing thi., %nut xima unt vorticity. These plots show
end of the calculations. In the second series, we perturb all three in convenient forin t hestability of our calculation procedure aWd
components of w throughout the computation domain by ran- the amount of mnplification of thie initial perturbations. We thendom values in the range tra. whue womp io d o/(io 2 ). We present contoitr plots ,,f th v'orticity to show in greater detail the
consider values of e equal 0.010, 0.030, and 0.050, and refer to differences between thr variOli. raise. Finally, we present three- I
these cases as CO010, C0030, and C0050, respectively, dimensional plots of Ih,, h•s'it, elcvation to qualitatively show ..
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the degre of ageement with previous studies and the dect of •..
the three-dimensional perturbation in this case.

Line Plots of Subsurface Flow -.

Figure 3 shows aix line plots which give the variation of s

in the zy plane, and v and w. in the yz plane at t -3 for Cas
CTWOD. Figures 4-9 ,in the following order, co-responding
line plots for Case CTWOD at t - 6, Caw CO010 at t = 6, Cae i.5 L -s a 2

CZICY at t - 3, Cae C0030 at t = 0 and 3, and Case 0050 at X SMWIlE VELOCITY U

tf3. = 3.
Figures 3-4 show the stability do ur calculations for the two-

dimensional case. The axial velocity u remains identically zero
at all times. Also, eve at t = 6 when the vortices have propa- 4R

gated to near the end of the periodic computation domain and
are experiencing strong influence from the image vortices across
theme nonphysical boundaries, the calculated results continue to
be smooth and free from numerical instabilities. On the other a.. i.S -,.4 1 A
hand, Figure 5 shows that the low level perturbations for the z N VELCIT v

CO010 case are sufficient to cause the corresponding line plots . _

to exhibit the high frequency noise characteristic of numerical
instability, specially noticeable in the variation of w, with y. At
earlier times, the calculated results are stable and differ littlefrom those for CTWOD. K•

Figure 6 shows that the calculated results for Caw CZ1CY •

are stable and differ moderately from those for the two- a

dimensional case. Figure 7 shows that for Case C0030, where LINs s.s -u.rn. -,. s u
the initial vorticity is given a random perturbation in the range Z VORTICITY
±0.03w,., the high frequency content in the initial conditions
is substantial for the vorticity but relatively little (though no- Fig. 4-Flow Variables u,v,w, for Case CTWOD at t =6
ticeable) in the case of the velocities u and v. Figure 8 shows

o = 
0

0.0 2•.5 5.5 -,3.0 0.0 35 . •S ., -10 . LI
X SlTU£ENIIIS WD.CiTT U I STR:ftIIS VEL.OCITY U

0.0 i.S S.0 -t.0 0.0 as .0.0 i.6 -2.0 0.0 LS

Z S MIqEft VELOCITY V Z NSItM. VELOCITY c

oi. &.o

0.09 ISO -30.000 .0 1-I0.0 is0.0 I0.0 0.0 1ISSO 3-3-0"In iO I.O
Z NORTI VLCITY 01 z M VEORTCITY 01aa

Fig. 3-Flow Variables u~v,w, for Case CTWOD at t = 3 Fig. 5-Flow Variables u,v~w, for Case C. )010 at t = 6
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0.0 i. Ll -. 0 0.0 2.0 0. .5 is .2.0 .as 8
X S1llUISE VELOCITY U X SI ISE VEOCITY U

,if- 0!
q7

o.s 2.s LI -1.0 *.A 1.0 G. A. S -1
z NAL VELOCHIT V Z NOCH.I VEL.OCITY 0

0 a

0.0 2.S.8 -3.53. -30.0 0.0 10.0 9.9 LS 5.8 -,30.3i0 -40 .0 is W

Z VWNTICITY ai Z VORTICITY ON

Fig. 6-Flow Variables u,v,w, for Case CZICY at t = 3 Fig: 5-Flow VariabLes u.v, r for Case C0030 at t 3

0

0 0 U i

.-. 0 0.0 2.0 0.0 2.5 5A -2.0 0* 8.0

X SlIC"Il .VELOCITY u X SII tlS-- VELOCITY U

- R

0.0 ,. @ .. 0 a 1 .0 O.0 .2A..,0 0.O -..

0.0 is2 .1 LB 30.3.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.5 . I3A.. . .0 Lo

• * . .

SVRTICITY aI Z VORT:::T' ON

Fig. 7-Flow Variables u. vw, for Case C0030 at f = 0 F:_ -.-- Variables u. v.";, Ca"-e C0050 at I = 3
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that at t =3 the calculation fir Case C0030 is approaching nu- MIX SmWUZ
merical breakdown while Figure 9 shows that the corresponding
plots for Cas C0050 are already slightly in the instability re-
Sion. Figure 8 also shows that the initial perturbation$ which
are largely confined to the vorticity at t =0 are now also evident

in the velocities.
Contour Plots of Subsurface Flow

Fligure 10 shows the contour plot of the vorticity w. at the
midplane r =-0 and t =3 for Came CTWOD. Figures I a-c show
these plots for Case CZICY at t = 3 for: z - -L./4. 0, +L./4,________

respectively. Figures 12&-c show corresponding plots for Casen
C0030. Figures hla-c show the expected trend that the vert-
cal distance of the vortex pair below the free surfac varies with Fig. hI b-Vorticity w. for Came CZ1CY at z =0, t=3
z due to the unequal rise velocities caused by the initial axial
variation of the z spacing of the vortex pair. As a result, the rimwu
vortex contours show dillerent stages of interactionwinth the frvee
surface. Figure I a, corresponding to the case of the vortices
being closest to, and hence interacting most strongly with, the
free surface suggests the formation of a ribbon-lik structure, Y.
sim;ila to that observed by Pumir and KerrjlgJ. They point
out that the calculation of its subsequent evolution is Usually V
limited by grid resolution. It is also of interest to note that Fig-
ure hib, which corresponds to the x location where the initial
vortex spacing is identical to the two-imnsina case, exhibits
contours which are similar to those shown in Figure 10 for Came
CTWOD. Figures 12a-c show that the contours due to the ran-
dom vorticity perturbation case C0030 are no longer symmetric
about the plane r =0. Fi.lic-Vorticity w. for Came CZICY at z= +L./4,t 3

.... ....

Fig. lO-Vorti-ity w, for Case CTWOD at z=0,1= 3 Fig. 12a-orticitY w. for Case C0030 at x -L,/4, f=3

Fi. ll..rict w. for Ca.ZC tz -. 4t3Fg 2-otct .fo aU.30 z 0
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_M__ _ _ 013m= 0z

Fig. 12c-Vorticity Ws for Case CO030 at z = +L/4, t =3

Three-Dimensional Plots of Surface Elevation Fig. 13b-Surface Elevation ,ifor Caw C0010 at t =2

Figures 13a-c show three-dimensional plots of the surface
elevation ,q for Case COO0O at t = 0, 2, and 3, respectively. Fig-
ures 14-16 show corresponding plots at t = 3 for Cases C0030,
CO050, and CZICY, respectively. Figures 13a-c qualitatively
confirm the observed numerical and experimental trends at low
Fr. Thus, Figure 13a shows that there is a mound above the
rising vortex pair surrounded by an extensive depression. Figure
13b shows that at t = 2 the depressions on either side of the
mound have become sharper and resemble the scars described
in [2,31. Figure 13c shows that at t = 3 the vortices are essen-
tially moving parallel to the free surface, resulting in a wider
lower mound above the vortices. Similar to the trends observed
in 12], the scars are fixed or "slaved" relative to the vortices
and appear slightly ahead of them. The figure also shows that
at this value of t the initial three-dimensional perturbations are
now amplified to the point of being noticeable. Figures 14 and
15 show how the general shape remains largely the same but is
more pronounced as the amplitude of the (otherwise identical)
random perturbation is increased in amplitude. It appears that
these perturbations excite a dominant mode in the axial direc- 0
tion. Figure 16 shows the expected trend that the vortices are
furthest apart at z= -L,/4 and closest at z = +L./4. Fig. 13c-Surface Elevation ,7 for Case C0010 at t 3

•0

Fig. 13a-Surface Elevation q for Case CO010 at t = 0 Fig. 14-Surface Elevation n for Case C0030 at t 3
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computation scheme is stable for the two-dimensional case even
at t = 6 when the vortices are interacting strongly with the non-
physical boundaries of our computation domain. We present our
results in terms of line and contour plots for the subsurface flow
and three-dimensional plots for the surface elevation. In terms
of differences from the two-dimensional case, they are small for
the 0.01wm.. case and moderate for the other cases. The two
largest random perturbation cases eventually become numei-
cally unstable before the vortices are influenced by the nonphys-

Aft ical boundaries of our computation domain, at which point the
""* •calculations are physically meaningless. The surface elevations

show the same mound and depression pattern obtained in pre-
vious experimental and numeical studies. In addition, we show
the effect of the three-dimenonal perturbations.
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I

SI "Requirements Definition by Numerical Simulation"
James Hickman, Chris Kostas, Kang Tsang
Science Applications International Corporation

I Abstract:

We have been investigating the issues involved in requirements definition for narcotics
0 interdiction for the past six months. Our approach has been to simulate numerically the

conditions that arise during vapor particulate transport. The advantages of this
approach are that: (1) a broad range of scenarios can be rapidly and inexpensively
analyzes by simulation and (2) simulations can display quantities that are difficult or
impossible to measure. The drawback of this approach is that simulations cannot

I include all of the phenomena present in a real measurement, and therefore the fidelity
* of the simulation results is always an issue.

We will discuss these issues and how they apply to the current problems. We will show
preliminary data on numerical simulations of simple configurations. We will also show
the results of a 1 D numerical simulation and compare these results with the analytical

* 1 solution to the same problem to demonstrate that the model is at least verifiable at its
most basic level.
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